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Preface

Guru yoga is an important aspect of the tantric practice of Mahayana 
Buddhism and the foundation on which the whole tantric structure 
is built; it is also the force that gives vitality to a serious practitioner’s 
meditation. Unlike other systems, tantric meditation depends largely 
upon inspiration transmitt ed in an unbroken lineage through a living 
person, the guru. Practitioners should fi rst be initiated into the dis-
cipline through an empowerment ceremony that makes their mental 
continuum receptive to the intricate meditative techniques of tantra, 
following which they should be led through the successive stages of the 
path by an expert guide.
 Th is book presents a practical instruction which blends the essential 
aspects of the sutra path together with the profound tantric techniques 
that activate the latent spiritual forces within us. By laying the basic 
framework of the entire Buddhist path, it also sets down the guidelines 
for undertaking a complete form of practice on a daily basis.
 Th e lucidity and the liveliness of His Holiness the Fourteenth Dalai 
Lama’s commentary make such meditation a most inspiring and grat-
ifying practice. His Holiness has defi ned and underlined the great 
importance of guru yoga practice as follows:
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8 t h e  un i o n  o f  b l i s s  a n d  e m p t i n e s s

Guru yoga is not just a practice where one visualizes a deity 
and then makes seven-limbed off erings, but rather it is 
where one views one’s own root guru as a real buddha from 
the depths of one’s heart. Having cultivated such an att itude 
and strong faith, one then engages in actually pleasing the 
guru by following his advice. It is through such a method 
that one should try to achieve a transference of the guru’s 
realizations to one’s own mental continuum. Such a prac-
tice is called guru yoga.

 Th e root text Sablam Lama Chöpai Choga Detong Yermema (A 
Method of Off ering to the Guru, Th e Profound Path Entitled the Indi-
visibility of Bliss and Emptiness) by Panchen Lozang Chökyi Gyaltsen 
and an oral commentary by His Holiness the Fourteenth Dalai Lama 
are translated here. Th e teaching was given at Dharamsala by His Holi-
ness in March 1986, at the Second Enlightenment Experience Celebra-
tion organized by the Foundation for the Preservation of the Mahayana 
Tradition. Th e transcript of the simultaneous English translation was 
then checked thoroughly with the Tibetan and amended with neces-
sary corrections by the translator. Since the commentary given by His 
Holiness was an experiential one, tradition requires four repetitions of 
the major sections of the text. Th ese have been incorporated into the 
main body of the teaching for the present book, and a few brief end-
notes, together with a bibliography of books mentioned in the text, 
have been provided.
 Grateful thanks are due to Ven. Alfred Luyens for transcribing, to 
Nerea and Paloma for typing, and to Christine Cox, for fi nal editing. 
Special thanks go to the initial editor who devoted months of work 
to this project, but who wishes to remain anonymous. Th e text used 
herein is a compilation based on the translations of Dr. Alexander Ber-
zin and Ven. Martin Willson.
 Although I have tried to make the translation as close to the original 
and as correct as possible, due to my limited experience and knowledge 
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 p r e face  9

some errors may remain undetected. For these and all other shortcom-
ings I request the readers’ forgiveness.
 Th rough the merit that has been accumulated by this translation, 
may all sentient beings enjoy the great fortune of coming under the 
perfect and compassionate spiritual guidance of His Holiness the Dalai 
Lama.

Th upten Jinpa
Gaden Shartse College, 1988
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c h a p t e r  o n e

Introduction

The origins of the instructions on this Lama Chöpa practice are 
traced back to the explanatory tantra called Vajramala, in which the 
visualization of the body mandala deities on the guru’s body is explained 
according to Guhyasamaja. Since the integral practice of the three dei-
ties Yamantaka, Guhyasamaja, and Heruka has great merit and advan-
tages, Lama Chöpa explains how to do it on the basis of this guru yoga 
practice. Th e actual practice is explained on the basis of Guhyasamaja, 
the preliminaries such as the self-generation are explained on the basis 
of Yamantaka, and the performing of off erings and so forth is explained 
according to Heruka. Th is guru yoga is widespread within the Gelug 
system—so much so that almost everyone knows it by heart—and the 
way in which it is undertaken is uniform. In other traditions, there are 
diff erent ways of practicing guru yoga, such as the system of Ngor of 
the Sakya tradition, and others.
 Having achieved this precious human form and having received 
initiation, you should observe the vows and commitments properly 
and engage in the tantric path in order to actualize the resultant state 
endowed with the seven features of the deity and his consort facing 
each other.1 Th e method for achieving this is explained by Panchen 
Lama Lozang Chökyi Gyaltsen2 in the last stanza of Lama Chöpa:
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12 t h e  un i o n  o f  b l i s s  a n d  e m p t i n e s s

Having been thus entreated, pray grant this request, 
O supreme gurus:

So that you might bless me, happily alight on the crown of 
my head

And once again set your radiant feet fi rmly
At the corolla of my heart lotus.

One must fervently pray to the guru by taking guru yoga practice as the 
life of the path; through this practice and the path one can actualize the 
pure illusory body3 and the meaning clear light,4 the factors that lead 
the practitioners to the resultant buddhahood. Th erefore, the follow-
ers of Lama Tsongkhapa traditionally take the practice of guru yoga as 
the life of the path and undertake a practice which integrates the three 
deities Guhyasamaja, Yamantaka, and Heruka.
 Th e meditational deity Yamantaka is the wrathful aspect of Man-
jushri. Generally, Manjushri is regarded as being the father, the mother 
and also the son of the buddhas. Manjushri has arisen into a wrathful 
aspect called Yamantaka because, during the initial stage of practice, 
factors such as one’s mental faculties, accumulation of merits, force of 
eff ort, favorableness of conditions, and so forth are very weak; hence, 
there are more unfavorable conditions and adverse circumstances. At 
these levels even a slight obstacle can cause great harm to the practitio-
ner. Th e special signifi cance of Yamantaka practice is that on the basis 
of increasing the wisdom realizing emptiness one will be guarded from 
the external and internal obstacles. Th erefore the practice of Yaman-
taka is important.
 Th e practice of Guhyasamaja is regarded as the actual path. Th ere 
are two major systems or schools of Guhyasamaja, known as the Arya 
school and the Janapata school, both of which evolved in India. Within 
the Arya system there are many divisions, according to the specifi c cen-
tral deity of the mandala. Th e main one is the Guhyasamaja Akshob-
hya; Nagarjuna wrote many treatises on this, including a very profound 
text on the generation stage called Pindikrita Sadhana (Condensation 
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of the Means of Accomplishment), which outlines the practice of tak-
ing the three bodies5 onto the path. It expounds the main theme of the 
Guhyasamaja root tantra based on the interpretation of the explana-
tory tantra Vajramala. To give an example, the process of withdrawing 
the “specially imagined deities” during the stage of taking death onto 
the path as the truth body is explained very well in conjunction with 
the process of dissolution of the twenty-fi ve gross phenomena.6 Th is 
practice has an added advantage when one subsequently arises into 
the enjoyment body, the primordial being, through the order of the 
fi ve clarifi cations, the adhisambodhis.7 Th ere are various instructions 
on the meditation on the three kayas, as outlined in many diff erent sad-
hanas, and although all of them contain the important features in com-
plete form and serve the same purpose, they also have their individual 
signifi cance.
 Since Guhyasamaja emphasizes the practice of the illusory body, 
it has a very unique practice for taking the intermediate state onto 
the path as the enjoyment body. By comparison, in practices such as 
Heruka, although the practice of taking the intermediate state onto the 
path as the enjoyment body is explained, it is done implicitly on the 
basis of visualizing syllables and hand symbols within the channels. 
In the practice of Yamantaka, when one takes the intermediate state 
onto the path as the enjoyment body, the practice of what is called the 
causal vajraholder is explained, wherein one generates as Manjushri. 
But when one actually arises into the illusory body during the com-
pletion stage, it is in Yamantaka form. However, there is another view 
asserting that the practitioner arises into Manjushri at the completion 
stage just as he has rehearsed during the generation stage. In Heruka, 
although one generates as a nadi (channel) during the generation stage, 
which serves the purpose of being a ripening factor for the completion 
state, one actually arises in the form of Heruka lord and consort at the 
completion stage.
 So, although in such tantras as Heruka and Yamantaka the tech-
niques for actualizing the illusory body are explained, there they are 
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14 t h e  un i o n  o f  b l i s s  a n d  e m p t i n e s s

considered more as ripening factors. Th e actual practice is done on the 
basis of visualizing channels and syllables and so forth. But in Guh-
yasamaja, as explained by Nagarjuna in his Pindikrita Sadhana, taking 
the intermediate state onto the path as the enjoyment body is done on 
the basis of oneself arising into the primordial buddha. Th is is a ripen-
ing factor which is similar in feature to the actual illusory body of the 
completion stage, the diff erence being only the presence or absence 
of a consort. Th is similarity would be of great advantage during the 
stages of the three isolations8 and of the illusory body itself, because 
one arises into the form of the very deity with which one has cultivated 
great familiarity on the generation stage. Even during the generation 
stage this has a special signifi cance, because the most important part of 
the generation stage is the practice of the three bodies. Th is shows that 
the practice of Guhyasamaja is the foundation.
 In order to have proper, or highest, fulfi llment of the practice of the 
three bodies—that is, realization of the completion stage—it is nec-
essary to have the experience of clear light, and this has to be induced 
by generating bliss within one’s continuum. Th e techniques for gener-
ating bliss have been explained in the Heruka root tantra. Th e process 
for melting the bodhichitt a at the crown and experiencing the four joys 
at specifi c parts of the body, as explained in Heruka, is unique. When 
the bodhichitt a, the source of great bliss, melts, it fl ows down to the 
vital points of the body where specifi c mantra circles have been visual-
ized, and lingers for a while. Th us one obtains special power to increase 
the experience of great bliss and bring about a stable experience of 
clear light. Th e force of this inner yoga could also have an eff ect dur-
ing the meeting with a suitable and qualifi ed consort. So one enriches 
one’s practice of the three bodies through Heruka, and thus it helps 
to make one’s practice more complete; it also accelerates one’s realiza-
tions. Th erefore, the practice of Heruka is taken as an assisting factor 
to one’s practice of Guhyasamaja. Guhyasamaja is like the actual path, 
Heruka the assisting factor, and Yamantaka, as a preliminary, the force 
for overcoming obstacles. So, if these three were to be practiced in an 
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integrated way with the knowledge of their individual unique features, 
it would be good. But the real meaning of undertaking the practice of 
these three deities inseparably comes during the completion stage.
 In addition, all these practices have to be undertaken on the basis of 
taking guru yoga as the life of the path. Since the guru is the supreme 
fi eld of merit, there is a guru yoga at the beginning of almost all the 
sadhanas of the Indian masters. Th is indicates the importance of guru 
yoga practice. In a deeper sense, even the practice of the three bod-
ies is essentially a guru yoga practice, because during the entire medi-
tation one views the meditational deity as inseparable from the guru. 
Nevertheless, when one undertakes the practice of accumulating merit 
and purifying negativities specifi cally on the basis of guru yoga, it has a 
very special power; hence the sadhanas have separate practices of guru 
yoga at the beginning.
 Although such is the case, in Tibet guru yoga practice was so wide-
spread and so much emphasized that there are certain manuals exclu-
sively devoted to it. Th is is the case in each of the four main sects of 
Tibetan Buddhism. Th ere are many diff erent manuals, such as this text, 
Lama Chöpa, each of which presents a variation of guru yoga practice. 
Th eir signifi cance, or necessity, is that one has to train in such a path 
in order to moisten one’s dry mind and tame it through receiving the 
guru’s blessings. But I think that the mere recitation of the words of a 
text alone cannot tame our minds; this requires inspiration which has 
to come through a living force in the form of a guru. Although medita-
tional deities have great power, and also the buddhas have high qual-
ities, we do not have the ability to see them and they are not directly 
accessible to us. But the complete transmissions of both the profound 
and vast practices have been given to us in an unbroken lineage, which 
starts from Lord Buddha himself, by our root gurus. Among the root 
gurus that we have, there might be ordinary beings, bodhisatt vas, and 
so forth, but irrespective of what they might be from their side, on our 
part we have to view them as actual Vajradharas, and the source of inspi-
ration. We will receive blessings and inspiration according to how well 
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we are able to base our practice on such a view. Th erefore, the practice 
of guru yoga is extremely important. When a follower of Gelug does a 
guru yoga practice, it is very helpful and it has special signifi cance if it 
is done on the basis of seeing one’s own root guru as inseparable from 
Lama Tsongkhapa.
 I think that in India there was no manual exclusively for guru yoga 
practice, although you will fi nd in many Indian sadhanas a guru yoga at 
the beginning, for the purpose of accumulating merit. In Tibet, however, 
there are many guru yoga practices. In the Gelug system there is one 
called Khedup Chikyü (Th e Solo Lineage through Khedup Rinpoche) 
which is very much related to manuals on emptiness meditation, and 
one through Jetsun Sherab Senge called Gaden Lhagyama (Th e Hun-
dred Deities of the Joyous Land) from the Segyü lineage. Th ese are 
very integrated guru yoga practices but do not require the receiving of 
initiation into highest yoga tantra. Th ere is also one through Togden 
Jampel Gyatso and Baso Chökyi Gyaltsen known as the Ear-Whispered 
Transmission. Th e latt er is the lineage of Lama Chöpa. Th e most widely 
known guru yogas related to Lama Tsongkhapa are this Lama Chöpa 
and the Gaden Lhagyama. Th ere might also be other lineages of guru 
yogas, but the above three are the most popularly known. Among these 
various guru yoga lineages, Lama Chöpa is very profound and compre-
hensive; its practice requires initiation into the highest yoga tantra.
 For practitioners like ourselves who have not gained complete real-
ization of the common path, but through the kindness of the guru have 
been fortunate enough to have received high initiations, and also have 
access to the practice of guru yoga related to tantra, it would be very 
good to engage in the practices of lamrim, lojong (thought transfor-
mation), and guru yoga, and also the practices of generation stage and 
completion stage, all in relation to Lama Chöpa practice. In this prac-
tice one fi rst generates oneself into the deity, thus countering ordinary 
conception and appearance, then visualizes the merit fi eld followed 
by the mandala deities on the body of the guru. As stated above, the 
general framework of this text is guru yoga as explained in the tantras: 
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this practice contains the unique features of the tantric path such as 
the meditation on the four complete purities.9 Th e essential points of 
the generation stage, such as the three bodies, are explained, as are the 
essential points of the completion stage. Th e text also discusses the 
main aspects of the common path, such as the practices of the three 
scopes, and the essential points of the thought transformation prac-
tices. Hence it is a very vast and integrated practice. Lama Chöpa has 
an uninterrupted transmission of inspiration, and yet it is very easy to 
practice. It has been the main practice of many great masters of the 
past. Of all the guru yogas, the one which contains all the essential 
points of both sutra and tantra is this text.
 Generally speaking, if one has the proper understanding, even the 
shortest guru yoga will give one a complete understanding of the paths. 
But if one does not have the proper understanding, even though one 
might read the entire eight thousand verses of Prajnaparamita (Perfec-
tion of Wisdom), for example, one will not understand it. In this popu-
lar guru yoga known as Lama Chöpa, the verses explicitly deal with the 
most essential points of lamrim and tantric practices.
 As Lama Tsongkhapa said in Yonten Shigyurma (Th e Foundation of 
All Excellences):

Th e foundation of all the perfections is the kind guru.
Having seen that proper reliance on him
Is the root and basis of all the paths,
Inspire me to relate to him with every eff ort.

and:

Bless me to gain realization of the main points
Of the two stages,10 the essence of the tantric path;
And, by never wavering from the yoga of four sessions,
Achieve the realizations as taught by the sages.
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In order to achieve nirvana or enlightenment, one has to depend upon 
an experienced and qualifi ed master who is able to show the proper 
and correct path for the achievement of such a resultant state. Th e 
actual mode of the practice of the path has been explained in many 
sutras and tantras using various skillful methods. If one is able to place 
oneself under the care of such a spiritual master, there is a great advan-
tage—one will make the most progress on the path and overcome all 
obstacles. Th erefore, to develop a correct practice one has to rely upon 
a qualifi ed master and follow his instructions to the word. In order for 
one to achieve highest enlightenment, the guru is an indispensable fac-
tor; therefore the Buddha explained the qualifi cations one’s master 
should have, beginning with those outlined in the vinaya. One entrusts 
oneself to the care of a spiritual master, and will take vows and so on 
from him or her, so such a person has to be viewed as a buddha. Th is 
has also been stated in the treatises of the bodhisatt vas. Similarly, it has 
been explained in the lower tantras and especially in highest yoga tan-
tra that one has to view the guru as the actual embodiment of all the 
buddhas, the meditational deities, and all the refuges, because he is the 
source, or the great door through which one can experience the bless-
ings and inspiration of the Th ree Jewels. Th erefore, guru yoga practice 
is the life of all practices. It is important in sutra and especially in tantric 
practices. One must understand that the practice of guru yoga lays the 
foundation for the practice of highest yoga tantra. It is also the main 
practice for accumulating merit and overcoming obstacles. Although 
it is virtuous and creates a lot of merit to meditate on many diff erent 
deities, one gains more merit by meditating on the meditational deity 
as inseparable from the guru. In order to undertake such a practice, 
one must have trained in the common paths and have been ripened 
through proper initiations and have accumulated all the necessary arti-
cles for practice.
 Th e guru can be visualized in many ways, but according to the guru 
yoga of Lama Chöpa, one fi rst visualizes him in front of oneself, then 
at one’s crown and fi nally descending down to one’s heart. Hence this 
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practice contains the essential points of each of these three ways of 
visualizing the guru.
 Guru yoga practice lays down the foundations for a proper path and 
practice. Also in his Jhangchub Lamrim Chenmo (Great Exposition of 
the Stages of the Path), Lama Tsongkhapa says that proper reliance on 
the guru is “the root of all the paths.” Th e process of relying on a guru 
is divided into two: relying through the mind and through actions. 
“Relying through the mind” refers mainly to establishing the bases: 
cultivating strong faith in the guru and cultivating respect for him by 
refl ecting upon his great kindness. Th ese have to be developed through 
reasoning, by seeing the indispensability of the guru for the achieve-
ment of highest enlightenment. Relying “through action” means living 
one’s life according to the advice of the teacher. It also involves making 
off erings and services to him.
 If you are able to develop a heartfelt faith and conviction in your 
guru by refl ecting upon his great qualifi cations and viewing him as a 
true buddha, this will be of great advantage for cultivating a very recep-
tive mind, fertile for spiritual progress on the path. Th e stronger your 
faith, the more progress you will make in your practice. In regard to 
ordinary persons, the more one respects and feels close to someone, 
the more readily one will follow his suggestions; so, in the same way, 
the more faith one has in one’s guru, the more progress one will make 
in one’s practice.
 Th e treatises of sutra and tantra are the straightedge by which 
the directness of the path is determined, and the disciples should 
be accordingly led on the path by the guru. If there are no proper 
 qualifi cations on the part of the guru, and also if the student is always 
infested with doubts, hesitations, and so forth and does not relate to 
the guru in the proper way, there is hardly any possibility for progress 
on the path.
 It is the general nature of the minds of human beings of this time 
that when one thinks of unwholesome deeds one’s mind is very sharp, 
alert, clever, and inventive, but when one focuses on the dharma it does 
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not retain such force and quality. Irrespective of the state of conscious-
ness or awareness of our society in general, as far as we as individuals 
are concerned, we can judge our own ability to overcome suff erings 
by our own presently poor nature. Th erefore, it is important that we 
should hope, and on the basis of a new method, one which we have not 
tried so far and with which we have not been familiar in past lives, we 
should seek for ways by which we can free ourselves and also other sen-
tient beings from this cycle of existence. Although we have many rela-
tives and friends whom we trust and to whom we relate very closely, 
such as our parents, none of them has the capacity to guide us on the 
proper path to the fi nal achievement of enlightenment. It is only the 
guru who can show the path correctly.
 You should recall the fact that all the buddhas of the past initially 
cultivated bodhichitt a for the sake of other sentient beings, then 
engaged in the practice of the actual path, and at the resultant stage 
achieved the highest enlightenment, all for the sake of other sentient 
beings. One will fi nd that it is one’s own guru who shows one the vari-
ous skillful means for bringing about the resultant state of omniscience 
within one’s mental continuum. If the buddhas are engaged in helping 
all sentient beings, including oneself, it is defi nitely only through the 
guru that they perform these activities. Th erefore, the guru is the only 
door through which we benefi t from the activities of the buddhas. It 
would be rather odd if it were the case that a buddha, who has achieved 
all realizations, when actually helping sentient beings would have to 
depend on an ordinary being. Th erefore you should view the guru as 
the embodiment of the Buddha, irrespective of whether he is a bud-
dha in reality or not. As far as oneself is concerned, one’s root guru is 
the most kind and most valuable. Although Lord Buddha is sacred and 
a very high being, as far as we are concerned we did not have the for-
tune to see him in person; the same with Nagarjuna: although he had 
tremendous wisdom, we did not see him.
 When you rely on a qualifi ed guru it is necessary to have proper reli-
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ance. Th e importance of this has been outlined in both sutra and tantra. 
Because of its extreme importance, it has been emphasized repeatedly. 
Especially in highest yoga tantra, the gravity of seeing one’s guru and 
the deity as separate is mentioned many times. In the treatises of tantra 
it is said that whenever one engages in its practice, one has to overcome 
ordinary appearance and conception; therefore, when one relates to 
the guru one has to prevent the ordinary appearance and apprehension 
of the guru from arising. It is thus very important to undertake guru 
yoga practice with divine pride and pure divine appearance.
 Lama Tsongkhapa was a great scholar and also very highly realized; 
among the multitudes of eminent personalities of Tibet, his status as 
a great scholar and meditator is unparalleled. As Gungtang Rinpoche 
said in his Geden Tenpa Gyepai Monlam (A Prayer for the Flourishing 
of Virtuous Doctrine):

You are a great scholar rich in vast knowledge,
A practitioner integrating what you learned into your 

mental stream,
A noble being, dedicating all the merits for the dharma and 

beings;
May the tradition of Victorious Lozang fl ourish always.

 He received many teachings and did much practice, and also ded-
icated all his virtues for the fl ourishing of the dharma. It is not nec-
essary for me to relate here the greatness of his scholarship and the 
 contributions he made to Buddhism in Tibet. Lama Tsongkhapa’s 
works run into eighteen volumes. Th ey are very popular and stand as a 
testimony to his greatness. Among the eighteen there are certain mis-
cellaneous works related to rituals such as for making rain and so forth, 
but otherwise all these volumes present very profound aspects of the 
doctrine. Th ey all have their source in authentic Indian works, and the 
profound aspects of Buddhist doctrine, especially the most diffi  cult 
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points, have been analyzed in them using numerous logical processes. 
Th is is a fact which we can see for ourselves.
 Lama Tsongkhapa came from Amdo, and when he was very young 
he went to Central Tibet. He was not already like a buddha when he 
was a child. Irrespective of whether he was a manifestation of Man-
jushri or not, it is bett er to view him as being born an ordinary per-
son, becoming like Manjushri through so much eff ort and practice; 
this will give you more encouragement. It shows us that we can under-
stand something that we have not previously understood, and achieve 
something not realized before. For some persons it is diff erent: for 
them it is more inspiring when someone is said to be an embodiment 
of Nagarjuna or Manjushri and so on right from birth—but I feel more 
inspired when someone was ordinary at the beginning. So, although 
Lama Tsongkhapa might be the manifestation of Manjushri, since he 
took an ordinary form we should rather view him as being an ordinary 
person at the time of his birth. He did everything that is necessary for a 
normal monk. He became a great scholar and became highly realized. 
And his followers, popularly known as the new school of Kadam, made 
a great contribution to the doctrine of Buddha in Tibet.
 Th e unique quality of the Gelugpas is that they are followers of 
Lama Tsongkhapa and have a system for very thorough and detailed 
study, not only of sutra but also of tantra, right from the beginning. And 
aft er having engaged in such detailed and thorough studies, one should 
put them into practice. Having to enter the fi rst path, the path of accu-
mulation, at the beginning is common to all the four sects of Tibetan 
Buddhism. However, because the Gelug tradition has the unique sys-
tem of undertaking thorough and detailed study encompassing the 
entire range of the philosophy, I think it has more advantages due to 
providing one with more avenues of reasoning when one sits down to 
meditate. Th e wider one’s study has been, the wider one’s perspective 
will be; hence the meditation will be more powerful in bringing about 
transformation of the mind.
 As Lama Tsongkhapa said at the end of Yonten Shigyurma:
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In all my lives may I never be parted
From perfect gurus and always enjoy the glory of dharma;
And having realized the paths and grounds,
May I quickly att ain the Vajradhara state.

 We have obtained this precious human form and met with the 
dharma and also are in the care of a spiritual master of the Mahayana 
lineage. At this juncture, when we have this great opportunity and the 
right conditions, we should make an eff ort to use them meaningfully. 
On that basis, you should seek at best to achieve highest enlighten-
ment; if you cannot, you should try to achieve enlightenment during 
the intermediate state in dependence on the highest yoga tantra path; 
otherwise, you should try to achieve enlightenment over several future 
lifetimes. Th e foundation of all these is the proper reliance on the guru, 
both mentally and through actions. Th is is the actual, the practical, 
foundation of the path. As for us, who are practitioners of highest yoga 
tantra, the root guru, who is kind in three ways,11 should be seen as 
inseparable from the meditational deity. Th is will give a special power 
to our practice.
 What follows is a very brief “experiential” commentary on the Lama 
Chöpa guru yoga. You should cultivate the motivation: I shall read this 
guru yoga commentary not only for my own sake but for the sake of 
all the other sentient beings. Your motivation should be infl uenced by 
at least a simulated bodhichitt a, the altruistic aspiration to att ain com-
plete enlightenment for the benefi t of all sentient beings.
 Th e broad outlines are:

 I. Explaining the transmission in order to prove the authenticity 
of these instructions.

 II. Explaining the exceptional qualities of this teaching in order to 
generate conviction in it.

 III. Th e actual explanation of the practice.
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I. Explaining the Transmission in Order to Prove 
the Authenticity of These Instructions

I do not think it is necessary to trace the instructions back in detail, and 
in fact I do not remember all the historical facts related to the lineage. 
Actually its source is traced back to Buddha, who is the master of the 
doctrine. Th e compassionate and skillful Buddha taught many diff er-
ent teachings to suit the various dispositions and interests of the train-
ees. Th is guru yoga practice is a union of both sutra and tantra, so it 
explains the main theme of the Prajnaparamita sutras (which are the 
chief among the sutras). Th ese sutras have two main aspects: the hid-
den meaning, which is the stages of the path, and the explicit meaning, 
which is emptiness. Th e two lineages known as the profound view and 
the vast practice, stemming from Manjushri and Maitreya respectively, 
evolved on the basis of these two aspects. Th e lineages of the tantric 
practices belong to the lineage of the experiential inspiration and those 
of lojong belong to the expansive deeds. Th ese are the major lineages 
which originated in India.
 Lama Tsongkhapa received all the transmissions which had come 
from India, of both the profound and the vast practices. Th ere is 
an uncommon tradition coming from Lama Tsongkhapa, an ear-
 whispered transmission which has two lineages, one known as the 
lineage of Ensa and another called Segyü. As some scholars explain, 
one could also enumerate three major transmissions: Segyü, Ensa, 
and Shungpa. Th e Segyü lineage, originating from the Tsang province, 
stems from Jetsun Sherab Senge, and the Shungpa, from Central Tibet, 
also stems from Jetsun Sherab Senge. Th e Ensa lineage stems from the 
Khedup-je brothers.
 Here is a brief explanation of the transmission of the short lineage. 
As writt en by Jamyang Chöje Tashi Pelden in the secret biography of 
Lama Tsongkhapa, the great lama had many visions of deities even 
as a child, and aft er he came to Central Tibet, received many instruc-
tions and clarifi cations directly from Manjushri himself in the way of 
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a disciple-teacher relationship. Th en this transmission was handed 
down to Togden Jampel Gyatso, who was a great being unparalleled 
in holding the lineage of the experiential inspiration of Tsongkhapa’s 
doctrine. Th en it went to Baso Chökyi Gyaltsen who had many disci-
ples, the most widely known among them being the three Vajra broth-
ers: Rinchen Dorje, one from eastern Tibet called Pelden Dorje, and 
Chökyi Dorje from Amdo. Each att ained high realizations within his 
lifetime, achieving what is known as the rainbow body.
 Th e mahasiddha Chökyi Dorje was born while his parents were on 
pilgrimage from Amdo. Baso Chökyi Gyaltsen saw that this small child 
was a very fortunate being of unusual faculties, so he looked aft er him 
and gave him all the profound instructions and transmissions. Chökyi 
Dorje achieved high realizations and fi nally the supreme enlighten-
ment in his lifetime. He had all the transmissions coming from Lama 
Tsongkhapa, and it is said that he had a direct vision of him and received 
many diff erent transmissions, in particular the instructions on the guru 
yoga practice of the triple being. His disciple was Ensapa, who achieved 
enlightenment within his lifetime, whose disciple was Khedup Senge 
Yeshe, whose disciple in turn was the author of this text, Panchen Lama 
Lozang Chökyi Gyaltsen. He lived a very long life and had great impact 
on the doctrine; he was a great being and nonsectarian, and his kind-
ness to all Tibet was great.
 Panchen Lama Chökyi Gyaltsen composed this guru yoga manual, 
and subsequently its transmission went to Central Tibet and Amdo. 
Its use became very widespread during the lives of Panchen Pelden 
Yeshe, Puchog Ngawang Jhampa, Könchog Jigme Wangpo, and also 
Changkya Rolpai Dorje. Th us it also became very popular in the 
Amdo province. When the transmissions of this guru yoga practice 
and Panchen Lozang Chökyi Gyaltsen’s text on mahamudra fi rst came 
to Amdo, there was some initial apprehension, and the texts were 
closely scrutinized. I noticed this in one of the writings of Changkya 
Rolpai Dorje.
 I received the transmission of the guru yoga from my root guru, 
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the late Kyabje Trijang Rinpoche. Th e commentary I received was 
on the basis of Kachen Yeshe Gyaltsen’s extensive commentary, and 
I also received the experiential commentary on the basis of the root 
text itself. Th ere is another commentary which I hold very dear called 
Kachem Lung Kurma (Having Th rown to the Winds the Legacy of 
Oral Instruction) which has a reading transmission which I received as 
well.
 In brief, the lineage of these instructions traces back to Buddha him-
self; in Tibet it started from Lama Tsongkhapa, and through Panchen 
Lozang Chökyi Gyaltsen it has come down to my root guru in an unin-
terrupted lineage.

II. Explaining the Exceptional Qualities of 
This Teaching in Order to Generate 

Conviction in It

Now I will explain the greatness of this text. As I explained above, its 
source is traced to the root and explanatory tantras of Guhyasamaja. 
Th erefore the great qualities of Guhyasamaja are also possessed by 
this instruction. Also, because all the instructions on the profound and 
vast practices are complete within this guru yoga, it has the qualities 
of the lamrim. Although all the teachings of sutra and tantra outline 
techniques for transforming one’s state of mind, there is a specifi c set 
of teachings, called lojong, or thought-transformation, in which great 
emphasis is placed on techniques for overcoming one’s self-grasping 
and self-cherishing att itudes. It includes texts such as Lojong Tsigyema 
(Eight Verses on Th ought Transformation). Th e great qualities of such 
instructions are also complete within the practice of this guru yoga.
 Th e name of this text is Guru Puja, the method for off ering to the 
guru. Although it was not necessary to give this text a Sanskrit name, 
as it is an indigenous Tibetan text, this was done in order to indicate its 
authenticity in being based on Indian works.
 Th e verse of salutation reads:
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To the feet of the noble being, in dependence on whose 
kindness

Th e state of great bliss, the three bodies,
And also the common powerful att ainments
Can be achieved within an instant, I bow down.

Th en comes the promise to compose the text:

Having prostrated thus, I shall compose this text whose 
sources can be found in the root and explanatory tantras 
and also the commentaries by the Indian pundits, and which 
will be complemented by all the instructions of the gurus.

Th en it reads:

Such are the methods, for the fortunate who seek 
liberation.

 Th e instructions of sutra and tantra are compared to a fl ower gar-
den: Although this garden contains many varieties of fl owers, one 
picks out the best ones and arranges a beautiful garland—”a well-
arranged garland which could be worn with pleasure.” Th is indicates 
that all the essential points of the sutras and tantras, which are like vast 
oceans, have been extracted and set down in a condensed form in this 
instruction.
 Th en the text goes on to say that the achievement of all excellences, 
including the two powerful achievements, is dependent on proper reli-
ance on the guru, as explained in the Kadam’s Bhebum Ngonpo (Blue 
Scripture), and in Lama Tsongkhapa’s Lamrim Nyamgurma (Songs of 
Spiritual Experience). Also, as it says in the following verse from Guru 
Panchasika (Th e Fift y Verses of Guru Devotion):

Having learned that Vajradhara said:
“Powerful att ainments depend on the guru,”
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Please the guru, your spiritual guide,
With everything in your possession.

So, as stated here, as the person seeking enlightenment needs to engage 
in a path unknown to him, it is necessary to depend upon a proper 
guide who has great experience and qualifi cations. It is a fact that even 
an ordinary task which can be learned through observation requires 
guidance from an experienced person; in order to travel on the path to 
liberation and omniscience it is indispensable to rely upon an experi-
enced and qualifi ed master. Especially when one practices the path of 
tantra, it is necessary to take the guru yoga practice as the life of the 
path and cultivate resolute faith in one’s guru. For these reasons, the 
successful practice of guru yoga constitutes making one’s human life 
meaningful, thus taking the essence of one’s precious human existence. 
Th erefore, it is important to engage in such a practice.

III. The Actual Explanation of the Practice

Th e explanation of the actual text consists of
 a) the preliminary activities
 b) the activities during the actual session, and
 c) the concluding activities.

Th ese shall be discussed in detail later.

Th e Necessary Qualifi cations of the Practitioner
Th e basis for being able to undertake this guru yoga practice is that the 
practitioner should have received initiation into highest yoga tantra. 
Receiving initiation is not a simple thing. It has become a fashion these 
days to att end whenever someone is giving initiation. People think 
that just att ending, even with a very distracted mind, even dozing off  
to sleep, is suffi  cient. Th at does not constitute having received the ini-
tiation. To receive initiation it is necessary to have had proper training 
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in the common paths. At least it is necessary to have an understanding 
of the general path as a whole. Although there are many diff erent ele-
ments of the path, the most important are the three principal aspects—
renunciation, bodhichitt a, and a correct view of emptiness. Generally 
speaking, it is necessary to have a genuine realization of these aspects. 
Th is may be diffi  cult; one should at least have understanding of, or 
heartfelt admiration for, them. It is also necessary to have received the 
commentary of this instruction.

Th e Environment
For a hermit it is another matt er, but for us “the environment” refers to 
our own rooms or houses or whatever. We have to remain in our homes 
irrespective of whether they are noisy or quiet and so on. When you 
are habituated to the practice and your mind is under control, external 
factors will not disturb you much, but at the beginners’ level, external 
factors do interfere. For a beginner, it is recommended to undertake 
one’s practice in a suitable place as explained in other texts—a good 
place, isolated, quiet, which has been blessed by noble persons. Most 
importantly, it should not have been a scene of batt le or a place where 
a schism within a sangha community has occurred. So, in brief, you 
should try your best to make the place where you are staying as ideal 
an environment as possible.

Th e Actual Mode of Practice
Th ere are many diff erent modes of undertaking one’s practice. Having 
chosen an ideal place, you should gather the articles necessary for the 
practice. If you have a representation of the merit fi eld, like a tangka or 
a picture, it is very good. Or, it is also good to have a statue or photo-
graph of Buddha or Lama Tsongkhapa or one’s own root guru. If you 
do not have such things it will not matt er much; you should not put 
too much emphasis on external articles like statues and so forth, but 
rather put more emphasis on your own inner realizations. Statues do 
help in explaining to beginners that such and such is the Buddha, such 
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and such is Avalokiteshvara, and so forth. Especially in countries like 
Tibet, where profound aspects of the dharma cannot be introduced 
these days, it is good to have statues of those beings in whom the per-
son has great faith. Th en one may at least be able to point the images 
out to a child and say, for example, “Th is is the teacher, the Buddha; this 
is Manjushri—if you pray to him it will help your intelligence increase.” 
But for a real practitioner, it is not necessary to depend upon these 
external factors, because the whole signifi cance or purpose of practic-
ing dharma is to perfect a transformation in one’s own mind. If a prac-
titioner goes the other way, putt ing much emphasis on external factors 
like the material of statues, he might eventually start to regard them as 
possessions.
 If you have statues, you should not discriminate between them on 
the basis of their materials, and you must arrange them in a proper 
order. Even if a statue of a buddha is made of clay, it has to be placed on 
a high level; and even if your statues of dharmapalas such as Mahakala 
are made of copper or brass or even solid gold they should be placed 
below. Th e proper order should be maintained. Especially, you should 
not have the att itude of their being your possessions. Although there 
are statues that were once owned by great beings and so forth, and 
that might have special power or sacredness, irrespective of their age 
or sacredness they have to be placed in the proper order. Th e whole 
purpose of regarding them as sacred is that they are to remind us of 
the actual deity or being that they represent. It is not the statue or 
the picture that we hold dear and venerate, rather it is what it repre-
sents. When we buy images of the Lord Buddha, it is to generate faith, 
because when we see them we recall his great kindness and qualities. 
Th erefore, you should not discriminate between the statues according 
to the value of the material they are made from. Th e value of a statue is 
not less because it is made in Delhi!
 It is necessary to have a text. If you are a lamrim practitioner, it is 
a must to have the long or short version of Lama Tsongkhapa’s Lam-
rim. It would also be good if that could be complemented with texts 
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such as Ratnavali (Th e Precious Garland) of Nagarjuna and also the 
Bodhi satt vacharyavatara (Guide to the Bodhisatt va’s Way of Life). For 
a Gelug practitioner, Lamrim Chenmo, the long version of lamrim, is 
like the constitution! Th ere are also important texts like Drange Namje 
Lekshe Nyingpo (Th e Discrimination of the Defi nitive and Interpre-
tive Words of the Buddha) and the commentaries composed by Lama 
Tsongkhapa on Mula-madhyamaka-karika (the root text on wisdom 
by Nagarjuna) and Madhyamakavatara (Chandrakirti’s supplement). 
It is also good to have Panchen Lama Lozang Chökyi Gyaltsen’s text 
on chöd, cutt ing through the self-grasping att itude. Th en, you can also 
arrange texts on lojong or other practices appropriately.
 Also, as a representation of the omniscient mind of the Buddha, it is 
good to have a stupa. Since you are a practitioner of highest yoga tantra, 
it is good to have religious articles such as vajra and bell and so forth; 
but if you do not practice properly but ring the bell very loudly and vio-
lently it does not help much! If you keep these religious objects on the 
basis of a good practice it is very good. Generally our att itude should be 
of putt ing more emphasis on the important things and less on the less 
important. If one were forced to choose, the choice should defi nitely 
be for the more important things. For instance, Gelugpas should regard 
the works of Lama Tsongkhapa as foremost and texts such as the text-
books of their own monastic universities as secondary. It is important 
to hold on to the root itself rather than the branches alone.
 Generally it is said that when one undertakes a dharma meditation, 
one has to face toward the east, but this is not very important. It is 
good to have a seat with the rear slightly raised. For Westerners it may 
be diffi  cult to sit in a cross-legged position. If you insist on it and exert 
yourself trying to do it, you might expend all your energy in sitt ing 
cross-legged, and there is a danger of all your mental energy going to 
your knees! Th erefore, you can sit on a chair.
 Since the accumulation of merit through the mandala off ering is 
very important, it is good if you have a mandala. If you can aff ord it, it 
is good to have one made of gold or silver, but such things should not 
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be viewed as possessions. If the material from which such articles are 
made were important, then such meditators as the mahasiddhas and 
Milarepa would not have achieved any realizations at all because they 
were poor, just like beggars. It is explained in Chatu-shataka Shastra 
(Four Hundred Verses on the Middle Way) by Aryadeva that the prac-
tice of buddhadharma has to be undertaken on the basis of the mind, 
and therefore the external things are not important; it is the mind 
which matt ers.
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Preliminaries

The preliminary activities consist of
 I. general preliminary practices, and
 II. uncommon preliminary practices.

I. General Preliminary Practices

Regarding your daily practice, when you fi rst wake up you should cul-
tivate a very good motivation, thinking, I shall not spend this day in 
vain, but rather in a virtuous way. Refl ect on the fact that you believe 
in something called dharma and have heard of, and believe in, the law 
of cause and eff ect, the theory of emptiness, love, compassion and so 
forth. So, being aware of all these factors, it is stupid to remain careless 
and unmotivated. For people like the Chinese communists who do not 
believe in such facts, it is a diff erent matt er; but for us who are aware of 
all these facts and have strong faith and belief in dharma, it would be 
stupid and sad if we were to spend our lives idly.
 So, when you wake up, cultivate a proper motivation, thinking how 
best to spend that day; and at the end of the day you should review what 
kinds of activities you engaged in, and compare them with those of the 
previous day. Th is will help a lot. When you see that you have erred 
and not practiced properly, you should regret it. Th e next morning you 
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should reaffi  rm your resolve to right yourself and not waste your day, 
which has to be done through consciously bringing about some trans-
formation in your att itudes. You should cultivate more determination 
within yourself through such a process. Your determination should be: 
Even if I may not be able to att ain high realizations, at least I will not 
harm myself. Th e reason for not wasting even one day is that although 
the dharma is precious and eff ective, that in itself is not suffi  cient; one 
has to derive those benefi ts through practice.
 Such practice can be done when one has obtained a suitable human 
form. We have to refl ect on and rejoice in the fortune of having not 
taken rebirth in lower realms or as a human being in a country which 
is non-conducive for practicing dharma; also in having taken rebirth in 
a proper human form without any defects of the senses. All the main 
conditions for practicing dharma are complete, such as the external 
factor of actually having the presence of buddhadharma in the world, 
and also our having the necessary ability as a human being.
 Refl ecting on such facts, you should engage in the lamrim practices, 
cultivating the realizations of the three principal aspects of the path 
and the two stages of tantra. In order to make such practices more pow-
erful and eff ective, it is necessary to recite mantras and so forth. Th ere 
are certain practices such as blessing the speech which might help 
reduce the negativities accumulated through indulging in meaningless 
gossip and so on. You will fi nd these in the manuals which outline the 
daily practices. It is necessary to make each and every day of our lives 
meaningful.
 When you start your practice you should do so with the six prepara-
tory practices.

1. Your environment, the room or house, should be clean. Th e motiva-
tion for cleaning your room should not be infl uenced by worldly att i-
tudes; rather, you should think that because you are inviting the merit 
fi eld, it is necessary to have the environment clean and tidy. If engag-
ing in dharma practice becomes a nonvirtuous action it is very sad. 
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Th e impure aspects of the environment which we see are actually the 
products of our untamed mind. Th erefore, if there is dust around and 
you do not desire such an unpleasant environment, you should search 
for the root cause. But I think it is necessary to clean the environment, 
especially in a place like Bodh Gaya where there is almost a hundred 
percent guarantee of catching a cold! But when we sweep the dust it 
causes us to cough and we do not like it, so we should search for the 
actual cause, and while we do the sweeping we should have the att i-
tude: In fact I am cleaning my own ignorant mind. Th e more pleasant 
your environment is, the bett er it is for clarity of mind, which in turn 
will help your dharma practice.

2. Having thus cleaned the place, arrange the representations of the 
body, speech, and mind of buddha, such as statues, scriptures, and so 
forth, in the proper order. Th en arrange representations of the deities 
as in the paintings. If you have a painting such as that of the merit fi eld 
of Lama Chöpa, it should not be hung too high, otherwise when you 
look at it to help you with your visualization, you may not be able to see 
the individual fi gures, and this might cause distraction.

3. Your off erings should not be infl uenced by fl uctuations of motiva-
tion and they should not be procured by devious means—off erings 
procured through wrong means are not good off erings. Th ey should 
be arranged with proper motivation. Just as explained in the precepts 
of refuge, you should make off erings of the fi rst portion of your food 
or drink of the day, whether it be food, milk or tea. Off erings should be 
made of what is edible; it is not helpful to arrange a torma that could 
not be eaten and then to say OM AH HUM, OM AH HUM. If you 
can in reality transform something into delicious food just by recit-
ing OM AH HUM three times, then it is alright! On the other hand, if 
your off erings remain as mere tsampa (roasted barley fl our) aft er hav-
ing repeated OM AH HUM a thousand times, it will not help much. 
Th e off erings should be the best you can aff ord. At least you can off er 
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the fi rst portion of your daily food, as no one can live without food! 
Our off erings should be something which is edible.
 Aft er the Chinese invasion in the 1960s, the situation in Tibet was 
such that people had to eat mice, rats, and so forth. People even said 
that a certain type of worm that looks a litt le oily really tasted very 
good! Some people told me that at the end of the day, when the eve-
ning course of indoctrination was over and they were fi nally given time 
to sleep, they went to the toilets and searched for certain worms which 
they collected and burnt in cigarett e boxes and ate. It seems some peo-
ple even had to eat human wastes. It is really very tragic! Th ose are 
exceptions—those types of edibles should not be off ered! Canned 
food will not become dirty, and also it is edible. If you make water off er-
ings in a proper manner, you can generate great merit.

4. Th en, on a comfortable seat, you should sit in a position possessing 
the seven features12 of the Vairochana posture. If crossing your legs is 
not comfortable, place them in a way that is. You can sit on a chair and 
say that you are following the example of Maitreya! Your hands should 
be placed at the level of your navel in the meditative equipoise posture, 
that is, the left  palm below and the right palm above, the two thumbs 
touching, forming a triangular shape. Your spine should be straight as 
an arrow. Th e teeth and the lips should be left  in the normal position 
and your tongue should touch the upper palate of your mouth so that 
you will not have saliva coming out during the meditation. It is said 
that when the upward moving wind becomes powerful it causes one 
to become thirsty, so if you keep your tongue touching the upper pal-
ate it will help this.
 Your head should be slightly bent, your eyes directed at the tip of the 
nose. Th is does not mean that you should actually look at the tip of the 
nose—but if your nose is very long that would not be very diffi  cult! 
But if your nose is very small your eyeballs will start aching! Europeans 
have very long noses, which is very convenient! If your eyes are down-
cast too much it will cause pain, so they should be kept in a normal 
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position. At the beginning, closing your eyes might seem to help the 
clarity of visualization, but when you concentrate more deeply it will 
not help much. If you become habituated to your eyes being closed, 
there is actually more danger of mental sinking. On the other hand, if 
you train yourself in a meditational position with eyes open, although 
at the beginning things coming into your sight might disturb you, later 
it will help you have a very clear visualization. It seems that for some-
one who normally wears glasses, the visualization becomes clearer 
when he puts them on and can cause too much intensity, while taking 
them off  can cause laxity! So, you should not purposefully close the 
eyes, but rather they should be kept in a natural position. Aft er a while 
you will notice that you forget whether your eyes are open or closed.
 Keep your shoulders in a natural position. If we add the appropri-
ate breathing to these seven features it becomes the eightfold posture 
of Vairochana.

5. Th en check your mind for the presence of any strong emotion such 
as hatred or strong att achment toward any objects such as your pos-
sessions. For example, if you have very strong anger it has to be coun-
tered by meditating on love, especially focusing on that object of anger. 
You should transform the emotion through mental eff ort; or, instead 
of using a mental technique, you could concentrate on the movement 
of the wind. If you fi nd your mind is very scatt ered, distracted, to calm 
it and to forget such distractions you should force all of your concen-
tration onto the inhalation and exhalation of the breath, being aware 
of its process of movement: now it is going out, now it is coming in, I 
am inhaling, and so forth. Th is practice has to be done in a very gentle 
way. I have seen it explained in certain commentaries that when one 
has a negative mind of strong force such as anger, one should inhale 
and exhale more forcefully so that one can overcome the violent forces 
of the emotion. Because of the force of those minds themselves, when 
one exhales violently and imagines that one is banishing the emotions, 
it seems one is helped a great deal. If you are doing this breathing pro-
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cess just for overcoming distractions, you should do it in a more gentle 
way, mentally counting the inhalations and exhalations: Th is is the fi rst 
round… the second… and so on.
 In the practice of the six yogas of Naropa, a process called “dispelling 
the impure winds through the nine rounds of breathing” is explained: 
First one inhales through the right nostril and exhales through the left , 
then one inhales through the left  and exhales through the right. In the 
auxiliary completion stage practice in the Vajrayogini sadhana, because 
of a special signifi cance, the practice must be started with the left  nos-
tril. But when you do it on the basis of the six yogas of Naropa, fi rst 
close the left  nostril with the back of your right index fi nger and inhale 
through the right nostril, and then exhale from the left  nostril while 
blocking the right nostril; aft er that, block the right nostril with your 
left  index fi nger and so forth. During this process, although in reality 
you are inhaling and exhaling through the nostrils, imagine that the 
winds come out and go in through the two side channels. One can also 
do the practice without blocking the nostrils by hand. Th is will calm 
the force of whatever emotion you have, because it prevents reinforce-
ment of it. Th e strong force of emotion calming down is just like turbid 
water becoming clear. A nonvirtuous state of mind should be trans-
formed to a neutral one and then skillfully transformed into a virtuous 
state.

6. Having accumulated the necessary articles, whether you are prac-
ticing properly or not depends only on your motivation. Th erefore, as 
explained above, you should cultivate the motivation in the morning 
that you will make the most eff ective use of this day. You must develop 
the determination to make this day meaningful, because this precious 
human form is meaningful with respect to its potential. It is diffi  cult 
to integrate your mind with virtue all the time, but think: While I am 
undertaking this practice of guru yoga, I must integrate my mind with 
the dharma without being infl uenced by worldly att itudes. You must 
direct all of your concentration during the short duration of the ses-
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sion. Th e stronger your concentration is, the more meaningful your 
practice will be, and the more essence you can take of having obtained a 
human form. Refl ect on topics such as the rarity of the precious human 
form, impermanence, death and so forth, and develop the determina-
tion: While I am doing this practice I will do it as well as possible; I 
shall not waste this life, and particularly this year, this month, this day, 
and this very hour! When you take teachings from the Dalai Lama it 
should not be done deceptively—coming to the teachings with great 
enthusiasm, but not doing any practice when you return to your room. 
From one point of view, receiving the teachings and pretending that 
you are very interested is like deceiving the guru. Th e purpose of taking 
such teachings is to put them subsequently into practice. If you come to 
see some kind of spectacle, then I am just an actor, in which case aft er 
having seen the show you can just forget the whole thing; but this is 
not the case.

Over a period of days, months, and years you can bring about an actual 
transformation of the mind, because it is the nature of the mind that it 
adapts to what is familiar. Consciousness does not have form, therefore 
it has no resistance to obstruction and it follows what is familiar and 
habitual. Although emotional affl  ictions do not have any form, they are 
very powerful because of our long habituation to them. Although we 
are aware of their defects and faults, we still fall under their infl uence 
because of our habituation. If you constantly familiarize yourself with 
your practice, you can defi nitely eff ect some change.
 You may notice some diff erence between your present state of mind 
and that of ten years ago. Although it is very diffi  cult for me to explain 
to others the importance of bringing about a transformation of the 
mind, since I myself have not been able to realize such a feat, yet if I 
compare my state of mind now with that of ten or twenty years ago, 
I see there has been a certain change in my understanding of empti-
ness, my experience of bodhichitt a, and so forth. At least I know the 
direction where bodhichitt a lies! Th ese experiences come about only 
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through practice; they are not something that spontaneously arises. 
So, due to familiarity gained from training over the years, I think I see 
a certain diff erence, some eff ect in my mind—and I am not boasting 
about my realizations! Th e Dalai Lama was not born with the power 
to fl y; if such was the case then it would not be encouraging—on the 
contrary, it might be discouraging.
 Although, in order for people to develop faith, we say the Buddha 
has all the att ributes and qualities, if you were urged to emulate him 
you might feel discouraged and reluctant, thinking: Oh, how can I ever 
achieve that? But you can take the example of lower beings such as the 
bodhisatt vas on the path of meditation, the path of seeing, the path 
of preparation, and so forth. Especially, if you take as an example the 
bodhisatt vas of the fi rst path, the path of accumulation, you will have 
more courage and be able to emulate them. It is like when someone is in 
a race and his opponent is far ahead—he loses courage and hope. But, 
on the other hand, even if he is very tired, if he fi nds someone running 
alongside him he will gain courage and think: If I make a last att empt I 
might overtake him, and will again have hope of winning. In the same 
way, we should take the example of the members of the sangha com-
munity and try to emulate them and develop more courage.
 In the past, the general style of teaching was that the gurus out of 
modesty always said that they themselves lacked the realizations but 
urged others to generate them. To modern audiences, such a style 
might seem discouraging. On the other hand, if the gurus say that they 
themselves have had some experience through meditation, and if that 
method is explained, this can help the listeners have more courage and 
inspiration; they will think: If I also undertake the practices I might get 
the same results.
 It is only because of our lack of practice that we have remained in the 
same state. If we practice we can bring about a change. So, your practice 
should not be like deceiving the Dalai Lama! Th ere are others more 
honest, who come to the teachings but do not have much interest: 
they doze off  to sleep! Th ey may come to the session having been so 
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busy that they did not have time to rest well, and feel rested and warm 
and comfortable in the teaching hall! If you take teachings with a pure 
motivation, then you are seeking some kind of benefi t for yourself; that 
benefi t can only be brought about through practice. Th e best type of 
practice is to resort to solitude, being a hermit; that is very good, but it 
is also diffi  cult. Moreover, if all of us become hermits we would die of 
starvation!
 So, you must have the att itude: I must try my best during the short 
time that I engage in this practice of Lama Chöpa, be it for one hour 
or two; I must make it most meaningful. Refl ect on the signifi cance 
of having obtained this precious human form. One hears many cases 
where people like ourselves, who have obtained a human form, die. Th is 
shows that our lives end. We see that when a person dies his belong-
ings and his relatives and so forth are left  behind, as there is no way that 
he can take them along with him. When we die, we have to leave even 
our own body behind; whether it is cremated, thrown in the water or 
electrically cremated, eventually no trace of it remains. Th ere is also no 
way that you can take your friends; and there is no way you can have 
your guru actually go along with you. While you are alive, there may be 
others who have the strong wish and strong will to give their lives for 
you—for example, some say they would give their lives for the sake of 
the Dalai Lama. Th ere are instances where people say to me, “I can give 
up my life for you”—but when such a situation arises they may back 
down! Th ere would be some who could actually sacrifi ce their lives for 
my sake, but even so, when I die it will not help. But if I have engaged 
in a practice during my life in which I have used the force of my mind 
to transform it, that will help. We can see for a fact that things like rela-
tives or belongings cannot help at that time.
 One can never be sure when the phenomenon called death will 
come; nobody can have the certainty of how long he or she will live. Up 
to now we have depended on external factors like food, clothes, shel-
ter, and so forth to sustain our lives, but if we were to probe in detail we 
would know that there is no certainty  regarding how long we are going 
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to last. So think: If I were to die today, have I done enough practice? 
If you have practiced well and have purifi ed your negativities and have 
had indications of a fortunate future through dreams and so forth, it is 
good; then you will not have regret at all. But if you were to die today 
without having done enough practice to bring about favorable conse-
quences, then it is important to check if there is such a thing as rebirth 
or not. If there is no rebirth, then it is fi ne. Many do not accept rebirth 
because they have not understood it, but it is not that they have dis-
proved its existence. If one holds the position that there is no rebirth, 
there are a lot of inconsistencies which cannot be explained. In Bud-
dhism, it is the general mode of approach that if a phenomenon is 
something beyond the perception of our direct experience, then it has 
to be inferred or proved through logical reasoning. If the phenome-
non has more evidence to support it, and less or no evidence refuting 
its existence, then one should assume its existence. Because the phe-
nomenon of rebirth has more reasons supporting it, if one holds to the 
opposite position, that there is no rebirth, there are a lot of contradic-
tions. Apart from saying that we do not see or recall our past lives, we 
have no factual proof that they did not happen. Also, there are cases 
where people remember their past lives; this is not just a thing of the 
past, it happens even now.
 Future lives are confi ned to two categories: favorable rebirths and 
unfavorable rebirths. Th e realms of hell and that of the hungry ghosts 
are not visible to us, but we can see animals being born, living, and 
then dying. We can see that animals have strong emotional affl  ictions. 
Just as our own happiness and suff ering are caused by our own past 
actions, in the same way the happiness and suff ering of the animals are 
also caused by their past actions. We know that if we accumulate nega-
tive actions we will take rebirth as animals and so forth. Refl ect upon 
such a fact and imagine what a fate that would be if you were to take 
rebirth as an animal! At present, we have obtained a precious human 
form and we also fi ght for human rights and so forth, but what would it 
be like if you were to die tomorrow and conceive inside a female dog? 
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Even though we have obtained a favorable life as a human, we are still 
affl  icted with lots of suff ering and always plagued by dissatisfaction, 
discomfort, and so forth; so how can we bear to envision such a fate?
 If it is beyond your ability it is one thing, but if it is within your 
ability, you should develop the determination: I shall do my best. If 
you engage in this guru yoga practice with such an att itude, your prog-
ress will be very great, because through this practice you can leave an 
imprint on your mind for the realization of the entire path. Th ink: Hav-
ing received an initiation and commentary, and instructions and bless-
ings and so forth from my kind gurus, as an off ering of realization to 
them I shall undertake this practice today to the best of my ability.
 Such a virtuous mental att itude should not be infl uenced by selfi sh 
thoughts, but rather you should be more concerned with the welfare of 
other sentient beings. So, as it says in the manual, the preliminary prac-
tices such as taking refuge, the cultivation of the virtuous mind, and the 
four immeasurables should be undertaken.
 Refuge is what distinguishes a right path from a wrong path, and the 
generation of bodhichitt a is what distinguishes the Mahayana from a 
lower path. Th ese two factors are the essence of the entire dharma.

Refuge
In order to take refuge you should fi rst visualize the object of refuge. 
However, you can take refuge without actually visualizing the object 
of refuge, but rather by refl ecting on the qualities of the buddha, the 
dharma, and the sangha. From among the Th ree Jewels, the understand-
ing of the dharma is the most important. What is meant by sangha is a 
being who has had the fi rst direct realization of the dharma at the learn-
ers’ stage; a being who has a realization of dharma to the highest degree 
is a buddha. Refl ect on the qualities of the dharma. You should go for 
refuge to these Th ree Jewels from the depth of your heart. Sometimes 
it is even bett er not to actually visualize the objects, else you might 
have the idea that when you invite the buddhas they appear, and oth-
erwise they are not there. You can also take refuge—again without the 
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 visualization—by contemplating the qualities of the buddhas of the 
ten directions and their sons. But if you do visualize the objects of ref-
uge as explained here, then you can perform the visualizations of nec-
tar descending from them—a nectar which purifi es your negativities 
and infuses you with inspiring strength.
 One process of visualizing the object of refuge is known as Kyatü 
Norbu Lug ( Jewel Tradition of Embodiment); a second method is 
called Lama De-nga (Five Groups of Gurus), as described in the lam-
rim Jorchö practice composed by the Th ird Dalai Lama. Th is is ideal for 
visualizing the object of refuge and for the generation of bodhichitt a 
in general. A third tradition is as found here in Lama Chöpa, which is 
quite similar to the Five Groups, and is the one described below.
 Th e object of refuge is visualized thus: Above, in the space in front 
of you, at a distance such that if you were to make a prostration you 
would be able to reach it with the tips of your fi ngers, is a very expan-
sive throne upraised by eight lions. In the center and in the four car-
dinal directions visualize fi ve smaller thrones. On the central throne, 
which is slightly larger, visualize the master of the doctrine, Buddha 
Shakyamuni. Your mental image of the Buddha should not be like a 
statue but rather alive and radiant. On the Buddha’s right is Maitreya; 
on his left , Manjushri. Maitreya is surrounded by the lineage gurus of 
the vast practices, starting from Asanga, and Manjushri is surrounded 
by the lineage gurus of the profound view, starting from Nagarjuna. 
Behind Buddha, visualize Vajradhara surrounded by the lineage gurus 
of the experience lineage. Th e term experience lineage has many conno-
tations; here, take the lineage of the meditational deity that you mainly 
practice.
 In front, in the center visualize your own root guru, who is kind in 
three ways and in whom you have the strongest faith. Actually, dur-
ing guru devotion practices one should not have any partial feelings 
toward one’s gurus, but rather, one should see them all as actual bud-
dhas, beginning with the teacher who fi rst taught one the alphabet. But 
for a beginner who has yet to develop such an att itude, it is helpful to 
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focus more on a single guru, the one with whom one feels more affi  n-
ity and stronger faith, and then later direct the correct feeling onto the 
others. Visualize that guru in front in his normal form, but if he has any 
defects of his eyes and so on they should not be visualized. Otherwise, 
he should be visualized in his normal appearance. He is surrounded by 
the other gurus from whom one has received teachings, all of them fac-
ing toward oneself. So, altogether there are fi ve groups of gurus.
 Visualize the meditational deities of the four classes of tantra, ranged 
in circles around the fi ve groups of gurus. In the innermost circle are 
the deities of highest yoga tantra: next are those of yoga tantra, then 
of performance tantra, and then of action tantra. Outside the medita-
tional deities are buddhas, bodhisatt vas, heroes, dakinis, etc.
 You yourself are surrounded by all the sentient beings of the six 
realms. As explained by Gungtang Rinpoche, it is auspicious to visual-
ize all of them in the forms of human beings because these are appro-
priate forms for gaining realizations. But you can also visualize them in 
their individual forms so that you can generate stronger compassion 
focused on their suff ering fate. I think you could fi rst visualize them 
in their individual forms and later, when you do the visualization of 
nectars descending and purifying the negativities, visualize them being 
transformed into the aspect of human beings. As the masters of the 
past said, “Objects of refuge pervade space while sentient beings cover 
the ground.” When you go for refuge, imagine yourself being like the 
umdze, the leading chanter, while reciting the refuge formula.
 What is meant by going for refuge is that you are seeking refuge 
from some fear. All the objects in front of you are what is known as 
the causal refuge, because they serve as the cause for bringing about 
the resultant refuge within you. You should entrust yourself to these 
objects from the depth of your heart, and you should see the objects as 
protectors. Th e resultant state of your own future realizations, becom-
ing an arya being and att aining buddhahood—which depends on your 
own actualization of the path—is called the resultant refuge. Some-
one in diffi  culty seeking the assistance of a high offi  cial is analogous 
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to someone seeking refuge in the causal refuge. But depending upon 
others’ protection forever is not a courageous way of life; therefore, 
one has to try to achieve a state where one is no longer dependent 
upon such a refuge, and this is likened to taking refuge in the resul-
tant buddha, dharma, and sangha. Th at is the process of taking refuge 
by a person of high faculty and courage. Th is practice should be done 
not for the sake of oneself alone but rather for the sake of all other sen-
tient beings. When you cultivate such an aspiration focused toward 
the achievement of the omniscient state, it is very much like the gener-
ation of the bodhichitt a mind. A mahayanist13 is more courageous and 
also has higher faculties.
 In order to have a proper practice of refuge, you should think about 
the reasons for going for refuge to such objects. Here you should refl ect 
upon the causes of refuge. If you are free of all fears and suff erings, then 
you do not have to go for refuge to someone; but since that is not the 
case, you have to take refuge in someone who has achieved a state free 
from suff ering. Th erefore, it is necessary to refl ect on the general and 
specifi c suff erings of cyclic existence and to understand that the Th ree 
Jewels possess the ability to rescue you from such dangers. Th is does 
not apply to you alone but is the same for all other sentient beings as 
well. Contemplate the suff ering of yourself and other sentient beings: 
how we are affl  icted at the present and have the potential for being 
affl  icted by suff erings in the future as well. Th e causes for future suf-
fering that we have within ourselves are like the treasure stores of the 
kings. If there is no release from such suff ering and fear, it is one thing, 
but such is not the case. So we have to seek the means by which we can 
be free of them. Such freedom can be achieved by actualizing the ces-
sations, which requires the practice of the truth of the path. For this it 
is necessary to seek the protection of the Buddha who can show us the 
proper path. Also, we need a sangha community as companions. And 
we need the guru to actually guide us on the path.
 Of these three objects of refuge, the most important is the dharma, 
which consists of the cessations and the realizations of the path lead-
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ing to them. It is the dharma which actually protects us from the fears; 
for instance, the cessations within the mental continuum of the Bud-
dha protect him from all fears. Th us it is necessary to have a very good 
understanding of what is called the dharma. For this, I think, it is nec-
essary to have a very good understanding of the four noble truths. Th is 
in turn requires an understanding of the two truths, without which it is 
diffi  cult to generate strong conviction in the four noble truths. Th ere-
fore Buddha gave all his teachings on the basis of, or in dependence on, 
the two truths. If your faith is based on an understanding of the four 
noble truths, or the two truths, you will have a very strong belief in the 
infallibility of the objects of refuge; you will be able to recognize the 
fear and also cultivate the strong conviction that such objects of refuge 
have the ability to protect you from this fear.
 So, if we seek refuge in a being like the Buddha who has actualized 
such a state, he is able to show us the path through which he had his 
own experience. Th e buddhas in front of you have actualized what is 
called the truth of the path, the realizations, and have eliminated all 
the objects of negation and achieved cessation; such a state is possi-
ble and existent as an object of knowledge. You can see the  possibility 
of such a state through the reasonings14 employed for proving yogic 
direct perception. Hence you will understand that the buddhas in 
front of you are existent now and are not mere historical fi gures, and 
that others have the capacity to realize such a state. It is beyond ques-
tion that we desire happiness and do not want suff ering, so we have to 
actualize what is called the truth of the path in order to achieve that. 
Th erefore, it is necessary to have a guide, a guru, who can show the 
right path. And we need a sangha community as companions on the 
path. Th us you can realize that the Th ree Jewels as objects of refuge 
are indispensable and also that they are undeceiving when refuge is 
sought in them.
 With such refl ections, go for refuge to the Buddha, dharma, and 
sangha, entrusting yourself from the depths of your heart. Th e ultimate 
purpose of doing so is to cultivate the realizations which bring about 
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the cessations of delusions and their imprints within your own and 
other sentient beings’ mental continuums. Th us, regard the Buddha 
as the guide who leads us on the path; the dharma as the actual path; 
and the sangha as noble companions on the path. On the basis of such 
a strong feeling of trust, recite the refuge formulas either together—”I 
go for refuge to the Buddha, dharma, and sangha”—or individually. In 
addition to the Th ree Jewels, another object of refuge is the guru. In 
reality there is no separate guru; the guru is actually included in either 
Buddha or sangha, but because it is the guru who introduces us to, and 
brings about the inspiration and blessings of, the Th ree Jewels within 
our minds, we take specifi c refuge in the guru fi rst.
 You should not regard the guru as someone superior to the Bud-
dha. I have a friend, a Westerner, who told me that on a pilgrimage he 
went on, the people actually regarded gurus as superior to Lord Bud-
dha himself. He said he did not like it, and I feel he was right. If one’s 
att itude toward the Buddha is of his being inferior to one’s own guru, it 
is not very good. Because guru yoga is so much emphasized in Tibetan 
Buddhism, some people misunderstand, thinking that Tibetans have 
four objects of refuge, one extra, and therefore that it is appropriate to 
call Tibetan Buddhism lamaism!
 Th e guru is a person with whom we can have intimate contact and 
with whom we have a teacher-disciple relationship. It is only through 
our guru that we can receive teachings and instructions. Lord Buddha 
himself is such a superior being; as far as we are concerned he is only an 
object of aspiration and prayer. We can go to the sacred places like Bodh 
Gaya and Kushinagar and pray to him, but that is all we can do, although 
there could be a few exceptions where someone could have actual con-
tact. Th erefore, the being most kind to us is the guru. It is said:

If you understand, not just in mere words,
Th e way in which buddhas and bodhisatt vas of the past
Help the beings of the present age,
It comes down to the qualifi ed gurus.
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Th is verse is very powerful.
 So you should entrust yourself to these four objects of refuge from 
the depth of your heart, not just with mere words alone, and thus 
repeat the formula. In the formula for taking refuge in the Th ree Jewels 
which we normally recite, the line regarding the guru is very eff ective 
and powerful.
 When you take refuge in the guru, focus your concentration chiefl y 
on your root guru, but also on the other gurus from whom you have 
taken teachings. Th en recite the formula, “I go for refuge to the guru 
(NAMO GURUBHYAH)” until there is some eff ect in your mind. 
Your practice of refuge should not be judged by the number of reci-
tations you make! Imagine that all sentient beings have the same type 
of att itude and strong force of mind and are also reciting the same for-
mula in unison. Make fervent prayers from the depth of your heart, and 
imagine nectars pouring down from the gurus, particularly from your 
root guru, entering your body and the bodies of sentient beings. Imag-
ine that the nectars sort of slide down the light rays that emanate from 
the guru’s body. Th ey purify all the negativities committ ed through-
out past lives, especially the negativities of having disturbed the minds 
of the gurus, and the negativities committ ed in relation to the bodies, 
speech, and minds of the gurus, and to having been divisive or having 
insulted gurus. All of these without exception are purifi ed, and they 
emerge from the bodies of yourself and all sentient beings in the aspect 
of black, inky liquids. Imagine that all the negativities are purifi ed, and 
think that we are all placed under the care of the venerable guru and 
that we receive inspiration and blessings.
 Next, recite the formula for taking refuge in the Buddha, using the 
same type of visualization. When you do the recitation of going for 
refuge to the dharma, you should focus on the actual dharma, the ces-
sations and realizations, visualized in the form of scriptures in front 
of each merit fi eld fi gure. You should imagine nectars following from 
these scriptures and do the visualizations of purifi cation.
 During all these visualizations of taking refuge, imagine the negativi-
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ties being purifi ed and especially the negativities committ ed in relation 
to the relevant object of refuge. Take, for example, dharma: the neg-
ativities of abandoning dharma, putt ing texts on matt resses or walk-
ing over them and so forth, and the negativities committ ed by those 
who make profi t from selling texts and statues and so forth. Th ere are 
a lot of negativities committ ed in relation to dharma. When we live 
in the sangha community, we create a lot of negativities especially in 
relation to the sangha. Sometimes we insult or speak against someone 
and so on. Gungtang Rinpoche said that all the happiness of sentient 
beings, including human beings and gods, depends on the doctrine, 
the survival of which depends on the sangha community. Th erefore, if 
someone misappropriates the possessions of the sangha community, it 
is a great negativity. Imagine that all the negativities or shortfalls that 
might have been committ ed in relation to the objects of refuge have 
been purifi ed.
 Take refuge in these four objects—guru, buddha, dharma, and 
sangha—and recite the formula and do the visualization of nectars 
descending and so forth. Imagine that all the negativities of all the sen-
tient beings surrounding you, especially those committ ed in connec-
tion with the three refuges and the gurus, come out of their bodies 
in the form of black liquids like inks and sink into the ground. Imag-
ine that these negativities fl ow into the mouths of harmful spirits, sat-
isfying them, or into the mouth of Yama who resides below the earth, 
and that he becomes satisfi ed. Th rough the force of the blessings of the 
Th ree Jewels and also your own force of prayer, the negativities actu-
ally become like nectar and satisfy them. It is said that once satisfi ed, 
their mouths should be sealed with a golden wheel. Th e signifi cance of 
this visualization has to do with a practice for the prolongation of life. 
Imagine that you and all other sentient beings are placed under the care 
of these objects of refuge. Th us undertake the visualization of the three 
features of the refuge practice: purifi cation, receiving the inspirations, 
and being placed under the care of the objects of refuge. Th at consti-
tutes taking refuge. If you have time you should repeat this practice as 
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much as possible, until there is some kind of impact on your mental 
continuum.

Generating the Altruistic Mind
Next is the generation of bodhichitt a. Contemplate on the fact that all 
sentient beings who surround you have actually been your own moth-
ers during innumerable lives. You can also refl ect on the technique of 
exchanging yourself for others: All sentient beings as infi nite as space 
are equal in that they do not desire suff ering and do want happiness. 
Th ink that the happiness and fate of sentient beings infi nite as space are 
really very important. Refl ect upon the fact that all sentient beings have 
been kind to you in many ways. As explained in the Bodhisatt vachary-
avatara, there are many reasons for cultivating bodhichitt a. Focus on 
those and generate compassion for sentient beings. Th en, on the basis 
of compassion and love you should cultivate the actual bodhichitt a. 
Also, remember that all the buddhas of the past have achieved enlight-
enment for the sake of all sentient beings and that their activities are 
aimed at bringing about the welfare of sentient beings; so, as a follower 
of Lord Buddha it is your duty to fulfi ll the wishes of these buddhas. 
Th erefore think: On my part I should not abandon sentient beings; 
even if it is very small, I must make a contribution to the happiness of 
other sentient beings—even if it is just the verbal recitation of a prayer; 
therefore, I shall expend all the eff ort and ability that I have in order 
to provide happiness for all sentient beings; and unless I achieve the 
enlightened state, there is no way I can bring about their welfare.
 Cultivate a bodhichitt a induced by the unusual att itude and love 
and compassion. You could do that on the basis of reciting the verse 
“Sangye Chötsogma.”15 As the fi rst two lines relate to refuge, you could 
repeat them many times when you take refuge. As you recite the next 
two lines, refl ect upon the generation of bodhichitt a. If you are doing 
this practice on the basis of this formula, repeat it until there is some 
kind of eff ect in your mind.
 Here you can undertake the practice of what is called “bodhichitt a, 
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taking the result into the path.” Imagine that as you have engaged in the 
very worthwhile practices of taking refuge and cultivating the altru-
istic att itude of bodhichitt a, the Buddha is very pleased, and nectars 
descend from him. A replica of Lord Buddha emerges and dissolves 
into you. Cultivate bodhichitt a and imagine that you arise into the 
Lord Buddha himself. Duplicates of the Lord Buddha, equal to the 
number of sentient beings, emerge from your body and dissolve into 
the sentient beings. Th eir negativities are purifi ed and they become 
enlightened and arise into the Buddha’s form. Th at is called “genera-
tion of the mind taking the result into the path.” Because in reality we 
have not become enlightened, this practice is done only on the imagi-
nary level. Th en think: Although I have cultivated such a noble state of 
mind, it is only in my imagination; what is it that prevents the realiza-
tion of such a state in reality? You will fi nd that it is because your mind 
is gripped by emotions and biased att itudes toward others.
 We have to undergo suff ering even though we do not want it. We 
know that the cause of it is the force of our own emotional affl  ictions. 
In order to overcome these negative forces and balance our att itudes 
toward all beings, we should engage in the practice of the four immea-
surables,16 starting with equanimity. Each of the four immeasurables 
itself has four factors—the immeasurable wish, the immeasurable 
aspiration, the immeasurable att itude, and the immeasurable prayer. 
Th ink: Although I have done this meditation, it is just on the level of 
imagination. Th e factor which prevents you actualizing such a state is 
the fl uctuation of the emotional affl  ictions that you experience in rela-
tion to other sentient beings. Th en cultivate immeasurable compassion 
and immeasurable equanimity and so forth, requesting the guru-deity 
to enable you to cultivate them within yourself. Th e practice of the four 
immeasurables is an impetus for the practice of bodhichitt a.

From here on, the commentary will be based on the verses of the Lama 
Chöpa text itself.
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 1.  From within great bliss I manifest as a guru-deity;
From my body a profusion of light rays radiate forth to the 

ten directions
Transforming the environment and the beings therein.
All becomes most perfectly arrayed with only infi nitely pure 

qualities.

In this text, the practices of self-generation and consecration of the 
environment come fi rst. Th ere is a tradition where these are performed 
later, but they can be done in this order too, because nobody should 
practice Lama Chöpa who has not received a high tantric initiation. We 
visualized experiencing great bliss during the initiation and thus have 
been introduced to this wisdom of great bliss and emptiness. At this 
point, you should think about the experience of great bliss. When you 
wake up in the morning and are about to become alert aft er the intoxi-
cation of sleep, it is good if you can think that you are being awakened 
by songs of emptiness. Do you do that? You should, even if only at the 
imagination level, experience the clear light of sleep and from within 
that clear light arise as the deity. Th e process of arising into the deity 
in the morning should not be gradual like a crow chick turning black, 
but rather you should arise into the deity the moment you wake up. 
Although in reality you are an ordinary being, at least on the imagi-
nation level you can arise into the chief meditational deity you prac-
tice—that is, the action deity of that particular meditational deity. If, 
for example, you are practicing Yamantaka, you should arise into sim-
ple Yamantaka, one face and two arms. Also, cultivate the clarity of the 
visualization. Irrespective of whether you have been mindful of the 
deity or not in the morning, it is very good to arise as the deity at the 
beginning of the session. Th erefore, it is also suitable to perform these 
practices according to the order found in the text, which is the tradition 
of Khedup Sangye Yeshe.
 Th e use of the words “manifest as a guru-deity” is to emphasize the 
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importance of seeing the meditational deity as inseparable from the 
guru. Because guru yoga is like the life of the path, in order to under-
line its extreme importance Khedup Sangye Yeshe and Gyalwa Ensapa 
coined such terms as “Lama Lozang Th ubwang Dorje Chang,” “Guru 
Chakrasamvara,” “Guru Akshobhya,” and so forth. As Sangye Yeshe’s 
guru was Ensapa Lozang Dhondrub, he even went to the extent of 
calling his meditational deities by the name of Lozang, like “Lozang 
Chakrasamvara,” “Lozang Akshobhya,” and so on.
 At this point you can meditate on the three bodies. For that, fi rst 
dissolve yourself into emptiness and meditate on emptiness. Contem-
plate, at least with eff ort, on the fact that all phenomena lack inherent 
nature. Imagine that your mind that refl ects on emptiness is expe-
riencing great bliss. On the basis of that, think that this is the truth 
body, and cultivate divine pride focused on that. Th en, through the 
intention of arising into the enjoyment body, visualize a beam of light. 
Next, through the force of the intention to arise into an emanation 
body, imagine instantly arising into a simple Yamantaka, one face, two 
arms.
 From the entire body of the deity, and in particular from the syl-
lable HUM at the heart, light rays radiate in all the ten directions and 
purify the environment as well as the beings within it, transforming 
them into a manifestation of bliss and emptiness. Because we imagine 
that we generate blissful wisdom focused upon emptiness, and since 
all phenomena are manifestations of emptiness, through our imagi-
nation we can see that all phenomena are also manifestations of the 
great bliss that is conjoined with emptiness. Th at is how one conse-
crates the environment and the beings within it. So, the impure envi-
ronments become pure celestial mansions and the beings within them 
pure, divine, male and female deities.
 You can cultivate these att itudes as the fi rst practice as soon as you 
awaken from sleep, then engage in other practices such as prostrations, 
circumambulations, and so forth, and then do your everyday activities 
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such as eating breakfast. If you do your sadhanas very early, do them 
aft er you have washed yourself. Although you have cultivated clarity 
of the visualization and divine pride of a deity, it is not contradictory 
to do the practices of refuge and so forth. Just as one does during the 
Vajrasatt va meditation and recitation which is performed at the begin-
ning of a sadhana, retain the divine appearance and the divine pride 
without emphasizing them during such practices.

 2. From the state of an exalted, white virtuous mind,
I and all the infi nite sentient beings, my mothers of old,
From this moment until our supreme enlightenment
Go for refuge to the gurus and the Th ree Jewels.

 3. NAMO GURUBHYAH,
NAMO BUDDHAYA ,
NAMO DHARMAYA ,
NAMO SANGHAYA.

Here the appropriate motivation is bodhichitt a, the altruistic att i-
tude. You should cultivate such a mind, even if simulated, as strongly 
as possible.
 Visualize objects of refuge as explained earlier, or you can visualize 
them as being the same as the merit fi eld, leaving out the wish-grant-
ing tree and the ocean of milk. Th en, having visualized them, from the 
depth of your heart you should refl ect on fear, faith, and conviction. 
Th rough the aggregation of these three factors, seek refuge with strong 
faith and then recite NAMO GURUBHYAH until there is some eff ect 
within your mind. If you do not fi nd the Sanskrit version very eff ec-
tive, you can say the phrase in Tibetan or your own language. But if it is 
just as easy for you, use the Sanskrit version as it has special power. So, 
make request-prayers to the objects of refuge and do the  visualization 
of nectars descending and so forth as explained earlier.
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 4. For the sake of all mother sentient beings
I shall become a guru-deity,
And thus place all sentient beings
Into the supreme state of a guru-deity.

Th is is the generation of bodhichitt a. For the sake of all mother sen-
tient beings, having become the guru-deity, I shall place them in the 
same state that I have actualized myself. Th e object of intent for the cul-
tivation of bodhichitt a is the innumerable sentient beings. One brings 
about the welfare of sentient beings by placing them in the state of bud-
dhahood, and the way in which one can accomplish such welfare is by 
showing them the correct path. It is only a buddha who has the full 
capacity to bring about such welfare; therefore, for the sake of mother 
sentient beings, develop the motivation: I shall att ain the state which 
has such a capacity.

 5. For the sake of all mother sentient beings
I shall quickly, quickly, in this very life,
Att ain the state of a primordial buddha, guru-deity.

 6. I shall liberate all mother sentient beings from suff ering
And lead them to the great bliss of buddhahood.
To this end I now shall practice
Th e profound path of guru-deity yoga.

Th is is what is known as the special generation of the mind, which can-
not be cultivated by bodhisatt vas of inferior courage. It pledges: I shall 
liberate all mother sentient beings from suff ering and lead them to the 
great bliss of buddhahood. Th ink: For the sake of helping all sentient 
beings I shall achieve the enlightened state—the union of illusory body 
and clear light—in the shortest possible time, and for that purpose I am 
going to engage in the practice of this guru yoga. Th e att itude of wish-
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ing to bring about such welfare and to place sentient beings in buddha-
hood is not just a relaxed state of mind, but rather one of great urgency. 
It is a mind aspiring to achieve enlightenment within one lifetime, and 
that within the shortest time possible. Regarding the words “quickly, 
quickly,” the fi rst “quickly” refers to the period of twelve years, the sec-
ond “quickly” refers to the shortest possible time, which is three years.
 Th e best kind of att itude is, having refl ected on the fate of sentient 
beings, to think: I cannot bear to see the suff ering of sentient beings 
even for one more moment. If such an anxious mind is induced by this 
motivation, that is the best type of att itude. On the other hand, if you 
think: I must achieve buddhahood as quickly as possible so that I can 
enjoy a blissful state, your force of mind will not be very strong. Com-
pared to the latt er motivation, cultivating the determination to achieve 
buddhahood for the sake of all sentient beings even if you might have 
to undergo practices for three incalculable eons, as in the sutra vehi-
cle—from one point of view appears more courageous. Bodhisatt vas 
who accumulate merits for the fi rst incalculable eon during the paths 
of accumulation and preparation, for the second during the fi rst bodhi-
satt va grounds and for the third during the last three grounds are really 
very courageous. Th ey have such strong determination and resolve! 
Nagarjuna’s Ratnavali explains how the bodhisatt vas accumulate the 
merits necessary for the achievement of the major and minor noble 
marks of a buddha, and how even to achieve one hair of a pore of a bud-
dha’s body requires great stores of merit. If you refl ect on these facts 
you will fi nd them really inconceivable.
 For example, your att itude should not be such that when you start 
a long-term retreat it is with strong determination and the expectation 
that you will be able to fl y when you fi nish it, yet when you emerge at 
the end and do not see much diff erence (and perhaps on the contrary 
fi nd that as a result of sitt ing for too long you even have to limp a bit!), 
you lose hope and courage and think: Oh, there’s no hope for me! Th at 
kind of approach is wrong.
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 You should refl ect on the necessity of accumulating merits for incal-
culable eons. If doing so causes you to feel discouraged, it is helpful to 
refl ect on the fact that such an accumulation can be achieved within 
a short period of time through tantric practices. It is also helpful to 
contemplate on the buddha nature that is inherent within everyone, 
and also that the buddhas are actively engaged in helping us. In Bud-
dhism, many techniques are taught, from many diff erent perspectives, 
and these should be incorporated into your practice. In order to tame 
our rough minds, it is necessary to seek an approach through all possi-
ble avenues. Here the generation of bodhichitt a should be very force-
ful, with a very courageous mind.
 At this point you can also do the practice of what is called “genera-
tion of the mind taking the result onto the path.” As explained before, 
it is good to practice the uncommon or special preliminary practices 
in connection with Yamantaka by doing the instantaneous self-gener-
ation of Yamantaka. Th ere are three ways to do the dissolution of the 
object of refuge as found in practices for taking death onto the path 
as the dharmakaya: absorbing it through your mid-brow and blessing 
yourself and then doing the self-generation; dissolving it by visualizing 
the beings departing to their natural abodes; and keeping it as wisdom 
beings which can be dissolved into the merit fi eld, which is visualized 
later.
 Th e explanations on refuge, on the generation of the bodhimind, 
and on the four immeasurables are over. Up to this point we have cov-
ered the general preliminary practices, and what follows now are the 
uncommon preliminary practices.

II. Uncommon Preliminary Practices

Develop strong faith focused on the objects of refuge in front of you, 
which pleases them; through the force of their pleasure they dissolve 
into you; imagine that through the force of their dissolving you receive 
their blessings and inspirations within your mental continuum. Imag-
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ine that your body, speech, and mind become inseparable and of one 
taste with the body, speech, and mind of the guru, and due to that you 
experience great bliss. While in this state, meditate on emptiness. Aft er 
that, dissolve into emptiness. It is explained that at this point one should 
do the meditation of taking death onto the path as the truth body. You 
can do this according to the process known as the “dissolution process 
of entirety.”17 Aft er that you can practice taking the intermediate state 
onto the path as the enjoyment body by visualizing arising into a blue 
light beam, and then arise as Yamantaka according to the instantaneous 
self-generation, and generate the pride of being the emanation body. 
Th at is the shorter version of generating into the deity.
 If you want to elaborate slightly, at this point arise as Yamantaka 
with a consort. From the syllable HUM at your heart, light rays radi-
ate in all directions, transforming the environments into celestial 
mansions and the beings within them into Yamantakas. Th e celestial 
mansions dissolve into the Yamantakas, which dissolve into you. Th en 
imagine experiencing the various appearances associated with the dis-
solution of the elements: fi rst, the mirage-like vision, the internal sign 
of the dissolution of the earth element, as the consort dissolves into 
you and you dissolve into the syllable HUM from above and below. 
Next comes the smoky vision, the sign of the water element dissolving, 
as the vowel U of the HUM dissolves into the body of the HA. Th en, 
associated with the dissolution of the elements, a vision like fi refl ies 
arises as the HA dissolves into its top line. When the top line begins to 
dissolve into the crescent, the wind dissolves into appearance and you 
imagine experiencing a glow similar to that of a butt er lamp. Th e dis-
solution of appearance is in turn divided into three: the white radiant, 
the red increase, and black near-att ainment. Th ese correspond to the 
dissolution of the crescent, circle, and nada. Th en you experience the 
clear light; the appearance at this point is like a clear sky at dawn dur-
ing autumn which is free of sun, moon, and darkness. In this state even 
the three appearances are purifi ed.
 At this stage the appearance is of emptiness, but you should not 
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leave the empty appearance as mere absence of phenomena, or a vac-
uum, but rather qualify it by the apprehension of emptiness of inherent 
existence. Th e consciousness which realizes that emptiness should be 
imagined as simultaneously blissful; on this basis, cultivate the divine 
pride of being the resultant truth body.
 If you were to remain in meditative equipoise in that expanse of 
the truth body, you would not be able to fulfi ll your pledge of bring-
ing about the welfare of other sentient beings. Th erefore to fulfi ll this 
pledge that you made at the time of cultivating bodhichitt a, you arise 
as the form body, in this case as the deity Yamantaka, with one face and 
two arms, which is the enjoyment body. Generate the divine pride of 
being the enjoyment body.
 If you were to remain in that state of the enjoyment body you would 
not be visible and directly accessible to ordinary beings. Th erefore 
develop the att itude: In order to benefi t ordinary beings I will arise 
into the emanation body. Arise as Yamantaka, and mark the three parts 
of your body with the syllables OM, AH, and HUM. Placing these three 
syllables on the body of Yamantaka constitutes the arising into the full 
emanation body. Th is has been explained in the Kachem Lung Kurma 
text.
 Th e most elaborate way to arise into the deity is as found in the 
Yamantaka sadhana itself—the gradual process, fi rst visualizing the 
mandala with the cemeteries and everything else, and then the actual 
deity. So, there are three ways of arising into the deity: the shortest, 
instantaneous generation; the middling, as described above; and the 
longest, as found in the sadhana. Regardless of the length, it is impor-
tant to have complete the main points of taking the three bodies into 
the path. Th is could be done in connection with whichever medita-
tional deity you practice by arising into that particular deity. Th e nature 
of the wisdom of bliss and emptiness fi rst appears as a light beam, the 
form of the enjoyment body, and then you arise into the deity. Culti-
vate clarity and divine pride.
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Consecration of the Off erings

 7. OM AH HUM, OM AH HUM, OM AH HUM.

 8. Pure clouds of outer, inner, and secret off erings,
And rich off erings of ritual requirements spread inconceivably,
Pervading the reaches of space, earth, and sky;
In essence they are pristine awareness, in aspect inner off er-

ings and the various objects of off ering.
Th eir function as objects to be enjoyed by the six senses
Is to generate the extraordinary pristine awareness of void-

ness and bliss.

To perform the consecration of the off erings more elaborately, one 
can follow the Yamantaka sadhana: fi rst the consecration of the inner 
off ering and then the consecration of the other off erings. Th e shorter 
method is performed by visualizing the three syllables OM AH HUM 
in space above the off ering substances. Light rays radiate from the syl-
lables, invoking the blessings of vajra body, vajra speech, and vajra 
mind—the deities of the three vajras: Vairochana, Amitabha, and 
Akshobhya—which dissolve into the three syllables respectively. 
Imagine that the syllable HUM blesses the substances of off ering, thus 
purifying their impure aspects such as bad odors, tastes, and shape. 
Th e syllable AH transforms them into nectar. Th ere are three types of 
nectar: the immortal nectar, the wisdom nectar, and the uncontam-
inated nectar. Th e syllable OM—the seed-syllable of Vairochana—
increases all the off erings: imagine that all these off erings become 
inexhaustible.
 Th e off erings are endowed with three att ributes, their nature being 
the wisdom of bliss and emptiness. For example, we can say that 
although by nature a certain Tibetan food called baktsa marku is made 
of fl our, it has its own particular characteristics. By nature, bread is 
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fl our, but there are diff erent types of bread: the appearance is bread, 
but it can be oily or without oil, and so on. If, on the other hand, we 
talk of momos, there should be meat inside. Because they have diff er-
ent appearances they also have diff erent fl avors: kapsey, the Tibetan 
biscuit, has its own characteristic taste; and timo, the steamed momo, 
also has its own fl avor. Th e shapes themselves are also off erings! Th ey 
each have a pleasant fl avor to off er the tongue. Likewise, these off ering 
substances have diff erent functions. For instance, forms induce bliss 
within the eye organ and the other off erings induce bliss in the other 
senses. If you can aff ord to do so you should actually set out these 
objects of off ering, then purify, transform, and increase them. Imagine 
them as being endowed with the three att ributes: a nature of the wis-
dom of bliss and emptiness, an individual appearance, and a function 
to induce bliss within the senses of the object of off ering. Th is con-
cludes the instruction on the preliminary practices.
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Visualization of the Merit Field

You have arisen into the deity using either the long or short ver-
sion of the self-generation procedure. While in such a form, it is neces-
sary to eff ect a transformation within your mind, as explained during 
the initiation in the section where one has to cultivate what is called the 
“mind of all-encompassing yoga.” First develop at least an intellectual 
understanding of the wisdom of bliss and emptiness and generate that 
wisdom, even though it might be merely imaginary. It is good to read 
from the root text with such a state of mind, otherwise it will be just 
mere words. So, fi rst cultivate the wisdom of bliss and emptiness. If you 
have generated yourself into both Yamantaka and consort, you should 
try to induce bliss by visualizing entering into union with the consort 
and experiencing the four joys, culminating in the fourth, the simul-
taneous joy, even though it might be on the imaginary level. Within 
that joy, meditate upon the non-inherent nature of phenomena. To do 
this you can employ many types of reasonings, such as the absence of 
singularity and plurality, or the “diamond sliver” reasoning,18 etc. Hav-
ing employed these various types of reasonings, analyze the nature of 
phenomena: that the one who enjoys lacks inherent existence, and the 
objects of enjoyment lack an inherent nature—but all of them exist in 
dependence on causal factors. Cultivate this ascertainment, the wis-
dom which is the indivisibility of bliss and emptiness, even though it 
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might be simulated. It is good to recite the text on the basis of such 
refl ections.

 9. In the vast space of indivisible voidness and bliss,
Amidst billowing clouds of Samantabhadra off erings,
At the crest of a wish-granting tree embellished with leaves, 

fl owers, and fruit,
Is a lion throne ablaze with precious gems, on which is a 

lotus, sun, and full moon.

In all the manuals on tantric practice, the wisdom of bliss and empti-
ness is referred to repeatedly. Here, in the section on the visualization 
of the merit fi eld, the text speaks of an expansive space of bliss and 
emptiness: “space” here refers interpretively to literal space, and defi ni-
tively to the wisdom of bliss and emptiness. In Th undrug Lamai Naljor 
(Six Session Guru Yoga) we fi nd: “In the space in front, on a beauti-
ful jewel throne...,” and in the ritual manual of Pelden Lhamo it reads: 
“All phenomena that appear are the manifestation of the wisdom of 
bliss and emptiness.” If one makes off erings, keeping this viewpoint 
in mind, it is good. It is from the expanse of reality, of this wisdom of 
indivisible bliss and emptiness, that the various emanations of both the 
learner and no-more-learning stages arise. Th erefore, cultivate this wis-
dom, even if it is only in the imagination. Th e Seventh Dalai Lama, Kel-
sang Gyatso, also emphasized the point that all the off erings should be 
made within seeing them as the manifestation of the wisdom of bliss 
and emptiness. To quote from one of his works:

Th e play of this divine mind,
Th e union of bliss, the supreme father, and emptiness,
Is unlimited and thus beyond concept.

 Cultivate a state of mind focused on bliss and emptiness as forcefully 
as possible. Th e wisdom of bliss and emptiness is compared to space, 
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which is non-obstructive and expansive. Because they are the manifes-
tation of the wisdom of bliss and emptiness, the substances of off ering 
are called “off erings of Samantabhadra (All-Good).” Generally speak-
ing, a bodhisatt va named Samantabhadra is renowned for his elaborate 
off erings to the buddhas and bodhisatt vas. But here the term all-good 
(samantabhadra) refers most appropriately to the wisdom of bliss and 
emptiness. It is all-good from the viewpoint of emptiness and also from 
the viewpoint of bliss. Th is emptiness is the ultimate truth and also the 
ultimate virtue. And the wisdom of great bliss is the clear light wisdom: 
With a feeling of joy, imagine that off erings having such a nature per-
vade entire space.
 All these objects of imagination, such as the ocean of milk in the 
merit fi eld, are based on objects that we are familiar with and that 
we hold as valuable and good, as are the objects visualized for man-
dala off erings. It would be very diffi  cult to visualize something whose 
appearance we do not know at all. Imagine all these various types of 
off erings which are the manifestation of the wisdom of bliss and emp-
tiness. We visualize the ocean of milk because it is something within 
everybody’s power to imagine and, I think, because humans regard it 
as very important and benefi cial: we depend on milk right from the 
time of birth.
 Arising through the force of your own merit and also as a manifesta-
tion of the wisdom mind of the principal deity, is a very expansive gar-
den in the center of which is a very wide ocean of milk, with moving 
waves. In the center of this, visualize a wish-granting tree composed of 
the same seven precious stones19 as are the balustrades of the celestial 
mansions. On each side visualize the two kings of the nagas, their bod-
ies half-emerged from the ocean and in the gesture of supporting the 
tree.
 Th is wish-granting tree has seven branches: one in the center and 
three on each side growing upwards, together forming an arbor. But if 
you were to look at it from outside it would look like a beautiful tree 
with thick branches and leaves. Th is wish-granting tree is beautifi ed 
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with leaves, fl owers, and fruits. In between the branches and leaves are 
various types of off ering articles, such as the victory banners found 
on the golden balustrades of the celestial mansions. Th is tree has the 
capacity to fulfi ll wishes. In its center is a very wide, variegated lotus 
which has something like one hundred thousand petals, in the cen-
ter of which you should visualize a very wide throne upraised by eight 
lions, and on top of that a lotus with eleven layers, the lower petals 
broad and the upper ones narrower. Th e top layer has four petals. In 
the center of these are a lotus, and sun and moon seats, which symbol-
ize the three principal aspects of the path.
 As in the Yamantaka sadhana, although there are many diff erent 
parts to the mandala, such as the cemeteries and so forth, we have to 
see all of them as manifestations of the wisdom mind of the central 
deity. All of them have special signifi cance. We visualize the deity com-
plete with mansion during the path, and at the time of actual arising 
into an illusory body of the deity, we arise in such a form. In the same 
way, here you should see every part of the merit fi eld, such as the trees 
and leaves, the lotuses, the throne, and everything, as the manifestation 
of the wisdom mind of the central fi gure of the merit fi eld.
 Th e ocean of milk represents the three principal aspects of the path; 
the wish-granting tree represents the qualities of the six perfections; 
the various fl owers represent the twenty-two types of bodhichitt a;20 
the fruits represent the four factors for ripening the minds of other 
sentient beings;21 the two nagas represent the ultimate and conven-
tional bodhichitt as. Th e lions represent overpowering obstacles: the 
paw upholding the throne overcomes obstacles from above; the paw 
pressing the ground overpowers obstacles from below; and the fi erce 
look in the eyes overcomes obstacles from the middle. All of the above 
have specifi c signifi cance for a practitioner, so when he or she refl ects 
upon their symbolism it has benefi t. Th e throne should be visualized as 
being wide and expansive. On top of that is the lotus with eleven layers 
of petals.
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 10.  On this sits my root guru, who is kind in three ways;
In essence all buddhas, in aspect a saff ron-robed monk,
With one face, two arms, radiant with a bright smile.
His right hand is in the gesture of expounding the dharma,
His left  in meditative pose holds an alms bowl fi lled with 

nectar;
He is draped with three lustrous saff ron robes and his head 

is graced by a golden pundits’ hat.

Th e topmost layer of this eleven-layered lotus has four petals, in the 
center of which sits your root guru who is kind in three ways. “Kind in 
three ways” indicates that the guru has given you initiation, the com-
mentary on the tantras, and the oral instructions. Th is root guru should 
be seen as the embodiment of all the buddhas. It is said that when this 
text was fi rst writt en by Panchen Lama Chökyi Gyaltsen, he inserted 
the name of his own root guru, Sangye Yeshe, here. Although one can 
interpret sangye yeshe as “the wisdom of the buddha” and not confi ne 
its connotation to the particular guru Sangye Yeshe, later the text was 
altered to read “in essence all the buddhas.” 
 Visualize your guru in the aspect of a bhikshu, a fully ordained monk, 
because the sangha community is a very important element in Bud-
dhism. It is said that whether the Buddha’s doctrine exists or not is 
determined by whether there is a sangha community or not. Whether 
or not the sutra teachings exist is determined by the presence or absence 
of the practice of the three bases of vinaya. Th e survival of tantric doc-
trine is determined by whether the teachings of the Guhyasamaja tan-
tra have degenerated or not. Th erefore, bhikshus are very important.
 Although it is your own choice when seeking a master according to 
your own feeling, devotion, and so on, in my opinion it is important 
to have a guru who is a bhikshu, especially for the followers of Lama 
Tsongkhapa. Actually, for the followers of the Gelug teachings there is 
no shortage of bhikshus at the moment. Th is is my personal opinion 
which I am expressing especially for Western dharma students.
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 Th e vows of the bhikshu have been praised not only in the vinaya 
treatises but also in the tantric treatises, especially those of highest yoga 
tantra. For example, in the Kalachakra tantra it is explained that if there 
are three vajra masters, a bhikshu, a novice, and a layman, the bhikshu 
vajra master should be regarded as the highest and most important. 
Th ere are even diff erences in the apparel distributed during the vajra 
master initiation. It shows how important the bhikshu is for the sur-
vival of the Buddha’s doctrine. So with the realization of this great sig-
nifi cance, here visualize the principal fi gure in the form of a bhikshu.
 For us, the followers of Lama Tsongkhapa, although the root gurus 
we each visualize are by nature our respective root gurus, in appearance 
they should be visualized in the aspect of Lama Tsongkhapa. He is in 
the mudra of preaching, the posture he will adopt as the future bud-
dha Senge Ngaro. Th is is auspicious for ourselves to become his dis-
ciples when he returns as the buddha to this world. He wears bhikshu 
robes, has one face and two arms, and is smiling. It is said that there are 
two causes for him to be smiling: One is that at this point we are mak-
ing the most eff ort to engage in a virtuous practice, so he is pleased. 
Th e other is that, although our faith is very weak and we are always 
infl uenced by negativities and our actions consist mainly of negative 
actions, the guru is like kind parents acting as if they are pleased, even 
though they are not, in order to delight their naughty children. In the 
same way, although there is hardly any cause for him to think favorably 
of our actions, because we are like the children of the guru we imagine 
that he appears with a pleased expression.
 His right hand is in the mudra of expounding the dharma. Gener-
ally speaking, the activity of preaching is an activity of the post-medi-
tative period. His left  hand is in the meditative equipoise posture. Th is 
signifi es that although he is engaged in the activity of helping sentient 
beings, he is in meditative equipoise at the same time, an indication 
that he has achieved the enlightened state. In his left  hand he is hold-
ing an alms bowl fi lled with a white nectar slightly raised in the center 
as Lake Manasarovar is said to be. I do not know if in reality the lake is 
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slightly higher in the middle, or if its convexity is only an illusion. So 
here, in the same way, visualize that the nectar is slightly higher in the 
middle.
 Each of the guru’s hands holds a fl ower by the stem; on the right 
fl ower is a sword and on the left  a scripture. Th e sword, blazing with 
fl ames, represents the wisdom discriminating the nature of phenom-
ena. Th e scripture on the left  fl ower, according to some explanations, 
is called Th e Emanated Scripture of the Ear-Whispered Transmission. 
Although it might be very sacred, irrespective of whether such a scrip-
ture exists now or not, I do not think there is anything special in a scrip-
ture which is not mentioned in the eighteen volumes writt en by Lama 
Tsongkhapa himself. When Lama Tsongkhapa analyzed and set forth 
the meaning of tantra, especially of Guhyasamaja, he said that one has 
to unravel the intent of the root tantras by using the explanatory tan-
tras, using the key of the guru’s instructions. Instructions here refers 
to treatises such as Nagarjuna’s Pancha-krama (Five Stages), Pindikrita 
Sadhana, and so forth. Lama Tsongkhapa himself said that instruc-
tion is not something which cannot be writt en down and which must 
be handed down orally. If one holds these oral kinds of instructions 
as too valuable and is obsessed by them, there is a danger of neglect-
ing the great treatises which were writt en with great compassion and 
great purpose. Lama Tsongkhapa, in the opening remarks of the Lam-
rim Chenmo, refuted the view that there are two types of scriptures, 
one for scholastic studies and one for actual practice. Such a view is 
mistaken. Lama Tsongkhapa himself said that if Lamrim Chenmo 
becomes a book for solely intellectual study, that will be the cause for 
the degeneration of the doctrine. For some, hearing that there is such 
an  emanation scripture might be very inspiring, but I think there may 
not be such a scripture apart from the eighteen volumes. But it is pos-
sible that there might be certain emanated scriptures one might be able 
to see when one reaches certain levels of realization; that is a diff erent 
matt er. However, one should not have the att itude that because the 
eighteen volumes are actually printed and we can read them anytime, 
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we should fi rst seek out these mysterious scriptures. Such an att itude 
is greatly mistaken.
 Generally I say that whether we call it the ear-whispered doctrine or 
not, the main transmissions of Lama Tsongkhapa’s teachings, which are 
a union of sutra and tantra, are those of the three lineages: the Se trans-
mission, the Ensa transmission, and the Shung transmission coming 
from Central Tibet. I think it is the tantric colleges who are responsi-
ble for the perpetuation of the great transmissions of the Shungpa lin-
eage. Since we came into exile, these colleges have been reestablished 
in India, and they are now among the main centers for the study of 
the entire Buddhist doctrine and especially the doctrine of the union 
of sutra and tantra as taught by Lama Tsongkhapa. Th erefore, it is not 
good if the monks in the tantric colleges remain idle and unaware of 
this fact, or if others do not duly honor them. If the tantric colleges are 
indeed the holders of the transmissions from Lama Tsongkhapa, the 
manner of their doing it is as Tehor Kyorpön Rinpoche remarked: Th e 
monks of the tantric colleges are such that when they sit down they 
practice Guhyasamaja, when they walk it is also Guhyasamaja, and so 
forth. Th is implies that in these colleges where the study of tantra is 
undertaken, such study has to be done on the basis of Guhyasamaja, 
and when one actually enters into the tantra, one has to do so on the 
basis of Guhyasamaja. Th is is really very important. Because of the par-
amount importance of the Guhyasamaja practice, Lama Tsongkhapa 
wrote fi ve volumes on it. He must have composed them with the pur-
pose of benefi ting sentient beings so that they could actualize the resul-
tant state of omniscience. Th e Guhyasamaja volumes are not meant 
only for developing understanding of the doctrine or tantra in general; 
therefore, they must have a special signifi cance and purpose.
 I oft en say that it is wrong that someone who claims himself to be a 
Gelugpa is content only with the recitation of Lama Chöpa and Vajray-
ogini, and neglects practices like Guhyasamaja and so forth; that is not 
good. Some persons, having studied Yamantaka, Guhyasamaja, and 
Heruka for many years, when it comes to the actual practice neglect all 
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their study and become preoccupied with a very short text and ritual. 
Th at is actually a disgrace. It is a diff erent case if your root guru sees 
that you have a special affi  nity with a particular deity and has advised 
you to emphasize that practice. But if you neglect these main practices 
through laziness and misunderstanding, it is a grave mistake.
 A friend of mine once told me, “I asked some Gelugpa monks about 
Guhyasamaja; they said, ‘We don’t know much about Guhyasamaja.’ 
When I pressed them further, ‘Is Guhyasamaja not a main practice of 
Gelug?’, they replied, ‘No, it is only Yamantaka and Vajrayogini which 
are important.’ “ Th at shows that the practice of Guhyasamaja is degen-
erating. I think Yamantaka and Guhyasamaja and Chakrasamvara are 
very important. As for Chakrasamvara, the tradition of Luipa is very 
important; Lama Tsongkhapa regards it as the root of the Heruka 
tantra. And Ghantapa’s tradition has a very unique feature in that it 
contains the process of initiation into the body mandala. Lama Tsong-
khapa himself composed the manual of initiation into the Ghantapa 
body mandala; therefore it has a special signifi cance.
 Th ese are some side remarks I am making in relation to the question 
of the said Emanated Scripture of the Ear-Whispered Transmission. So, if 
we think more about this mysterious scripture, it will just dissolve into 
light! Anyway, if you are studying or meditating on lamrim, visualize 
that scripture as Lamrim Chenmo; and if you are putt ing more empha-
sis on the study of tantra, then imagine it is the Ngag-rim Chenmo 
(Great Exposition on Tantra). If you are studying Prajnaparamita, it 
could be visualized as Th e Eight Th ousand Verse Perfection of Wisdom 
Sutra; if you are studying madhyamaka, visualize it as a madhyamaka 
scripture; if you are emphasizing pramana, visualize it as a scripture of 
pramana; and so forth, appropriate to your own study and practice.
 I wonder whether the fl owers being held by Lama Tsongkhapa are 
lotuses or not. In Guhyasamaja, the male deities hold lotuses and the 
females utpalas. I have checked and I think they are utpalas. When I 
was a child, someone brought me a fl ower called utpala—it looked 
very distinctive. Th ere is a fl ower called a Himalayan poppy in English 
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which is said to also be a type of utpala, but it is quite diff erent. If we 
assume that the ones visualized here are not the type growing in Hima-
layan regions, then we could take it that they are a very special type of 
utpala. Th e point is to visualize the most beautiful and perfect fl owers. 
Th e guru is adorned with the three types of saff ron-colored robes and 
is wearing a hat which is the color of gold. Th e tip is very pointed, rep-
resenting the correct view of emptiness.

 11.  In his heart sits the all-pervading lord Vajradhara, with 
a blue-colored body,

One face and two arms, holding vajra and bell and embracing 
Vajradhatu Ishvari;

Th ey delight in the play of simultaneous voidness and bliss,
Are adorned with jewelled ornaments of many designs, and 

are clothed in garments of heavenly silks.

At the heart of Guru Lozang, who is your own guru in the aspect of 
Lama Tsongkhapa, visualize Guru Shakyamuni, who is the master 
of the doctrine. He should be visualized as thumb-sized or four fi n-
ger-widths high. Th e small size helps to overcome mental sinking and 
scatt ering, thus allowing you to have stronger concentration. If that 
is not within your ability, he should be visualized slightly larger. Lord 
Buddha is showing his normal hand gestures, left  hand in meditative 
posture and right hand touching the ground. At his heart, visualize 
Vajradhara, the master of tantra, with consort, about one fi nger-width 
high. At his heart visualize the concentration being, the syllable HUM, 
which is the source of all phenomena included within samsara and 
nirvana. It is by nature the very subtle wind and mind and is radiating 
light rays of fi ve colors. Th e HUM, being blue, represents immutabil-
ity and Akshobhya. Although it is of blue color it radiates fi ve diff er-
ent colors: from the nada blue, from the drop white, from the crescent 
yellow, from the HA red, from the U green. As found in a commentary 
on the generation stage, visualize Vajradhara as being heavy, and the 
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concentration being, the syllable HUM, as very small and just like the 
fi lament in a light bulb—very, very thin, bluish, but very bright. Th is 
will help you to have clarity of mind and prevent mental sinking. If you 
visualize Vajradhara as though he were heavy, it will help prevent men-
tal distraction.
 Th e consort Vajra Ishvari is also holding a bell and vajra while 
embracing Vajradhara. Both are adorned with precious jewel orna-
ments, and are absorbed in the ecstasy of great bliss. Th e bodies of 
Vajradhara and the consort are adorned with the major and minor 
noble marks, and light rays are radiating from them. Imagine that, at 
the tips of all these light rays, many diff erent emanations are being cre-
ated, emitt ing out and returning and so forth. Th e deity is constantly 
engaged in the activity of creating these emanations to help sentient 
beings. Also, Vajradhara could be visualized in reality being the partic-
ular meditational deity in which you specialize. He is seen as seated in 
the vajrasana position; the signifi cance of this is related to the realiza-
tion of what is known as the four types of vajrasana positions22 that has 
preceded his achievement of buddhahood.
 Such a being is called Lama because in reality he is your guru, 
Lozang because he has the appearance of Lama Tsongkhapa (Lozang 
Tragpa), Th ubwang because he has Buddha Shakyamuni at his heart, 
and Dorje Chang because at Buddha’s heart is Vajradhara. Th erefore he 
is called Lama Lozang Th ubwang Dorje Chang.

 12.  Radiant with thousands of light rays, adorned with the major 
and minor signs,

Th e guru sits in the vajra position enhaloed by a fi ve-colored 
rainbow.

His purifi ed aggregates are the fi ve buddhas gone-to-bliss;
His four elements, the four consorts; his sense spheres, 

energy channels,
Sinews, and joints are in actuality bodhisatt vas;
Th e hairs of his pores are twenty-one thousand arhats;
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His limbs are wrathful protectors;
Th e light rays are directional guardians, lords of wealth and 

their att endants;
While worldly gods are but cushions for his feet.

Th is is the visualization of the body mandala deities. It explains how 
the elements and sources and so forth should be generated into dei-
ties. I have found that one of the commentaries says that if one’s root 
guru is alive, the visualization of the mandala deities at his bodily parts 
as explained here actually constitutes a complete body mandala prac-
tice. In Guhyasamaja, in the section related to entering into union with 
a consort, it is said that if the consort is an action seal, a live consort, 
visualizing deities on her body becomes an actual body mandala prac-
tice. But if one is entering into union with a visualized consort, it does 
not. So, in the same way, when one’s spiritual master is alive, due to the 
force of his actually having these elements and so on, such visualization 
may be a body mandala practice; whereas when he is no longer alive, 
as far as one’s ordinary perception is concerned, he has dissolved these 
physical elements and so forth which are the basis of the body man-
dala. But I cannot state that this is defi nitely so.
 Th e placement of the deities of the body mandala explained in the 
Kachem Lung Kurma commentary is quite diff erent from that men-
tioned in the transmission of the commentary on Guhyasamaja from 
Amdo, but I do not think there is any contradiction. At the crown is 
Vairochana, at the throat Amitabha, at the heart Akshobhya, at the 
navel Ratnasambhava, and at the groin Amoghasiddhi. According 
to the commentary on Guhyasamaja, one should visualize them in a 
straight line, just like a pole, the crown of each deity touching the seat 
of the deity above it. But according to the Kachem Lung Kurma com-
mentary it is somewhat diff erent: the deities are slightly smaller so that 
they are not touching each other.
 Th e four elements are transformed into the four consorts: at the 
navel in front of Ratnasambhava is Lochana; in front of Akshobhya 
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at the heart, Mamaki; in front of Amitabha, between the two channel 
wheels of the throat and the heart, at the point where the wheel of fi re 
is said to be, Pandaravasin; in front of Vairochana, Tara.
 Th ere are two traditions regarding the dhyani buddhas: in one, they 
are embracing the consorts, in the other they are not embracing, but 
only facing them.
 Now to describe the sources (the eye source, nose source and so 
forth). In the center of the two eye organs are Kshitigarbhas facing 
outwards, embraced by Rupavajras. On the two ears are Vajrapanis 
embraced by Shabdavajras; at the nose is Akashagarbha embraced by 
Gandhavajra; at the tongue, Lokeshvara embraces Rasavajra; and at 
the heart, behind Akshobhya, is Manjushri without a consort. In the 
Kachem Lung Kurma commentary, it says that Manjushri is in union 
with Vajra Ishvari, in which case there would be thirty-three deities. 
Although Varja Ishvari is mentioned in the root tantra, here we are fol-
lowing the practice of Guhyasamaja Akshobhyavajra based upon the 
explanation found in the Vajramala, in which there is no mention of 
Vajra Ishvari. But the Kachem Lung Kurma commentary explains that 
one should visualize Vajra Ishvari as the consort of Manjushri, white 
in color, having three faces—white, blue, and red—and six arms, the 
fi rst two arms embracing Manjushri, the remaining right arms holding 
a reality source23 and a sword, and the left  carrying a lotus and jewel. At 
the secret organ is Sarvanivarana-vishkambhini embraced by Sparsha-
vajra. At the eight major joints are Samantabhadras, just as explained 
during the initiation. One way to visualize them is to place them on the 
joints of the shoulders, elbows, and wrists—three on each of the arms, 
making six— and on the ankles, knees, and hips—six on the legs—
together making twelve. Another version is to visualize one Samant-
abhadra at the sternum and then visualize his refl ections at all the 
three hundred and sixty joints. You can imagine that these deities are 
there. Although the fi ve goddesses are not mentioned here  explicitly, 
they should be visualized as found in the Guhyasamaja commentary, 
embracing the bodhisatt vas as described.
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 At the crown is Maitreya, the purifi ed aspect of the channels. 
According to the commentary on Guhyasamaja that we are follow-
ing, he is visualized behind Vairochana. So, the rearmost is Maitreya, 
in front of him Vairochana, then Tara embracing him, and in front Ush-
nishachakravartin. So, there are four deities at the crown. But accord-
ing to Kachem Lung Kurma, these four deities are visualized one above 
the other with Vairochana below, then Maitreya, and on top Ush-
nishachakravartin. Doesn’t the system of Guhyasamaja seem more 
convenient? Otherwise we would have to shift  from one system when 
practicing Guhyasamaja to the other for Lama Chöpa, which would be 
quite confusing. According to Pelmang Könchog Gyaltsen’s writings, 
which are based on a commentary on Lama Chöpa he received from 
Könchog Jigme Wangpo, the placement of the body mandala deities 
is done according to the commentary on Guhyasamaja. So, for those 
of us who are quite familiar with the practice of Guhyasamaja it is bet-
ter to do it as found there. But you can follow either of these two tradi-
tions—as found in the commentary on Guhyasamaja, or as found here 
in this commentary on Lama Chöpa.
 Here it says that the bhapu (hairs of the pores) of the body should 
be visualized as arhats, but because their number does not tally with 
the number of pores of the body, it is said that bhapu should be taken to 
mean the hairs. I wonder why the hairs are not mentioned explicitly? I 
do not know whether in Tsangpa dialect the word for hairs is the same 
as that for pores.
 Th e text goes on to talk of the limbs arising into the ten wrathful dei-
ties, the purifi ed aspects of the ten consciousnesses. Th ese conscious-
nesses are not the ones referred to in the abhidharma texts, but are, 
rather, diff erent instances of the one mind of bliss and emptiness. On 
the right hand is Yamantakrit, on the left  Aparajita. Your visualization 
of them should not be so fi xed or rigid so that when you move your 
hands these deities fall off ! It is said that if one is concerned about 
them falling, then when one moves one’s hands one should imagine 
that the deities move with them. But you should not worry too much 
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about them falling! For example, in the visualization of the protection 
circle, Sumbharaja is in an upside-down position as he guards the prac-
titioner from harmful underground spirits.
 In the commentary Kachem Lung Karma it says that Hayagriva is at 
the root of the tongue, but it is bett er, as in the Guhyasamaja commen-
tary, to visualize him outside the mouth, because wrathful deities are 
forces to counter the interferences, so should be emerging, not hiding 
inside! It would seem unnecessary to visualize the wrathful deities if all 
they do is hide. According to this commentary, the wrathful one at the 
vajra organ is visualized inside, but it is bett er to visualize it outside as 
well.
 Th e light rays are visualized as the fi ft een directional guardians. 
Light rays radiate from the heart of the central fi gure into the ten direc-
tions, just as in the Yamantaka and Guhyasamaja sadhanas. At the tips 
of these light rays are the directional guardians, who are by nature the 
wisdom of the central fi gure. It is said that one should visualize yakshas 
as their retinues but this could be omitt ed.
 One interpretation of the worldly deities being like a seat is that the 
worldly deities are pleased to be even at the feet of the central fi gure. 
But according to Pelmang Könchog Gyaltsen’s explanation, you should 
visualize worldly deities such as Brahma, Indra, and so forth below, 
but on the seat, just as in Yamantaka, where various worldly deities are 
below his feet. You should not have the notion that they are being sup-
pressed, being trodden on and infl icted with suff erings, but rather that 
they are being taken care of by the principal deity and are guarded from 
indulging in nonvirtuous actions. Artists sometimes must take many 
things into consideration when painting tangkas, and so some artists 
may draw these worldly deities seated on the lotus below the deity; 
this is wrong. Th ey should be under the feet of the central fi gure, on 
the seat. If you take the viewpoint that these worldly deities have been 
taken into the care of the central fi gure, that will also help you to be 
invulnerable to their harms, for even if they should wish to harm you 
they will not dare.
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 13.  Surrounding him in their respective order sit the direct 
and lineage gurus,

Yidams, hosts of mandala deities,
Buddhas, bodhisatt vas, heroes and dakinis,
Encircled by an ocean of dharma protectors.

Having visualized the central fi gure, around him visualize the root and 
lineage gurus as described here. A light ray radiates from the heart of 
the central fi gure, narrow at the start and becoming very broad. At the 
tip, visualize your own root guru surrounded by the gurus from whom 
you have received teachings directly. If possible, you should include all 
your teachers, including the teacher who fi rst taught you how to read 
the alphabet. If you can manage it, it is good to view all of them as your 
own guru and also see them as buddhas. I normally advise Western-
ers that if one takes initiation from someone, there is no choice but to 
regard that person as a teacher. But in other cases, if one has not had the 
opportunity to examine the teacher and cannot do so without taking 
commentaries (excluding tantric teachings) or general teachings such 
as introductions to Buddhism from that teacher, as an exception these 
can be listened to in the same way as lectures. Th en, when one thinks 
one can accept him as a teacher, rely on him and observe the commit-
ments, one should do so. So, it is important to understand how to go 
about relating to spiritual teachers according to the situation.
 Th e root guru faces you; but according to some versions, one can 
visualize the root guru facing the central fi gure. During an initiation, 
although there is just one central deity, that deity assumes an aspect 
called the “action vajra,” an att endant who performs activities. In the 
same way here, although your root guru is visualized as the central fi g-
ure of the merit fi eld, you can also visualize him in his usual appearance. 
His particular function is to help recommend you for acceptance by 
the central fi gure. You can visualize body mandala deities on the body 
of the root guru, according to the deity yoga in which you specialize.
 Visualize another two light rays, one radiating toward the left  and 
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one to the right. On the central fi gure’s right, visualize Maitreya sur-
rounded by the lineage gurus of the vast practice in one group. On 
the left  is Manjushri surrounded by the lineage gurus of the profound 
practice. Below each of these groups is the lineage of the Kadam 
masters. From Atisha the lineages of the vast and profound prac-
tices merged into one; therefore the Kadam lineage is visualized on 
both sides. Due to diff erent ways of expounding the doctrine, this 
Kadam lineage is divided into three lineages: Kadam Shungpawa, 
Lamrimpa, and Me-ngagpa, stemming from Potowa, Gompowa, and 
Chekawa respectively. Th erefore, there are these three groups of lin-
eage gurus on both sides. Th ese three lineages eventually merged into 
one from Lama Tsongkhapa; therefore there is a further group of lin-
eage gurus. Th ere is a complete set on either side, one below Maitreya 
and one below Manjushri. It is said that one should also visualize an 
empty throne which signifi es the continual advent of masters of the 
doctrine.
 If you are emphasizing the practice of lojong on the basis of the 
Bodhisatt vacharyavatara, visualize the lineage gurus of what is called 
the lineage of extensive actions; then it is not necessary to visualize 
Maitreya, but rather you should visualize Manjushri, Nagarjuna, Shan-
tideva, and so forth.
 What is meant by “the lineage gurus of the experiential inspiration”? 
According to Pelmang Könchog Gyaltsen, there are various interpreta-
tions. He says that, according to Karto, this phrase refers to the lineage 
gurus of the particular meditational deity that one emphasizes in one’s 
practice, whereas Purchog Jhampa Rinpoche identifi es it with the lin-
eage gurus of the Kadam’s sixteen drop practice. Hence, for a practi-
tioner who has no initiation into the Kadam sixteen drops, there is no 
need to visualize the gurus of this lineage.
 Purchog Jhampa Rinpoche is the one who said, “Because I am from 
eastern Tibet and have a very tall body, when I prostrate I have the 
great advantage of covering more ground, and so I create more merits.” 
(It is said that the more ground one covers with one’s body when pros-
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trating, the greater the merit.) Purchog Jhampa Rinpoche performed 
prostrations on a daily basis even when he was very old. Gungtang Rin-
poche wrote in his biography that he used to prostrate something like 
a thousand times daily. It is really amazing to hear of these feats, and 
the extent of the hardships these men underwent in performing their 
practices. Th ese masters did not undertake such extensive prostrations 
merely for the sake of physical exercise!
 Th e tradition which was explained by Kyabje Trijang Rinpoche is 
very good. Because there are many diff erent explanations regarding the 
lineage gurus, the former Dalai Lama asked Kyabje Pabongka Rinpoche 
for clarifi cation on this topic. Although in paintings the fi ve groups of 
tantric lineage gurus are arranged in fi ve straight lines, one next to the 
other, I think when you visualize them they should be placed above the 
four petals of the top-most layer of the lotus as follows. On the front 
petal, visualize either Guhyasamaja, the king of tantras, or Yaman-
taka. Although Yamantaka belongs to the father tantra, because it has 
the essential features of both father and mother tantras complete, and 
because Yamantaka is also a very special deity of the Gelug tradition, he 
can be visualized on the front petal. On the right is Guhyasamaja, the 
king of father tantra, or Yamantaka, if Guhyasamaja has been placed on 
the front petal. On the left  is Heruka, the king of mother tantra. On the 
rear petal are the mandala deities of the sixteen drops of Kadam. If you 
have not received the initiation of the Kadam sixteen drops, visualize 
Hevajra. Or, if you are mainly meditating on Kalachakra, you can visu-
alize Kalachakra there. You can change around the meditational dei-
ties according to your emphasis on particular deities. Th us, there are 
fi ve groups of tantric lineage gurus. In the center visualize the gurus of 
the mahamudra lineage. Whether one calls it a Gelug and Kagyu lin-
eage or a Gelug lineage, this guru yoga practice, Lama Chöpa, is like an 
uncommon preliminary practice to mahamudra meditation. Although 
the gurus of the mahamudra lineage are by nature individual, all of 
them are visualized in the aspect of Manjushri.
 To summarize: Th e mahamudra lineage gurus are above the central 
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fi gure of the merit fi eld; those of Yamantaka above Yamantaka in front; 
Guhyasamaja on the right; Heruka on the left ; and the lineage gurus 
of the sixteen drops of Kadam, or of Hevajra, as appropriate, above the 
rear petal.
 Within the sixteen drops of Kadam mandala there are various dei-
ties belonging to diff erent classes of tantra, including deities of high-
est yoga tantra, such as Guhyasamaja of the Jnanapata school. In 
this mandala, there are some Tibetan masters such as Kutön Tsön-
dru Yongdrung and Ngok Legpai Sherab. Khedup Rinpoche, in his 
text called Th ubten Jithor (Dusting the Buddha’s Doctrine), said that 
Tibetan gurus should not be visualized inside a mandala; therefore, 
he had some reservations about this practice. Th ere was at one time 
even a controversy about whether the father scriptures and son scrip-
tures of Kadam are authentic teachings or not. In the biography of the 
First Dalai Lama, we fi nd that aft er someone said to him, “I have heard 
that the father and the son scriptures of Kadam are not authentic,” he 
replied, “I don’t know whether they are authentic or not, but they actu-
ally are helpful for the mind.” Th is is really a very direct reply, because 
if something is helpful for training the mind it proves it is an authentic 
dharma teaching; what further qualities are needed?
 So, on the four petals of the fi rst layer are four meditational deities of 
highest yoga tantra. Although in paintings only the deities are drawn, if 
possible you should visualize the entire celestial mansion as well. But if 
that is beyond your capability, it is a diff erent matt er. If you do visual-
ize the celestial mansions, then at the point where the four initiations 
are taken you can perform the self-initiation of the deity in conjunction 
with this guru yoga. For example, on the front petal, visualize the entire 
mandala of Yamantaka, whether it be the solitary hero or the thirteen 
deity; on the right Guhyasamaja; on the left  Heruka, in the form in 
which you specialize. If it is the tradition of Luipa, visualize the Luipa 
mandala, or if the body mandala according to the Ghantapa tradition, 
visualize that. If it is easier, visualize them facing toward you, but if it 
is not disturbing and is just as convenient, it is bett er to visualize them 
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facing toward the central fi gure, just as the retinue all face the central 
deity of the mandala.
 I think one can visualize either the celestial mansions of the med-
itational deities within the merit fi eld on the tree of assembly, or the 
entire tree enclosed within a celestial mansion.
 On the second layer of the lotus petal, visualize Kalachakra in front 
and on the rest of the petals the various deities of highest yoga tantra, 
such as the red Yamantaka, the Guhyasamaja according to Jnanapata, 
and the various aspects of Heruka. Th ere are many diff erent aspects of 
Heruka and so on, and many diff erent tantras of which I do not even 
know the names! It is very amazing to read a text such as the Sakya text 
Th e Compendium of the Tantras in which are mentioned innumerable 
deities. As this practice is regarded as a Gelug guru yoga, most of the 
deities which are well known in the Gelug system are visualized. But if 
your practice is integrated with practices of other sects, you can visual-
ize the deities found in those other sects, such as Hayagriva and so on. 
You should not have the rigid notion that the deities belonging to cer-
tain sects cannot be included in the merit fi eld of any particular prac-
tice. On their part, the objects of refuge could not have any sectarian 
att itudes! Th e point is that those in whom one has great faith and inter-
est are visualized and placed on the merit fi eld.
 Below, on the third layer, visualize the deities of yoga tantra, Vajra-
dhatu (Dorje Ying) being the main one. Th e practice of this deity has 
degenerated in the Gelug system, and I think it is important to restore it 
because an understanding of yoga tantra as explained in Tsongkhapa’s 
Ngag-rim Chenmo is impossible without a good knowledge of Vajra-
dhatu. Th e understanding of Kunrig24 alone does not get one far. Below 
this layer are the deities of performance (charya) tantra, and then come 
the deities of action (kriya) tantra. In the mandala of Vairochana Sam-
bodhi, there are certain arhats, so I do not see why one can visual-
ize Indian masters and not Tibetan masters inside the mandala! But 
Khedup Rinpoche must have had some reason to say that one should 
not. Within action tantra there are many diff erent deities belonging to 
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the various lineages: the lotus, vajra, jewel, and tathagata.
 Below are the thousand buddhas of the fortunate eon and so forth 
in this order. Although the deities visualized above are also considered 
buddhas, they are placed in this order because, of the two vehicles, the 
tantric vehicle is regarded as higher. Th e ordering does not mean that 
meditational deities are higher than buddhas.
 Below the buddhas, visualize the bodhisatt vas such as the eight 
bodhisatt va disciples of Buddha Shakyamuni. Below these are arhats 
such as the sixteen arhats, and then the heroes and heroines. One tradi-
tion places heroes on the right side and heroines on the left ; in another 
heroes and heroines are arranged alternately; and a third system has 
them embracing each other.
 Below the heroes and heroines come the dharmapalas. Th e main 
Gelug dharmapalas are the three dharmapalas of the three scopes. In 
his Geden Tenpa Gyepai Monlam, Gungtang Rinpoche said:

Th e main protectors of the three scopes are
Mahakala, Vaishravana, and Kalarupa—
Th rough your power, mighty Dharmapalas,
May the tradition of Victorious Lozang always fl ourish!

Mahakala is a wrathful aspect of Avalokiteshvara and therefore is the 
dharmapala who is especially pleased by those who observe pure 
morality, and as the practice of morality is the chief practice of those 
of middling scope he is regarded as their dharmapala. Because, in the 
practice of the lower scope, following the law of cause and eff ect is 
emphasized, Kalarupa is regarded as the dharmapala of the lowest 
scope. In the Gelug tradition one seeks the protection of the dhar-
mapala corresponding to one’s own practice. I think that Mahakala 
and Kalarupa are the main dharma protectors of the Gelug lineage, 
as att ested by the practices undertaken in the two tantric colleges. In 
Gyume College mainly Kalarupa is practiced and in the Upper Tantric 
College it is Mahakala. I think the tantric colleges make a great contri-
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bution to the dharma, because it is due to them that we have the con-
tinuity of the transmission of the teachings of Guhyasamaja. Between 
Mahakala and Kalarupa, I think the uncommon dharmapala is Kalar-
upa. Th ere is a saying that for the Gelug tradition the guru is Manjushri, 
the meditational deity is Manjushri, and the dharmapala is also Man-
jushri. Of the external, internal, and secret aspects of Kalarupa, the 
internal aspect is regarded as the chief one. Lama Tsongkhapa com-
posed the famous praise hymn “Kyang Kuma” to the internal aspect
 of Kalarupa.
 Actually there is no need for any dharmapala besides these three. 
Sometimes I say that only when we hear that Kalarupa has passed away 
will we have to seek some other protection. Although Lama Lozang 
Th ubwang Dorje Chang does not have any partiality or prejudice, if 
you make fervent prayers while viewing him as the embodiment of the 
meditational deity, the Buddha, the dharmapala and everything, the 
inspiration you receive will be more powerful. In the same way, if you 
relate to a dharmapala like Kalarupa and entrust yourself completely to 
his protection, then there will be a special power in that relationship. It 
is not very good to neglect the dharmapalas that were specifi cally prac-
ticed by Lama Tsongkhapa himself and assigned to protect his doc-
trine. Neglecting them and going to other dharmapalas is, I think, quite 
mistaken and should not be the general mode of procedure of Gelug 
practitioners. Th ere might be unusual cases where high beings have 
their own individual dharmapalas due to their realizations, but such 
cases should be taken as exceptions. I have made many observations on 
this topic, all through my own personal experiences. Th erefore, these 
three dharmapalas of the three scopes should be regarded as the most 
important.
 Th ere are many other dharmapalas mentioned in the tantras, such 
as the four-armed Mahakala and Chamseng. Generally speaking, 
although a means of inferring someone’s realizations through what 
is called the “signs of irreversibility” is explained in scriptures,25 such 
realization is very diffi  cult to judge. So then, how diffi  cult it would 
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be to judge a dharmapala! Pelden Lhamo was not a special protector 
of the Gelug tradition, and Lama Tsongkhapa did not have any spe-
cial relationship with her, but the First Dalai Lama, Gedun Drub, did, 
and appointed her as a chief dharmapala at Tashi Lhunpo Monastery. 
Gedun Gyatso, being the reincarnation of Gedun Drub, related mainly 
to Pelden Lhamo. He served as an abbot of both Sera and Drepung 
monasteries and, because of that, Pelden Lhamo also became one of 
the chief dharmapalas in Drepung. Because many Gelug monaster-
ies were established in the eastern part of Tibet and in Amdo and so 
on as branches of Sera and Drepung, the practice of Pelden Lhamo 
became very widespread in monasteries such as Amdo Tashi Khyil and 
 Kumbum. Th e practice of dharmapala Nechung also became wide-
spread in the branch monasteries of Drepung.
 Th e supermundane dharmapalas with whom you have the main 
relationship should be visualized in the merit fi eld. Th ere is no special 
reason why you should place each and every dharmapala there. Th e 
Seventh Dalai Lama and Phurchog Ngawang Jhampa said very emphat-
ically that if one places worldly dharmapalas in the merit fi eld there is 
a danger of annulling one’s practice of refuge. For example, although I 
have a very special relationship with Gyalpo Kunga, I would not place 
him in the merit fi eld; if I did, it would be a degeneration of my refuge 
practice. Although these types of dharmapalas are regarded as being 
in reality or in ultimate aspect manifestations of the fi ve dhyani bud-
dhas, they have arisen into specifi c worldly forms for a specifi c pur-
pose. Th erefore we should relate to them on that level also and should 
not entrust ourselves entirely to them, especially for our ultimate aims. 
Th is is applicable to other worldly protectors too: we can seek protec-
tion and assistance from them, but not entrust ourselves entirely to 
their care and guidance.
 It seems that the way in which the practitioner should relate to 
these dharmapalas has been explained in the tantras. If you can actu-
ally maintain a very strong divine pride of the meditational deity as the 
yogis themselves do, then you can relate to these dharmapalas in the 
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proper manner and employ them for many essential activities. But for 
persons like ourselves, I fi nd the Kadam approach very good. Th e Kad-
ampas’ practice of dharma encompasses the three scopes, or the three 
trainings, and they have only four deities: (1) Buddha Shakyamuni, the 
master of the doctrine; (2) Avalokiteshvara, the deity of compassion; 
(3) Tara, the deity of activities; and (4) Miyowa, the deity for eliminat-
ing obstacles. It is really practical. For them, the defi nitive or the ulti-
mate dharmapala is the law of cause and eff ect, because it is the law of 
cause and eff ect which determines our fate and which can protect us 
from harms and so forth. Th erefore, observe the law of karma well and, 
if you can, strive to develop realizations within your mental continuum 
instead of gett ing caught up in the complex practices of too many dhar-
mapalas. It is actually a lot bett er. If one has the necessary realization 
for relating to dharmapalas as explained in the tantras, then it is a diff er-
ent matt er and one can relate to all kinds of dharmapalas, whether they 
belong to the supermundane or the mundane levels. Such a yogi would 
be able to employ them positively for helping other sentient beings. 
Th e biography of the Second Dalai Lama, Gedun Gyatso, testifi es to 
his special emphasis on the practice of the dharmapalas. He considered 
it as one of his main practices, saying that in general while perform-
ing these rituals one should focus upon the welfare of all the sentient 
beings of the three realms. Although he could not claim that he was 
doing this, he nevertheless did keep in his heart the well-being of all the 
living beings on this planet. So, for those who have high realizations, it 
is a diff erent matt er. For us who do not have the realizations for relat-
ing to dharmapalas as outlined in the tantras, thus lacking the power to 
command them as we desire, requests to the dharmapalas have to be 
done more as a kind of supplication. In that respect, it is bett er to make 
the request to the law of cause and eff ect.
 In the Gelug system much emphasis is placed on what is called the 
validity of conventional appearance; it is very important, as it is the basis 
upon which one follows the law of cause and eff ect. It is generally said 
that the view of the great perfection school, dzogchen, is explained 
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from the viewpoint of the resultant state; the Sakyas’ view, called the 
union of clarity and emptiness, is explained from the viewpoint of the 
path; and Lama Tsongkhapa’s view of emptiness is from the viewpoint 
of taking the ordinary, usual appearance of phenomena into account. 
Because it is left  to one’s own discretion whether or not one wants to 
practice dharma, everyone has the freedom to choose one’s own med-
itational deity, and likewise whether one relates to a particular dhar-
mapala or not is also left  to one’s own discretion. But in regard to the 
question of the general welfare of Tibet and the Tibetan government 
and so on, I think it is more important to practice Pelden Lhamo and 
Gyalpo Kunga than other dharmapalas. I think for a Gelugpa, dharma-
pala Kalarupa is the most important.
 Th ese remarks do not imply that these worldly dharmapalas and the 
local spirits and so forth should not be propitiated, but rather suggest 
that one’s att itude toward them should be that of seeking assistance, 
just as one seeks the assistance of friends and so forth—one does not 
entrust oneself completely and seek refuge in them. So, if you have a 
personal relationship with such dharmapalas you should relate to them 
in that way and you will receive the benefi ts of their activities in return. 
Kyabje Trijang Rinpoche once told me of a medium in Tibet who was 
in a trance wearing one of those spirit hats; Kyabje Rinpoche asked 
him, “Who are you?” and he replied, “I’m Geshe Potowa”!
 In Tibet there is a tradition of burning incense called sangsol; if we 
look at it purely from the viewpoint of Buddhist principles, there is 
not much signifi cance to it. But I think certain substances have specifi c 
power in themselves, so there is actually some benefi t in doing it. For 
example, if there is a bad smell pervading a room and we burn incense, 
the smell is cleared. Especially in Tibet where there has been desecra-
tion on a massive scale, this practice of burning incense helps; and it 
also demonstrates externally the Tibetans’ determination to continue 
the practice of dharma!
 Th e subject of the fi ft een directional guardians is very complex 
because there are two aspects, one belonging to the worldly and 
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another belonging to the supermundane level. Sometimes I feel that 
we can conjure up a lot of things merely through our ideas. I fi nd this 
very complex. Regarding the four directional guardians, although they 
are worldly protectors, they were entrusted with the responsibility of 
protecting the dharma as assistants to the sixteen arhats. Th ey took this 
oath from the Buddha himself, but they are nevertheless worldly dhar-
mapalas so cannot be placed in the merit fi eld, and therefore are visu-
alized amidst clouds in the four directions.

 14.  Th e three doors of each are marked with the three vajras;
From their HUM syllables hooked light rays radiate and
Draw forth the wisdom beings from their natural abodes
And they become inseparably set.

If you can, you should visualize the three syllables, which are symbols 
for the three vajras—vajra body, speech, and mind—at the three parts 
of the bodies of each of the fi gures of the merit fi eld. If that is unman-
ageable, you should visualize these three syllables at the three parts of 
the body of the central fi gure, Lama Lozang Th ubwang Dorje Chang. 
As explained during the initiation, the indivisibility of the vajra body, 
vajra speech, and vajra mind is very important. Light rays in the shapes 
of hooks emanate from the syllable HUM. Th ere are three meanings of 
“natural abodes.” Th e fi rst refers to the expanse of reality, the sphere of 
the truth body, from where the wisdom beings are requested to come 
and take a form body. Th e second is that these beings arise into an ema-
nation body from the natural abode of the enjoyment body, and the 
third refers to their resident abode. Th e visualization of inviting wis-
dom beings is to help one’s own att itude. It is not the case that these 
commitment beings are lifeless dolls and the subsequent dissolution of 
the wisdom beings makes them come alive. As the commitment beings 
were already visualized as having arisen from the wisdom of bliss and 
emptiness when they were generated, technically speaking there is no 
need to make them more special by dissolving the wisdom beings into 
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them. But, because we are accustomed to our habitual preconceptions, 
this method of inviting wisdom beings and dissolving them into the 
commitment beings was devised. Otherwise it does not make much 
sense. If one does not have faith, inviting wisdom beings will not help.

 15. O sources of goodness and well-being throughout the 
three times;

O root and lineage gurus, yidams, three jewels of refuge,
Heroes, dakinis, dharma protectors, and hosts of guardians:
By the power of your compassion come forth and abide 

steadfastly!

Th is is the verse of invitation. I think it was composed by Khedup 
Sangye Yeshe. In the text that we usually employ as a manual, it explains 
that the gurus of the three times are the source of all accomplishments 
and so forth. We request them to appear in front of us through the force 
of their compassion to be our fi eld of accumulating merit.

 16. Th ough all things are totally free of inherent coming and 
going,

Still you arise through the action of wisdom and loving-
compassion,

According to the dispositions of the varied disciples;
O holy saviors, please come forth with your entourages.

Th is verse explains that the nature of all phenomena is emptiness and 
that there is no phenomenon which has inherent existence, and that 
the same is true of the subjective omniscient mind which, because it 
pervades all phenomena, is free of going from one to another. Never-
theless, since sentient beings are of diff erent dispositions and have dif-
ferent interests, the truth body appears appropriately in many diff erent 
manifestations. So, we request the truth body to arise in these multitu-
dinous forms as the fi eld of our merit.
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 17.  OM GURU BUDDHA BODHISATTVA DHARMAPALA 
SAPARIWARA E HYE HIH.

DZA HUM BAM HOH!
Th e wisdom beings and symbolic beings become nondual.

DZA HUM BAM HOH draws forth the wisdom beings and then dis-
solves them into the commitment beings. Doing this involves four 
stages: invoking, or drawing forth, the wisdom beings; their absorp-
tion into the commitment beings; binding, which means merging, or 
dissolving; and being pleased, which means becoming joyously insep-
arable. Th at is the meaning of these four syllables. You should visualize 
that a complete set of the merit fi eld as wisdom beings is dissolved into 
each and every individual fi gure of the merit fi eld. Th is will help you 
see each fi gure of the merit fi eld as the embodiment of the entire merit 
fi eld. All of them, although having diff erent appearances, are actually 
manifestations of the one wisdom mind of the central fi gure.
 I think there is a special import in the fact that the one mind, the wis-
dom mind, of the central fi gure appears as the companions (sangha), as 
the meditational deities who grant the supreme feats, as the gurus who 
grant inspiration, as heroes and heroines who provide assistance on the 
path, as dharmapalas to protect one from obstacles, and as the buddhas, 
bodhisatt vas, and arhats—or shravakas—in order to tame individuals 
such as ourselves. Although from the point of view of tantra there is no 
special reason why these arhats should be included, they are visualized 
here on the basis of the general Buddhist path. Here, although they are 
in the appearance of shravakas, by nature they, too, are the manifesta-
tion of the central fi gure. I think this arrangement of the merit fi eld and 
the various fi gures within it has been made on the basis of the entirety 
of sutra and tantra practices, so it includes all the objects of refuge con-
nected with both vehicles. Th e guru Vajradhara has taken all these var-
ious appearances in order to tame ordinary beings like us, all the way 
from enabling us to obtain the proper form of existence for practic-
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ing the path, through to helping us to reach the fi nal achievement of 
enlightenment.
 In one of the writings of the Fift h Dalai Lama, there is actually some 
criticism of having these hosts of diff erent fi gures in Lama Chöpa. But 
I think there is a special signifi cance in visualizing all these merit fi eld 
fi gures. However, on the other hand there is also a special signifi cance 
to simple merit fi eld visualizations such as found in Six Session Guru 
Yoga. In order to tame our very coarse states of mind, Guru Vajra-
dhara has taken all these diff erent forms to apply all types of skillful 
means. I think if you can take this viewpoint, it will help a lot in real-
izing the great kindness of the guru. For example, if you have a friend 
who for your sake has approached people at diff erent levels, going to 
the higher ones and being polite and meeting the lower ones and being 
more direct, you would regard that friend as very kind, and would feel 
very indebted to him. But if on the other hand you have a friend who is 
not very skillful, although he has pure motivation there is a danger he 
might let you down. Th erefore, Guru Vajradhara has taken these dif-
ferent forms such as meditational deities, heroes and heroines, daki-
nis, buddhas and bodhisatt vas, and the deities of the lower tantras and 
so forth. If you understand this fact, you will see a special signifi cance 
in the “one-pointed prayer”26 to the gurus that follows later, in which 
one says that the guru is one’s dakini and dharmapala. All this shows 
the inexhaustible skillful means of the guru for taming just one sen-
tient being. You should not have the notion that many diff erent beings 
have gathered here to tame one person such as yourself, but rather you 
should understand that because your ignorance and preconceptions 
are infi nite, in order to tame you the one guru-deity has issued all these 
diff erent forms. So, cultivate great faith.
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Seven-Limbed Practice

As far as the members of the merit fi eld are concerned, there is 
none higher than or superior to the guru. And for the actual process of 
accumulating merit, there is no bett er practice than the seven-limbed 
practice. Th e purpose of accumulating merit is to achieve the highest 
enlightenment. Th e meaning of enlightenment is not that one passes 
away. It is rather ironic that in Tibetan someone who is stupid or naive 
is jokingly called the “completely enlightened one”! I think this shows 
too much familiarity with the dharma! Similarly, Lama Könchog (Lama 
Jewel) is actually a nickname for a really stupid person, even though 
there is no bett er name! We accumulate merit for the purpose of achiev-
ing enlightenment, and what is meant by the enlightened state is a state 
free of all obstructions to omniscience and liberation. A being of such a 
state would be able to perceive the entire expanse of phenomena in just 
a single moment of consciousness, for he is free of all the obscurations 
to knowledge. As Chandrakirti, in his autocommentary on Madhya-
makavatara, says: “Without ever touching the object itself you real-
ize its nature directly.” Irrespective of whether or not one agrees with 
the position that there are obstructions to omniscience in the form of 
manifest consciousness, as long as one has not purifi ed the misappre-
hension of holding the two truths as separate entities, there is no pos-
sibility of achieving complete enlightenment. Scholars diff er as to the 
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identity of this obscuration: some accept it as a type of consciousness, 
but others explain it in terms of the residual imprints alone and not 
a conscious state of mind. Achievement of enlightenment is consti-
tuted by the complete abandonment of that misapprehension. And in 
order to achieve such a state one has to have a complete development 
of the wisdom realizing emptiness. In order to advance emptiness real-
ization, it is necessary to purify the negativities and accumulate merit. 
Th ese are actually the two activities that dharma practitioners have to 
undertake.
 To elaborate slightly, we can talk of three activities: accumulation of 
merit, purifi cation of negativities, and increasing one’s own merit by 
rejoicing. When these are further elaborated, there is the seven-limbed 
practice, including requesting the teachings and supplicating the gurus 
to not enter nirvana, as discussed below. If one reads the root sutras 
of the Abhisamayalankara (Ornament of Clear Realizations) such as 
the Eight-Th ousand-Verse Prajnaparamita, in the section on the path of 
meditation, there are very extensive explanations on rejoicing, dedica-
tion, and so forth.
 If you wish to perform the off ering of ablution, it should be done 
at this point. Visualize the pavilion of ablution in a beautiful garden, 
as pleasant as possible, just as described in the Jorchö practices, then 
invite the beings of the merit fi eld. If you are engaging in an exclusively 
sutra practice, you perform the ablution while visualizing yourself in 
the form of a bhikshu. Off er the ablution to those who have assumed 
the form of detachment (that is, those in the form of bhikshus), with 
oneself in the form of a bhikshu, and to tantric deities with oneself in 
the form of a deity who is emanating goddesses who off er the ablu-
tion. Aft er performing the ablution, visualize that the beings of the 
merit fi eld return back to their places in the merit fi eld. Th e ablution 
waters fl ow down to the six realms and relieve the specifi c suff erings of 
these realms: the waters become cooling nectar for the hot hell realms; 
warming nectar for the cold hell realms; illuminating wisdom for the 
animals; a relief from hunger and thirst in the hungry ghost realm, and 
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so forth. Imagine that all these waters, in the nature of nectar and rays 
of light, satisfy and please the beings in the six realms. Although you 
may be practicing on an imagination level at the moment, through con-
stant familiarity you will be able actually to bring about such a result in 
the future.
 Lama Tsongkhapa said that since, during the generation stage, one 
arises from emptiness into the deity on the imagination level, there 
should be a state where in reality one can actually arise from empti-
ness into the deity. Th is is an obvious reference to the illusory body. 
In the same way, since we are working toward att aining a state where 
we can help sentient beings, we must train ourselves in such activities 
right from the beginning of the path, even if only through imagination. 
Transformation of the mind is only brought about through constant 
familiarity. But we should also undertake what is practically possible, 
and not leave everything at the imaginary level alone. When we read 
the collected works of many lamas we fi nd a lot of techniques for the 
prolongation of life; we work on the prolongation of life, increase of 
wealth, and so forth mostly on the level of visualization, which, I feel, 
is the reason these techniques have not helped much. We have been a 
bit too idealistic by doing everything at an imagination level! Some-
times I think the Chinese are smarter in that respect! Both in religious 
practice and worldly life one has to be very realistic. I am not sure that 
someone having a very strong force of concentration can help others 
directly in a physical way; if such were the case, the many buddhas, who 
have very strong concentration, should have been able to help us a long 
time back! I think too much emphasis has been placed on visualiza-
tion techniques for the prolongation of life and increase of wealth and 
so forth. Sometimes I feel that we lost our country because of having 
such att itudes. Th e country which was formerly well known as Tibet 
has now come to a point of disintegration. No-one took any special 
notice that the country was being gradually encroached on from its 
frontiers. So, just as it is sensible for all countries to learn from his-
tory and be more prepared for future events, so we should learn from 
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our past  experiences. Although we should put emphasis on medita-
tive concentration and so on, yet if there is anything we can do on the 
practical side, we should also do that as long as it does not accumulate 
nonvirtues.
 Although we visualize that the nectars fl ow down to the beings of 
the six realms, relieving them of their specifi c suff erings, we should not 
be content with that, but when we actually see sentient beings suff er-
ing in reality, like those who are in the water and trying to get out, we 
should help them. Helping other sentient beings should not be kept 
just on the visualization level. When we sit down on our cushions we 
visualize all the sentient beings as our mothers, we focus on their wel-
fare and even feel moved to tears, but when we end the session we fi ght 
with our neighbors and so forth. Th at is wrong. During our medita-
tions we place all sentient beings in the state of buddhas, so that when 
we arise from the session we should help them as much as possible. If 
we cannot do this, at least we should not harm them. Th is, I think, is 
very important and is a very practical approach too.

I. Prostration

Th e fi rst of the seven-limbed practices is prostration. If you can actu-
ally prostrate it is good, otherwise you should just touch palms. It is 
also said that since one is undertaking the practice in connection with 
Yamantaka and one is in the form of simple Yamantaka, one face and 
two arms, one should imagine that all the bodies one has taken in innu-
merable past lifetimes arise in the form of as many Yamantakas as pos-
sible, and at the pores of these Yamantakas are many more Yamantakas; 
then prostrate with that visualization.

 18.  You whose compassion grants even the sphere of great bliss,
Th e supreme state of the three bodies, in an instant,
O guru with a jewel-like body, Vajradhara:
At your lotus feet I prostrate.
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Th is fi rst verse of prostration is to the guru in his enjoyment body form 
and expresses his specifi c qualities. Th rough the force of the guru’s 
inspiration, the actualization of even ultimate aims such as the three 
bodies—not to mention the aim of temporary happiness—is possible 
within one instant. “In an instant” does not mean in an instantaneous 
moment, but refers rather to the lifetime of this human form. Our life 
span is like an instant in comparison with the beginningless duration 
of cyclic existence.

 19. You are the pristine awareness of all infi nite conquerors
Appearing with supreme skillful means in any way that tames,
Such as manifesting in the guise of a saff ron-robed monk:
I prostrate at your feet, O holy savior.

Here one prostrates to the guru as the emanation body. Th e stanza says: 
Although you assume many appropriate forms suiting the diff erent dis-
positions and interests of sentient beings, here at present, in order to 
tame me, you have assumed this saff ron-clad bhikshu form. I prostrate 
to you who are the refuge and also the protector.

 20. Sole source of benefi t and bliss without exception,
You eliminated all faults and their imprints,
And are a treasury of myriad jewel-like qualities:
I prostrate at your feet, O venerable guru.

Th is is prostration to the guru as the truth body. First the verse men-
tions the abandonments: You have achieved a state where the faults of 
the emotional affl  ictions along with their imprints are extinguished, 
and have achieved realizations which have great qualities and which are 
the source of fulfi llment of all wishes. It continues: You have achieved 
such a state through the force of compassion; because of that you are 
the source of all happiness, hope, and help for sentient beings; there-
fore I prostrate to you.
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 In one of the notes on the lamrim text of Trichen Tampa Rab gyay, 
the author explains the meaning of jetsun lama: je indicates the “chief 
among ordinary beings, because he has achieved all the realizations of 
the lower scope; tsun (industrious) refers to the pure observance of 
morality, said to be in the context of practice of the middling scope 
because there morality is the main practice; lama means “unsurpass-
able,” an obvious reference to the practice of bodhichitt a. So jetsun 
lama (venerable guru) has this special meaning, encompassing the 
guru’s realizations of all the paths of the three scopes.

 21.  You are of the nature of all buddhas, teachers of all, including 
the gods;

Th e source of the eighty-four thousand pure dharmas,
You tower above the whole host of aryas:
I prostrate to you, O benevolent gurus.

Here one prostrates to the guru while seeing him as the embodiment 
of each of the Th ree Jewels. Th e guru’s mind is regarded as the buddha, 
his speech as the dharma, and his body as the sangha because he is the 
chief among the spiritual community.
 Th e main focus here is on Lama Lozang Th ubwang Dorje Chang. 
While you are reciting these verses, you should refl ect on the meaning 
and the qualities of Lama Lozang Th ubwang Dorje Chang with deep 
faith and respect.

 22. To the gurus of the three times and ten directions,
Th e three supreme jewels and all worthy of homage,
With faith, conviction and oceans of lyric praise,
I prostrate, manifesting forms as numerous as the atoms 

of the world.

Th is passage is one of prostration to the guru through the force of faith 
and aspiration—the prostration through the mind. “Praise” refers to 
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prostration fi rstly through speech by singing praises with melodious 
tunes, and secondly through physical expressions. It is explained that 
at this point one can visualize all the bodies of one’s past lives in human 
forms and imagine making physical prostrations. One should do this 
while focusing upon all the fi gures of the merit fi eld. In the Lamrim 
Chenmo it is explained that one can visualize many heads on one’s 
body, and as many tongues, and sing praises and so forth in this man-
ner. Th is, however, is not indispensable.

II. Offerings

 23. O saviors, O venerable gurus, together with your entourage,
I present you with oceans of clouds of various off erings.

Th is section concerns making off erings. If you have actually arranged 
off ering substances like the fi rst portions of your food and so forth, 
those should be taken as the basis of your visualization. One has to 
purify or transform them; therefore, it seems that one is not actually 
off ering these substances themselves, but rather the transformed aspect 
of them. Th erefore, I think that, at the beginners’ stage, the yogi has to 
depend on the substantial basis even with respect to off erings, but later 
when he progresses on the path, he becomes less dependent on the 
basis. In order for substances to be suitable for off ering they should be 
endowed with the three att ributes as explained in chapter two.
 Emanate off ering goddesses from your heart who hold appropriate 
off ering substances. Having made the off erings, they dissolve back into 
your heart. Another way is to emanate all the off ering goddesses at one 
time and have them make all these off erings and then to dissolve all of 
them into your heart, leaving the fi ve goddesses of the sense objects 
who are later dissolved into the appropriate body mandala deities. Th e 
fi rst line mentions the objects to whom you are making the off erings 
and then the verse goes on to explain the process of off ering and the 
substances off ered.
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 If you want to perform the practice in an extensive manner accord-
ing to the tradition of Yongdzin Yeshe Gyaltsen, verse 23 and the fi rst 
two lines of verse 32 are recited repeatedly, each time inserting one of 
the verses which mention the specifi c off ering substances (24 to 31).
 Everything Yongdzin Yeshe Gyaltsen wrote was very extensive. 
Changkya Rolpai Dorje once asked him three questions in connection 
with the practice of highest yoga tantra, and it is said that the replies 
he got from Yongdzin Yeshe Gyaltsen did not please him very much, 
because each answer was so elaborate! But Longdöl Lama Rinpoche 
was the opposite: all his writings were very concise. It is said that when 
authors write something, they reveal their own personalities. Longdöl 
Lama Rinpoche used to say that too many words will harm visual-
ization, so his writings are very integrated and concise. Elaborating 
the off erings has its own signifi cance, but doing them in a more con-
densed way has the advantage that one can spend more time on the 
important points. Sometimes one may have the determination at the 
beginning to do a sadhana very well and so start out doing it in a very 
elaborate way, but then when the important section comes one may 
feel exhausted and not do it properly! For example, for practitioners 
of lamrim or mahamudra more emphasis has to be placed on the later 
section of this text.

 24. From expansive well-fashioned vessels, radiant and 
precious,

Gently fl ow four streams of purifying nectars.

Here the style and the order of the off erings are made according to the 
custom in India where it is rather hot; hence cool drinks and so forth 
are off ered fi rst.

 25. Beautiful fl owers in trees, as blossoms, and
In exquisitely arranged garlands, fi ll the earth and sky.
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When you off er the fl owers, off er fl ower plants, then loose fl owers and 
also fl ower garlands, beautifully arranged and pervading the entire 
space and ground.

 26. Drift s of lazuli smoke from fragrant
Incense billow in blue clouds in the heavens.

Th e incense smoke is blue like lapis lazuli, and pervades the sky like 
clouds.

 27. From suns and moons, glitt ering jewels, and scores of 
fl aming lamps,

Joyful light dispels the darkness of a thousand million 
billion worlds.

Because light comes from the sun and moon (irrespective of whether 
the moon has its own light or not), one can off er these as lights. Here 
the text talks about diff erent world systems, so your visualization of 
light should be so bright that it has the capacity to dispel the darkness 
within all these millions of world systems.

 28. Vast seas of scented waters, imbued with the fragrances
Of saff ron, sandalwood, and camphor, swirl out to the 

horizons.

Visualize perfumes of sandal and so on as vast as the ocean.

 29. Delicacies of gods and men, drinks and wholesome feasts
With ingredients of a hundred fl avors, amass at Mount Meru.

 30. Music from an endless variety of various instruments
Blends into a symphony fi lling the three realms.
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You should visualize diff erent types of instruments, things like drums, 
cymbals, and also modern musical instruments such as found in the 
West. You can emanate and off er whatever musical instruments you 
can imagine.

 31. Goddesses of sense objects, holding symbols of
Sight, sound, smell, taste, and touch, pervade all directions.

Th is is the off ering of the fi ve sense objects. Th is also refers to the inner 
objects as explained in the Guhyasamaja tantra. When you off er the 
external desire objects, you should emanate various off ering goddesses 
who hold the particular hand symbols such as a mirror, cymbals for 
music, and so forth. Having made the off erings, visualize these off er-
ing goddesses such as Rupavajras and Shabdavajras dissolving into 
the off ering goddesses in the body mandala of the main central fi gure. 
Th rough the force of dissolving them into the mandala deities, one 
gains a special power for inducing bliss. But for other types of off er-
ing substances, you emanate off ering goddesses who, having made 
the off erings, should be dissolved into your heart. In one of Pelmang 
Könchog Gyaltsen’s commentaries, he said that in the context of the 
lower tantras it is not necessary to dissolve these off ering goddesses 
back into the heart, but in the practice of the highest yoga tantra it 
is important.

 32.  To you, O saviors, treasures of compassion,
Eminent and supreme fi eld of merit, I present with pure faith:
Mount Meru and the four continents a billion times over,
Th e seven precious royal emblems, the precious minor 

symbols and more,
Perfectly delightful environments and beings,
And a great treasury of all that gods and men use or desire.
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Th is is the mandala off ering. If possible, you should say the long ver-
sion of the mandala; if not, just follow the short version. Th ere are dif-
ferent types of mandala off erings: the twenty-three heap mandala, the 
twenty-fi ve heap mandala, to which is added twelve to become a thirty-
seven heap mandala. Any of these can be off ered. If you are off ering 
mandalas repeatedly, I think you should off er the one of twenty-three 
heaps because it has a special inspirational power. Th e mandala off ering 
also has diff erent aspects, like internal, external, and secret. Th e outer 
off ering refers to the off ering of the mandala of the universe system. 
Th e inner mandala refers to off ering the parts of one’s own body visu-
alized in the form of the parts of the universe system. Th ere is a verse 
for off ering the parts of one’s body as a mandala. Th ere is the story of 
Naropa making an inner mandala off ering to his master Tilopa. Th ere 
is also a secret mandala off ering: this refers to imagining the mandala 
off ering as the manifestation of the wisdom of bliss and emptiness; and 
when it is further viewed as being in the nature of the very subtle wind 
and mind, it becomes the off ering of the suchness mandala.
 Th e universe system that we off er is explained in the texts, but that 
does not mean that the universe exists in such a way—even in the Bud-
dhist texts there are many diff erent world systems explained. Th ere are 
even diff erent explanations regarding the size of the sun and moon. 
But these days we have facts which are established through scientifi c 
 observation, and it is not necessary to stick literally to the presenta-
tions in the Abhidharmakosha (Treasury of Knowledge), as they con-
tradict our direct perception. As long as one holds to a position which 
contradicts direct experience it cannot be regarded as well founded, 
because it is a Buddhist principle that when we draw conclusions it 
has to be done through a logical process, fi nally leading to a direct 
experience, and no position should be held which contradicts expe-
rience. Lama Tsongkhapa, in the opening remarks of Lekshe Nyingpo 
(Essence of Elegant Exposition) [a treatise on the defi nitive and inter-
pretive meanings of Buddha’s words], said that a person who adheres 
to a position contradictory to logic cannot be taken as a valid master.
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 33.  On the shore of a wish-granting sea grow lotuses
Which are off erings arisen from samsara’s and nirvana’s 

virtues.
Both real and emanated, they captivate all hearts.
Flowers, being both worldly and supermundane virtues
Of my own and others’ three doors, brighten all places.
Th is garden is diff used with myriad fragrances of Samanta-

bhadra off erings;
It is laden with fruit—the three trainings, two stages, and

fi ve paths:
I off er this in order to please you, O venerable gurus.

Th is passage is the off ering of one’s own practice. It is writt en in a poetic 
form; one does the off ering as described in the verses. Visualize a very 
vast ocean of off erings, those actually arranged and those mentally cre-
ated, within which are all of your off erings in the form of a very wide 
and extensive lotus. Visualize the goodness and virtues included within 
worldly and supermundane levels of all the world systems in the form 
of a large lotus, and imagine all of your own virtues arising in the form 
of lotuses too. Visualize the fi ft een paths according to sutrayana and 
also the specifi c paths of the tantras in the form of a beautiful garden; 
these are off ered to the guru. Th is constitutes the off ering of one’s own 
practice.

 34.  I off er a drink of China tea the color of saff ron,
Rich in a hundred fl avors, with a delicate bouquet;
Th e fi ve hooks, fi ve lamps, and so forth
Are purifi ed, transformed, and increased into a sea of nectar.

Th is is the off ering of tea. Th ere is one tradition that says it is an inner 
off ering, and another classifi ed it as an outer off ering. I think there is 
a special signifi cance to it being a sort of indigenous Tibetan off ering. 
But if tea is strong it causes high blood pressure, and if it is too greasy it 
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causes jaundice! Atisha praised Tibetan tea, but these days it is actually 
causing a lot of troubles. As I have remarked before, those who make 
off erings to the three monastic universities in South India should con-
centrate more on making off erings of food and not of tea. Many doc-
tors have told me that Tibetan tea causes a lot of illnesses. In Tibet it 
may have been helpful because of the climate and so forth, but here in 
India, which is a hot country, I think it is quite wrong to overindulge in 
it. So it is bett er to concentrate on making off erings of food like fruits, 
vegetables and so on to the spiritual communities.
 I will now make a remark. Putt ing too much emphasis on making 
thanksgiving off erings for the geshe exams is actually quite wrong. If 
it is only the off erings one makes that matt er then someone having no 
knowledge but enough funds would easily be able to become a geshe. 
One should put more emphasis on the actual geshe studies. I had to 
write to the monastic universities pointing out that, during some geshe 
examinations, I noticed that one among the group replies to debate 
questions while his companions just keep quiet and look very majestic, 
which is not good. Th is is not very fair, because those who have studied 
get the title, and those who have not studied properly also get the title. 
As we say in Tibet, “A karma-nga (a Tibetan coin) for a yak’s head and 
a karma-nga for a goat’s head!” Just having the title geshe does not serve 
much purpose! So, putt ing too much emphasis on the geshe off ering 
(to be made by the candidates) is not very good. One should put more 
emphasis on study, and demonstrate one’s scholarship by replying dur-
ing the examination.
 I think it is very important to take great care of our food. When I was 
in South India I especially took note and found that Gyume Tantric 
College has the best food! Daily food in Gaden Shartse, Jhangtse, and 
at Drepung was not good. It is widely said in Tibet, “Request a per-
son to pray like a tantric college monk and also eat like a tantric col-
lege monk!” Th is tradition has been maintained, I found! So, taking 
very strong tea is very harmful. If the geshes drink too much Tibetan 
tea and it causes them to die prematurely, I really feel a great sense 
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of loss, because it takes so much eff ort and many years to produce 
a geshe. If having made the eff ort, the geshe then wastes it through 
his own carelessness about food, it is really a very sad thing. So, tak-
ing this very strong tea and so on, and also not being very careful of 
hygiene and not seeking medication when one is ill, is very wrong. 
One sick monk came from Mundgod recently and requested me to 
make prayers—that is actually too late. One should be careful right 
from the beginning.
 For the lay person, smoking cigarett es is also harmful to the health. 
Although it is not against the law, and everyone has a choice, that it 
is harmful is generally accepted in the world. Once, Kyabje Ling Rin-
poche told me that when he went to the West for medical treatment, 
he was told that being too fat is not very good, but that all the doc-
tors who said that were themselves very fat! It is the Westerners who 
say that cigarett e smoking is very harmful, but they are the ones who 
promote cigarett es through extensive advertising, and they themselves 
smoke. Th ey put so much emphasis on material development, hardly 
having the time to eat, but now they are the ones complaining about 
the side eff ects of material progress, such as pollution and the destruc-
tion of the environment, and so forth. I can understand that for those 
in Tibet, because the situation was so sad, smoking might have helped 
by giving temporary comfort, but because in reality it harms the body it 
is not good. Similarly, snuff  is also very bad. Th ere are a few exceptions 
where people have various illnesses. Even Padmasambhava talked a lot, 
in one of his prophecies, about the negative eff ects of taking tobacco. 
Gungtang Rinpoche expressed the same view. So, with these types of 
addictive substances one should be careful right from the beginning. 
Once one has become addicted, these substances might actually cause 
one to be more unhealthy, even aft er one gives them up.
 Th e “fi ve hooks” and “fi ve lamps” refer to the fi ve meats and the fi ve 
nectars, “hooks” indicating that the siddhis (powerful att ainments) are 
hooked in, and “lamps,” that they are illuminated. Th e fi ve lamps are 
the ripening factors for the illusory body, and in that way dispel the 
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darkness of sentient beings. Th is is called an inner off ering. In the prac-
tice of highest yoga tantra, inner off ering is very important, and prac-
titioners are recommended to keep a vajra and bell and also an inner 
off ering which should be hidden from other persons’ sight, even if it 
is merely a drawing. Th e inner off ering is made aft er having made the 
outer off erings. Th is off ering is inner because the substances that you 
are off ering here are substances possessed by a living being within his 
body. Th is inner off ering is being made to the root and lineage gurus, 
meditational deities, and so forth, and also to the local spirits. You 
should also taste it yourself.

 35. I off er even illusion-like consorts, of youthful splendor,
Slender and skilled in the sixty-four arts of love;
A host of messenger dakinis—
Field-born, mantra-born, and simultaneously born.

Th is is the secret off ering. Th e verse talks of diff erent types of consorts, 
as found in the Kachem Lung Kurma. What is meant by “fi eld-born” is 
those who are physically dwelling in the twenty-four places; “mantra-
born” refers to the ones who have achieved the generation stage; and 
“simultaneously born” refers to those who have achieved the realiza-
tions from the meaning clear light of the completion stage onwards. 
According to the Great Exposition of Tantra, there is another interpreta-
tion: “fi eld-born” refers to the consorts who have achieved the realiza-
tion of the generation stage; “mantra-born” to those on the completion 
stage of the three isolations and illusory body; and “simultaneously 
born” to those on the stages from meaning clear light onwards. “Mes-
senger” means those consorts who assist progress on the path. When 
you make the secret off ering, you emanate many consorts, who should 
not be visualized as embracing the main fi gure but should rather dis-
solve into the consort of Vajradhara at the heart of Lama Lozang 
Th ubwang Dorje Chang. Imagine Vajradhara and the central fi gure 
experiencing great bliss.
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 36. I off er you the great wisdom of coemergent bliss, 
unobstructed,

Th e sphere of the true, unelaborated nature of all 
phenomena…

Beyond thought and expression, spontaneous and 
inseparable, the supreme ultimate bodhichitt a.

Th is is the off ering of suchness. Th rough the force of entering into 
union with such a consort, you experience a wisdom which is free of 
obscurations and experience a simultaneous bliss which is inseparable 
from emptiness, the nature of phenomena. “Inseparability” here is not 
used in the sense of inseparability of the object and its quality, empti-
ness—this would not help to free one from samsara. But what helps the 
practitioner to eliminate his obstructions is when he unites inseparably 
the subjective wisdom of simultaneous bliss realizing emptiness with 
the total absence of dualistic appearance of subject and object.
 Th e last two lines and verse 52 are very similar to the terminol-
ogy found in the writings on the dzogchen (great perfection) school. 
When the treatises of the great perfection school talk about the kadag 
(purity) and lhundrup (spontaneity), they talk in terms of the insepa-
rability of the two. If we take the meaning of this inseparability only in 
terms of the spontaneity being in the nature of purity or emptiness as 
some writings do, then the meaning may not be profound. But if we 
understand it in terms of inseparability of the subject and object, in 
terms of the subject being absorbed in the object, the explanations of 
the Gelug school would help you bett er understand the dzogchen view 
of purity and spontaneity.
 What is meant by spontaneity? Gungtang Rinpoche said one should 
understand it as union. How is that? Because on the basis of being the 
wisdom of inseparability of bliss and emptiness, it has the full poten-
tial to arise into many diff erent emanations. Th is is possible because of 
the “mount” wind of that wisdom mind. Such a subtle wind becomes 
manifest when one realizes that wisdom and the illusory body are the 
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sport of the mere wind and the mind. Spontaneity is referred to as 
union, on the basis of that understanding. So, the ultimate truth, the 
wisdom of bliss and emptiness, is regarded as one part of a pair, and the 
conventional truth, which here refers to the illusory body, as the other 
part; and the integration of these two into one unifi ed form is what is 
meant by spontaneity or union. Such a state is inexpressible and is also 
inconceivable.
 Th e inseparability of the two truths is regarded as superior to the 
inseparability of bliss and emptiness. Th e original Sanskrit term for 
“ultimate” is paramartha which also has the connotation of supreme. 
Gungtang Rinpoche said that there the reference is to the latt er. So, 
in the context of highest yoga tantra, the paramartha satya, or the ulti-
mate truth, is the clear light. When we talk of spontaneity, I think the 
understanding of the dzogchen interpretation is quite helpful. Kadag, 
or purity, refers to the ultimate nature as expounded by Buddha in the 
second turning of the wheel. Th e understanding of spontaneity has 
to be developed on the basis of the fundamental innate mind of clear 
light. So I think the interpretation of spontaneity as union has a close 
connection to the treatises of the perfection school—that is my own 
personal observation. I do not know whether it is a fact or not. Just as 
is explained in Aryadeva’s Chatu-shataka Shastra, the impartial trainees 
who have intelligence should analyze for themselves. Th erefore, you 
must analyze for yourselves.
 At this point it is necessary to have an understanding of union, and 
the object to whom you are making this off ering should be seen as hav-
ing actualized the resultant union state. Also, the substances that you 
are off ering should be viewed as the sport, or manifestation, of the 
mere wind and mind.
 Th e outer off erings are associated with the vase initiation, the inner 
off erings with the secret initiation, the secret off erings with the wis-
dom-knowledge initiation, and the off ering of suchness with the word 
initiation. If you have an understanding of the suchness off ering only on 
the basis of the inseparability of bliss and emptiness, it is not  complete. 
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You have to understand it on the basis of the union of the two truths; 
then it constitutes the suchness off ering as related to the fourth initi-
ation. You can fi nd the explanation of the off ering of suchness associ-
ated with the word initiation in the writings of Akhu Sherab Gyatso 
and Gungtang Rinpoche. It is not very explicit in other works. Th is is a 
very important topic.

 37.  I off er all types of potent medicines
To cure the four hundred affl  ictions caused by defi lements. . .

Th is is the off ering of medicine. It is said that if the practitioner can off er 
the medicines appropriate to his own illness it will help his health.

  . . . And I off er myself as a servant to please you:
Pray keep me in your service as long as space endures.

Th ese two lines are also found in the Bodhisatt vacharyavatara. Of all 
the off erings that you made earlier—both those owned by you and 
those not owned—although those mentally created serve as a cause 
for being able to make off erings in the future, the physical body that 
you have now is something that you can off er in reality. You should not 
make these off erings in order to have happiness for yourself, but rather 
to please Lama Lozang Th ubwang Dorje Chang, who is engaged in the 
activity of helping sentient beings infi nite as space: In order to please 
you, I off er myself to serve you. Requesting him to take you as his ser-
vant is very important. Th ere is a tradition when making off erings that 
one asks to be placed within the guru’s meditated protection circle. 
 Th is concludes the off ering limb.

III. Confession

 38.  Before those having great compassion,
I confess with regret, and vow never to repeat,
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Whatever nonvirtuous and evil actions I have done since 
beginningless time,

Caused others to do, or in which I have rejoiced.

Th is is the limb of confession, or disclosure. For us beginners, at the 
initial stage there is a possibility that we can refrain from indulging in 
negative actions in the future, but if there is no process by which we 
can purify negativities committ ed in the past, there is not much hope. 
However, there is such a process.
 If you do not probe deeply, you may feel that you have not com-
mitt ed any grave negative actions, but if you examine the state of your 
mind, you will fi nd that such emotional factors as hatred, att achment, 
and so forth arise very easily, even though there are hardly any external 
circumstances to justify them. Th is is possible chiefl y because you are 
habituated to the negative states of mind, and through their force you 
are also used to indulging in negative actions. Th at is a clear indication 
of your long-time familiarity with the negative states of mind which 
impel you to indulge in both physical and verbal negative actions. So, 
this proves that you actually do have a very great accumulation of neg-
ativities from the past. Th ose must be purifi ed with a very strong force 
of regret from the depths of your heart.
 If you wish to undertake this practice of purifi cation in relation to 
Vajrasatt va, you can visualize a Vajrasatt va emanating from the heart of 
the central fi gure and sitt ing above your crown while you do the Vajra-
satt va mantra recitation. Or, you can visualize a Vajrasatt va emanating 
from the heart of the Vajrasatt va lord and consort which are among 
the deities of highest yoga tantra; he sits above your crown while you 
do the purifi cation practice. Or, at this point you can do the separate 
Vajrasatt va meditation by generating into the deity. Regarding the pro-
cess of purifi cation, you could do a visualization such as the down-
ward, upward, and instant driving out of the negativities. You can also 
perform the visualization of receiving the four initiations, which can 
be done in conjunction with the hundred-syllable mantra recitation. 
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At the end, the Vajrasatt va above your crown should be dissolved into 
yourself. Th en cultivate the strong determination never to indulge in 
those negative actions again, by reciting the verse:

Due to my ignorance of the proper actions,
I have transgressed and degenerated my commitments;
O, guru, be my lord and protect me.
I take refuge in you, the foremost vajra-holder,
Th e embodiment of great compassion,
And the lord of all beings.

If you are emphasizing the practice of purifi cation, at this point it is very 
good to perform prostrations while reciting the thirty-fi ve confessional 
buddhas’ names. Th e thirty-fi ve confessional buddhas whom you have 
visualized in the merit fi eld could be visualized coming nearer and sur-
rounding the root guru. While focusing on them unwaveringly, pros-
trate and recite their names. Pelmang Könchog Gyaltsen said that while 
one is reciting the confessional buddhas’ names, it is good to visualize 
all the negativities gathered at the tip of one’s tongue as a black heap. In 
Gyaltsab Je’s commentary on Tung Shak (Th e Confessional Buddhas’ 
Sutra), the author mentions that utt ering the names of the individual 
buddhas purifi es the negative actions committ ed over a certain num-
ber of eons. Th is claim must have some sutra as a source, for he would 
not say this without an authentic reference. Since the mere utt erance of 
the names has such great power, and since it is the tongue which pro-
duces the sound, I think it is very appropriate to visualize the negativ-
ities at the tip of the tongue and imagine them being purifi ed due to 
the recitations. If you are repeating the prostrations many times, it is 
very good to keep on repeating the names of the confessional buddhas. 
Otherwise, at this point you could recite Tung Shak in its entirety, and 
at the points where one says “I prostrate,” join your two palms. 
 A proper confession requires the four powers: (1) the power of the 
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basis; (2) the power of repentance; (3) the power of the actual anti-
dote; and (4) the resolve never to indulge in the actions again. As the 
great yogi Milarepa said:

When I investigated if confession could purify the negativities,
I found that it is repentance which cleanses them.

Th e force of repentance is the most important of the powers. You 
have to really regret the negative actions committ ed, from the depths 
of your heart. We have committ ed many negativities in our past lives 
and even in this lifetime. Kyabje Trijang Rinpoche used to say that the 
force behind our negative actions is irresistible, like a falling boulder, 
and the force behind our virtuous actions is just like leading a donkey 
uphill. Th is is very true. Our practice of virtue in this lifetime is really 
very weak, but the negative actions are very strong and complete in all 
aspects—the motives, the preparations, and the actual acts themselves. 
Even for those weak virtues that we do accumulate, there are many 
obstacles. In addition, because we have very strong faith and interest in 
the dharma, we try to grab at the highest teachings without considering 
our own abilities; there is a danger of actually committ ing negativities 
even in that way. Th erefore, we must have committ ed all sorts of nega-
tivities out of our naturally ignorant tendencies.
 Just as explained in the Bodhisatt vacharyavatara, although we resolve 
that we shall purify all sentient beings’ negativities and their imprints, 
we still let ourselves come under the infl uence of negative actions and 
continue to indulge in them. Th is is really sad. Th e method for purify-
ing all the past actions is the practice of confession. Th erefore, at this 
juncture, as you know how to purify and have the capacity to do so 
owing to the kindness of the guru, you should engage in the practice 
of confession, which will make you feel free and relieved at the end. 
And then, being mindful of the great qualities of the body, speech, and 
mind of the buddhas, you should generate the intention: I shall never 
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hide from you all the negativities that I have committ ed, but rather, dis-
close them and purify them. Although there may be certain types of 
negativities which you are prone to committ ing, nevertheless it is very 
important at this point to resolve that you shall never indulge in them 
again, even at the cost of your life. It is said that although they might be 
easily committ ed again, resolving thus does not constitute lying. Th is 
strong resolve is very important, as it helps to purify the negativities. 
At this point you can also perform the Samayavajra meditation.

IV. Rejoicing

 39.  Th ough all things are like a dream, lacking inherent existence,
I sincerely rejoice in every virtue that ever arises
As the happiness and joy of all aryas and ordinary beings.

Th is is the limb of rejoicing. Here you should admire and rejoice in 
the accumulation of virtues not only of yourself, but also of other sen-
tient beings, buddhas, arhats, and so forth. You must admire and culti-
vate joy from the depths of your heart for your own virtues, too. Your 
att itude toward the virtues of others should not be infl uenced by jeal-
ousy. So, at this point, refl ect upon the great qualities of the fi gures of 
the merit fi eld and then rejoice in them. Here the text says, “Although 
all phenomena lack any status apart from nominal existence on the 
conventional level, yet since positive fruits are produced from positive 
causes, I shall rejoice in the deeds of others.”

V. Request to Turn the Wheel of Dharma

 40. Shower rains of vast and profound dharma, I pray,
From a gathering of a million clouds of perfect wisdom and 

compassion,
To grow, sustain, and propagate a garden of moon fl owers
Of benefi t and bliss for the limitless beings.
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Th is verse requests the guru to turn the wheel of dharma. Here you 
refl ect on the great qualities of the omniscient mind of the guru-Vajrad-
hara. It says, “From the infi nite space of your compassionate mind, in 
order to generate and increase the realizations in myself and other 
sentient beings, please shower down the rain of profound and vast 
teachings.” At this point you could visualize off ering a dharmachakra 
(dharma wheel) or a conch to the central fi gure. Imagine that the fi g-
ures of the merit fi eld consent to your request and are very pleased.

VI. Entreating Not to Enter into Nirvana

 41. Th ough your vajra body is subject to neither birth nor death,
But is a vessel of the mighty king, unifi cation,
Please abide forever according to my wishes,
Not passing beyond sorrow until the end of samsara.

Th is is the verse of supplicating the merit fi eld fi gures not to enter into 
nirvana. Generally, vajra body refers to the illusory bodies both of and 
beyond the state of impure illusory body; but it also means the state 
which is the fulfi llment of the abandonments and the realizations. 
Here it says, “Although you have achieved the truth body and there-
fore are beyond the state of death, you have assumed a form which is 
visible and accessible to us ordinary beings.” So, we are requesting this 
form not to enter into nirvana. At this point imagine off ering a precious 
throne with two crossed vajras.

VII. Dedication

 42.  I dedicate the collection of white virtues thus created
To sentient beings that they may be inseparably cared for in 

all future lives
By venerable gurus kind in the three ways,
And may att ain the Vajradhara unifi cation.
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Now comes the limb of dedication. Focus on all the virtues that you 
have accumulated by having visualized the merit fi eld and engaged in 
the practices of prostration, purifi cation and so forth, and in all other 
virtuous actions. Dedicate these merits to all sentient beings, includ-
ing yourself, so that they may be taken care of by the guru throughout 
all lifetimes. Th us the merits will not be exhausted by simply produc-
ing insignifi cant fruits. Th is should be done with a strong force of 
aspiration.
 With this practice, the accumulation of merit by meditating upon 
the fi eld of merit is concluded.
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Praise and Requests

Request prayers follow the seven-limbed practice. I think that the 
actual practice or main emphasis of guru devotion starts here. To make 
the request prayers with faith and respect, fi rst refl ect on the advan-
tages of properly relying on a guru and the disadvantages of not relying 
properly and of having a breach in guru devotion practice. Refl ecting 
on the qualities of the master, cultivate faith. Guru yoga is not just a 
practice where one visualizes a deity and then makes off erings of the 
seven limbs, but rather it is one where one views one’s own root guru 
as a real buddha from the depths of one’s heart. Having cultivated that 
view and att itude and the necessary strong faith, one then engages in 
the practice of actually pleasing the guru by following his advice, and 
it is through such a practice that one should try to have a transference 
of the guru’s realizations to one’s own mental continuum. Such a prac-
tice is called guru yoga. As it says in Tsongkhapa’s “Songs of Spiritual 
Experience”:

Th e root from which all possible good collections 
Duly result during this and future lives 
Is the dutiful and eff ortless reliance in thought and deed 
On one’s holy master who reveals the path.
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Seeing this, please him by the off ering of practicing as he says, 
Not giving up even at the cost of your life. 
I, a yogin, have practiced like this; 
You who also seek liberation please practice likewise.

 If one relies on the guidance of a guru, one comes closer to the 
achievement of buddahood, and accumulates the same merits as one 
would gain from making off erings to all the buddhas. So, refl ect upon 
these advantages. In short, if we look carefully and probe deeper, we 
will fi nd that (1) even the slightest pleasures that we experience dur-
ing this lifetime are generally the results of our virtuous actions in the 
past; (2) these virtues depend on circumstances for their arising; and 
(3) there is no way that negative actions could produce happiness. 
Because of the activities of the guru, at this juncture in this lifetime 
we have a great opportunity. As this is the case, there is no question 
that the achievement of realizations and the att ainment of the resul-
tant state are defi nitely dependent upon proper reliance on the guru. 
Th is shows that temporary and also ultimate happiness are the result 
of proper reliance on the guru. In this life, we have actually met with 
the spiritual master; so, having refl ected on the advantages of proper 
reliance on him, you should convince yourself and decide that you will 
relate to him in the proper manner, and rejoice in the fact that you have 
not made any mistake in seeking a guru.
 Merely having a relationship with a guru does not help; it is neces-
sary to have proper reliance, because if there is a breach in guru devo-
tion it is very dangerous. Th at there are great disadvantages and bad 
consequences has been explained both in the sutras and tantras. If, for 
example, one were to speak of faults of the guru or insult the guru, 
because he is the source through which all the activities of the buddhas 
reach us, indirectly one would be insulting all the buddhas. So, if one 
were to have a breach in one’s guru devotion it would hinder one’s prac-
tices even in this lifetime, not to mention one’s future fate. Th erefore 
just seeking a guru is not suffi  cient; one has to undertake a proper reli-
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ance on him, modeled on that of such practitioners as Naropa. Refl ect 
on the biographies of the masters of the past who are the examples for 
guru devotion practice. We can see practitioners who, at the mention 
of their root guru’s name, actually have tears come into their eyes—
these should be taken as the model. Th en make the determination: I 
shall maintain my guru devotion practice properly.
 Th e disadvantages of not properly relying on the guru are the reverse 
of the advantages: for example, not achieving one’s ultimate aims. All 
temporary and ultimate goodness is the consequence of relying on the 
guru, and all suff ering and unsatisfactoriness is the consequence of not 
meeting a guru or not properly relying on him.
 Next you should refl ect on the fact that you have been so fortunate 
to have met such a spiritual master. At this point, although one has 
visualized a central fi gure in the form of Lama Tsongkhapa, in order to 
create a greater eff ect on the mind it is recommended that one visual-
ize and focus more att ention on the root guru in front. And it is even 
recommended that one should visualize him not only in his ordinary 
appearance but also with all the seeming defects or superfi cial faults 
that one sees. Th en refl ect on the reasons that prove the guru to be a 
buddha, thinking of how he is the performer of the activities for the 
buddhas, and so forth. If you think about it, the litt le understanding of 
the dharma that you have was not cultivated just on your own, through 
your own intelligence or wisdom or smartness, or because of having a 
good family background, but rather it is the product of the guru’s kind-
ness. You can imagine what your fate would have been if you had not 
met with an experienced spiritual master, even though you might have 
very great intelligence and be very sharp. Rejoice in the fact that you 
have such a great opportunity.
 When the buddhas cultivated bodhichitt a, they took us into the 
sphere of their compassion and their aspiration to att ain complete 
enlightenment, so we are included within their bodhichitt a. To take the 
example of Buddha Shakyamuni, with whom we have closer ties than 
with other buddhas, although we do not see him with our naked eyes, 
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it is defi nite that he is engaged in the activity of helping us. If such is the 
case, there is no way for him to do it apart from through the medium of 
our spiritual masters. Th is proves that the guru is the performer of the 
actions of the Buddha. How can he be the Buddha, you might wonder, 
if he has such and such defects and faults? To answer such a doubt, you 
should consider your own opinion of yourself: Even though you may 
have many negativities and faults, you may still have a perfect image of 
yourself. We see a lot of cases where people are really very bad but they 
think the world of themselves! So, it is questionable whether the faults 
and defects actually exist within the guru or whether they are merely 
projections of your deluded mind. You can conclude that the faults you 
see in your spiritual master are your projection.
 From another perspective, you could consider that the showing of 
such faults by the guru is actually a great kindness, because it is through 
his appearing in such an ordinary way that you have access to his kind-
ness and can see him and listen to his words. His assuming such an 
ordinary form is not done because of inability but rather because such 
a form is appropriate to your own faculties. If the Buddha remained 
in the truth body he would be directly perceptible only by the bud-
dhas themselves; if he assumed the enjoyment body it would be acces-
sible only to the arya bodhisatt vas of high levels; and if he assumed 
the supreme emanation body it would be accessible only to beings of 
high faculties. Since we are not in any of these categories, we can con-
clude that his assuming such an ordinary form is through the force of 
his kindness to us. Th is also shows his skillful means.
 Assuming an ordinary appearance does not mean just being devoid 
of a crown protrusion or wisdom eye and so on, but rather it means 
actually appearing as just an ordinary person. One cannot distinguish 
between an ordinary being and an arya, or noble being, from the mere 
physical appearance. Rather, the distinction is made on the level of 
realization—whether the person has realized emptiness directly or 
not. In the same way, whether or not a person is a bodhisatt va is deter-
mined on the basis of whether or not he has generated bodhichitt a. All 
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these distinctions have to be made on the basis of the level of mind. In 
the same way, what is meant by assuming an ordinary form is having 
all the normal human faults, like emotional affl  ictions and so on. A per-
son appearing to be free of these faults is generally regarded as uncom-
mon, even in conventional terms. So, all the activities which show that 
the guru possesses negative states of mind are actually skillful means. 
It is because of these means that we can see him and have access to 
his wisdom. If he had not assumed this form there is no way he could 
tame us. To give an example: If we want to call a kitt en we have to imi-
tate the mother cat by calling “miaow!” so as to suit its mind. You can 
hide and call the kitt en to you by imitating that sound. If, on the other 
hand you were to recite a text or something like that, the kitt en might 
run away! In the same way, if the guru had not assumed the ordinary 
form, but his ultimate form of the truth body, he would not be acces-
sible to us. Th erefore, thinking along such lines, and seeing superfi -
cial faults in gurus as an expression of skillful means should help your 
faith increase. Th rough such techniques you can actually cause the per-
ception of faults in the guru to assist the increase of faith in him. So, 
with such refl ections you should repeat the name praise verse of Lama 
Tsongkhapa, thinking: Due to your kindness I have gained such oppor-
tunities; if I had not been taken into your care what would my fate be? 
Done in this way, your repetition of the Lama Tsongkhapa praise verse 
would be very eff ective.
 Th ere are many diff erent versions of “Migtsema,” the praise verse of 
Lama Tsongkhapa—one having fi ve lines, one having four, one with 
six, one with nine, and so forth. Th e praise verse to Lama Tsongkhapa 
to be recited here is the one with nine lines. Many techniques related 
to this “Migtsema” have been explained. It is said that the four-line and 
fi ve-line “Migtsemas” are to be recited during Gaden Lhagyama guru 
yoga, and the nine-line praise verse of Lama Tsongkhapa in connec-
tion with Lama Chöpa. But in some commentaries, it is mentioned that 
here in Lama Chöpa the four- and fi ve-line verses are suffi  cient. Th e 
nine-line version is:
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Vajradhara, source of all realizations, lord of sages;
Avalokiteshvara, great treasure of compassion of non-

apprehension
Manjushri, lord of stainless wisdom;
Lord of the secret, destroying all lords of maras;
Sumatikirti, crown jewel of the sages of the land of snows:
To you, guru-buddha, comprising the three objects of 

refuge,
I make requests, showing respect with my three doors.
Please grant your blessings to ripen and liberate myself and 

others;
Please bestow the supreme and common realizations.

If you are practicing lamrim you could recite the request to the lineage 
gurus of lamrim before reciting the praise verse of Lama Tsongkhapa, 
or if you are undertaking this practice in connection with mahamudra, 
you could recite the prayer to the lineage gurus of mahamudra here.
 Sometimes, for the sake of the general welfare of Tibet, you may like 
to make special prayers to Guru Padmasambhava and repeat his man-
tra at this point. Th is is also very good. Just as Gedun Gyatso, the Sec-
ond Dalai Lama, said:

Padmasambhava, who is the chief among all the realized 
beings, 

Atisha, who is the chief of all the scholars, 
And Manjushri Lama Tsongkhapa—
All of them are of the one nature and also manifestations of 

each other.

So, at this point you could make requesting prayers to Guru Padma-
sambhava. It is very good if you can make the requesting prayers on the 
basis of an exclusively Nyingma text; if not, you can do it in connection 
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with Lama Chöpa. Generally, I repeat the mantra of Guru Padmasam-
bhava right aft er the name verse of Lama Tsongkhapa.
 Next comes the making of requesting prayers to the guru, while 
refl ecting on his qualities.

 43.  You are a source of virtue, an immense ocean of moral 
discipline,

And brim with a treasury of the jewels of vast learning;
Master, second king of sages clad in saff ron,
O elder, holder of vinaya, I make requests to you.

Th is sequence of verses concerns cultivating faith by refl ecting upon 
the guru’s qualities, and cultivating respect by refl ecting upon his kind-
ness. Th e fi rst passage outlines the way in which one cultivates faith. 
Just as Shakyaprabha said in his Th ree Hundred Stanzas on Vinaya:

Perfect in morality and well versed in vinaya,
He who has compassion toward the sick and has noble 

companions 
Strives to help others through both material and spiritual gift s 
And is capable of giving advice at the right time—
Such a being can be hailed as a qualifi ed teacher.

Refl ect upon the fact that the guru is endowed with the qualifi cations as 
outlined in the vinaya texts, as it is on the basis of morality that one has 
to achieve the realizations of concentration and wisdom, the two subse-
quent trainings. Morality is here likened to a vast ocean. Even if one has 
pure morality, if one’s learning is not great, one will not be able to guide 
skillfully. Th erefore, the guru should be knowledgeable in the practice 
of morality. One should refl ect on the fact that the guru is endowed 
with the qualifi cations as explained in the vinaya, is a bhikshu, and is 
like the successor of Buddha, and on that basis cultivate faith.
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 44. You have the ten qualities that make one a suitable guide
To teach the path of those-gone-to-bliss;
Lord of Dharma, representing all the conquerors, 
O Mahayana guru, I make requests to you.

Th e second stanza alludes to the guru possessing the ten qualifi ca-
tions27 as outlined in the sutras. Th ese qualifi cations of a perfect teacher 
are set down by Asanga in his Mahayana-sutralankara (Ornament of 
Mahayana Sutras).

 45. With your three doors well subdued, wise, patient, and 
honest,

Honorable, knowing the tantras and rituals,
Having both sets of ten principles, skilled in drawing and 

teaching,
O foremost vajra-holder, I make requests to you.

Below is an abbreviation of a stanza from Guru Panchasika which out-
lines the qualifi cations of the guru: “He should have full expertise in 
both ten fi elds, skill in the drawing of mandalas, full knowledge of how 
to explain the tantra, supreme pure faith, and his senses fully under con-
trol.” “Knowing the tantras and rituals” means that he has the knowl-
edge of how to employ the concentrations, mantras, and so forth. Th en 
it speaks of the two sets of ten principles.28

 Stanzas 43 to 45 speak of the qualifi cations of the guru as explained 
in the vinaya, sutra, and tantra. If your guru is a fully ordained bhikshu, 
these meditations are very appropriate. So, refl ecting on these qualifi -
cations, you should make requesting prayers (sol deb) from the depths 
of your heart. Sol deb has the connotation of requesting and receiving 
inspirations; that is the meaning of requesting prayers.

  46. You unmistakenly show the good way of those-gone-to-bliss
To the unruly migrators untamed by countless past buddhas,
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Th e beings of this degenerate age, diffi  cult to curb;
O compassionate savior, I make requests to you.

Th is passage explains cultivating respect by refl ecting upon the kind-
ness of the guru in the context of both the sutra and tantra vehicles. It 
is a fact that up to now many buddhas have come into the world sys-
tem, and during the present precious eon alone there have been previ-
ous buddhas, such as Mahakashyapa; during their advents, however, 
we did not have the opportunity to engage in the practice of dharma. 
Th erefore, we are more related to Shakyamuni Buddha. As explained 
in the De Lam Martid (Practical Guide on the Stages of the Path), 
your guru is kinder than all the buddhas and even kinder than Buddha 
Shakyamuni. You should refl ect: I, who have been left  behind by all the 
buddhas who appeared in the past, have this opportunity to practice 
through your kindness alone. Contemplate what your fate would be if 
you were not under the care of this guru. Th inking along such lines will 
enable you to realize his great kindness.

 47. At this time of sett ing of the sun of the Sage’s teachings, 
You enact the deeds of a conqueror 
For the many migrators who lack a savior; 
O compassionate savior, I make requests to you.

Th is passage speaks of how the root guru is kinder than Guru Shakya-
muni. Lord Buddha Shakyamuni appeared in India more than twenty-
fi ve hundred years ago. He was such a great being that even the mere 
sight of him or the least contact with him implanted a lot of virtuous 
imprints within the continuums of sentient beings. History records 
that he ripened the minds of many beings and placed them in the state 
of liberation. He engaged in such great activities, but during that time 
we were not able to have any personal relationship with him. If we had, 
our present situation would be diff erent.
 Similarly, we did not have the opportunity to meet the various great 
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teachers such as the late masters of India, for example the seven succes-
sors of the Buddha, and Nagarjuna. In Tibet there were many masters 
during the initial dissemination of the dharma who fulfi lled the wishes 
of many sentient beings, but we did not come under their care. And 
also during the later fl ourishing of the dharma there were many great 
masters of traditions like Sakya and Kadam; there were masters like 
Atisha and Ngok Legpai Sherab and Dromtönpa and so forth. In the 
Kagyupa sect there were great masters like Milarepa, Marpa, and Gam-
popa. Th e doctrine of the Buddha became really very widespread in 
Tibet. Although such was the case, we did not have the karmic imprint 
to meet these teachers. Now we are in a very degenerate age; we can 
see confl ict everywhere. You should contemplate that the guru’s taking 
us into his care is indeed a very great kindness. To say it more plainly, if 
you had not been taken care of by this guru what would your fate have 
been? Th ink: It is only due to his kindness that I can be counted among 
human beings.
 Th rough refl ecting along these lines you will be able to see the great 
kindness of the guru. Make the request with mindfulness of that. Th ink 
in terms of, for example, being able to read because of the kindness of 
the person who fi rst taught you the alphabet. Furthermore, because of 
the kindness of the person who taught you grammar and poetry and 
so forth, you are able to understand them. For the students of debate, 
right from the beginning, from the topic of colors,29 you were taught by 
the guru. Because of that study, when you read the long and short ver-
sions of the lamrim, you do not have to leave the second part, the sec-
tion on special insight, untouched, as do many people. You are at least 
able to have some level of understanding. Th at should help you to recol-
lect the great kindness of the guru. For those who recite sadhanas such 
as that of Yamantaka, it is due to your teacher that you are able to fol-
low it, right from the lineage prayers at the beginning. Th en, when you 
att end teachings on the sadhana, you at least have some idea. It is not 
just because you att end my teachings, but rather because of the teacher 
who painstakingly and thoroughly taught you, that you get some idea. 
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Although I am teaching you now, it is the teacher you live with daily 
and who guides you in a gradual process who is more kind. Th en there 
are certain types of gurus who give us ordinations and vows and so 
forth; we can have the titles of novice and bhikshu and so forth because 
of the kindness of the guru who gave us these vows. In the same way, 
it is through the kindness of the vajra master that we can receive initia-
tions and have the opportunity to practice them. You should refl ect in 
such detail.
 Also, most importantly, speaking of compassion and bodhichitt a, 
which move our minds so much, the way we came into contact with 
such states of mind was through the guru. At the time of birth we were 
not familiar with such concepts at all. Th ese points also apply to the 
understanding of emptiness. Developing even the mere interest in 
emptiness is the product of the guru’s kindness, not to speak of having 
the chance to practice such guru yogas as Lama Chöpa.
 So, when you do this practice, from the point of view of qualifi ca-
tions there is no diff erence between Shakyamuni Buddha and your 
own root guru, but there is a great diff erence in terms of their kind-
ness; thinking along these lines, you will be able to convince yourself 
of the value of your guru.

 48.  Even a single hair from the pores of your body 
Is praised as a fi eld of merit for us 
Higher than the conquerors of the three times and ten 

directions; 
O compassionate savior, I make requests to you.

Th is passage is a refl ection on the fact that the guru is the peerless fi eld 
of merit as far as the individual practitioner is concerned. It has been 
explained in many tantras that making off erings to one’s own root guru 
surpasses making off erings to infi nite buddhas. You have this great 
opportunity to accumulate merit because you can see the guru with 
your naked eyes and listen to his speech, so you should make  off erings, 
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prostrations, and so forth. Although such beings as Shakyamuni Bud-
dha and Vajradhara and so on are very great, apart from the level of 
imagination there is no possibility for us to have contact with them 
in order to accumulate merit. Since through the guru we are also pro-
vided with the opportunity to make off erings to the infi nite buddhas 
and bodhisatt vas, we should see him as the highest fi eld of merit. “Pores 
of your body” refers to the guru’s att endants and also his pets which he 
holds very dear.

 49.  Adorned by the precious wheels and the three bodies of 
those-gone-to-bliss, 

From an intricate web of appearances, with skillful means 
You manifest in an ordinary form to lead all beings; 
O compassionate savior, I make requests to you.

Th is passage concerns making requests to the guru and expresses his 
qualities as a buddha’s emanation body. In the commentary of Kachen 
Yeshe Gyaltsen, “inexhaustible chakras (wheels) of ornament” refers 
to the body, speech, and mind of the guru. Th e body, speech, and mind 
of the buddhas are like ornaments for sentient beings; they are inex-
haustible in the sense that they are always engaged in the deeds of help-
ing these beings. Th ere are also specifi c meanings for “inexhaustible 
chakras of ornament” when explained individually in relation to the 
body, speech, and mind of the guru. It says, “You are the manifestation 
of the body, speech, and mind of all the buddhas which has assumed 
this ordinary appearance externally; and internally you are the mani-
festation of the inexhaustible chakras of ornament,’’ which is also a ref-
erence to the body, speech, and mind of the buddhas.

 50. Your aggregates, elements, sensory bases, and limbs 
Are in nature the fi ve gone-to-bliss, their consorts, 
Bodhisatt vas, and wrathful protectors; 
O essence of the Th ree Jewels, supreme guru, I make 

requests to you.
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Th is passage speaks of the inner qualities of the guru, just as explained 
during the body mandala: that his aggregates and elements and so forth 
are actually in the nature of specifi c deities— “externally you assumed 
an ordinary form; internally, even the subtle parts of your body are the 
embodiment of the Th ree Jewels.”

 51. You are the quintessence of ten million mandala cycles
Arising from the play of omniscient pristine awareness,
All-pervading lord of a hundred buddha families, foremost 

Vajradhara;
O lord of primordial unity, I make requests to you.

Th is refers to the secret qualities, seeing the guru as the embodiment of 
the enjoyment body. “You arise as the enjoyment body from the man-
ifestation of wisdom.” Th is “ten million” mentioned here should not 
be understood literally, but rather should be taken to mean innumera-
ble. Just as we fi nd in the salutation of the lamrim text, “Homage to the 
Buddha, the Prince of the Shakya clan, /Whose body is born from a 
million virtues and good deeds,” the Sanskrit term for “million” (kunti) 
has two meanings.
 We also fi nd similar lines in the text called Lama Jangbod (Calling 
the Guru from Afar):

Whatever forms you assume, the hundred, fi ve or three 
lineages [of isolated body], 

Are all gurus; 
And the All-pervading Lord, the very source from which 

you sprang, 
Is also the guru himself.

Th is explains that the guru is the creator of all these buddha families 
and also that it is the guru into which all these elaborate buddha fami-
lies dissolve—therefore he is called Pervading Lord. As he is the fore-
most lord of the families, he is called All-pervading Lord. “Lord of 
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Primordial Unity” refers to the resultant state of union of the enjoy-
ment body. Here one is making requesting prayers while seeing the 
guru as the enjoyment body and refl ecting on his kindness.

 52.  Unobscured, inseparable from the play of simultaneous bliss,
Th e nature of all things, pervading everything in motion and 

at rest,
Samantabhadra, free of beginning or end;
Actual ultimate bodhichitt a, I make requests to you.

Th is stanza speaks of the guru’s suchness qualities, from the point of 
view of seeing him as the truth body and refl ecting upon his kindness. 
Explained in the context of the resultant state, “unobscured” refers to 
the state which is the manifestation of the spontaneous wisdom that 
is free of all obscurations. Th is refers to the ultimate wisdom which is 
inseparable from the objective emptiness. Th is explanation is accord-
ing to the inseparability, or EVAM, of bliss and emptiness. Now to 
give the explanation according to the inseparable EVAM of the two 
truths: It says that the indivisibility of the wind and the mind is the 
basis of all the phenomena included within samsara and nirvana; it is 
all-pervasive and is the source. Just as is said by Nagarjuna in his Pan-
cha-krama, “One sees all the phenomena as alike in the sphere of med-
itative absorption on illusory nature.”
 Because it has retained its subtlety from beginningless time, this 
very subtle mind and wind is said to be without beginning and end. 
Th is is not a state of mind which sometimes becomes coarse and some-
times subtle due to changing circumstances as other mental states do, 
but rather it has retained its quality of subtlety right from beginningless 
time, and its nature is not penetrated by defi lements. Just as explained 
in the Utt aratantra, all the defi lements are adventitious. On the basis 
of this very subtle mind, all living beings have within themselves the 
inherent potential to achieve the unique qualities of buddhahood such 
as the ten powers.30 Hence it is called the “all-good” in Lama Chöpa. 
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Conversely, the negative states of mind such as the affl  ictive emotions 
have the chance of arising actively as long as the gross levels of con-
sciousness such as the eighty indicative conceptions are present. Once 
these are withdrawn, there is no chance for negative states to arise. So 
the meaning of the ultimate bodhichitt a should be understood in terms 
of the union of the two truths; and the guru is the embodiment of such 
a union.

 53.  You are the guru, you are the yidam, you are the dakinis and 
protectors;

From now until enlightenment I shall seek no refuge other 
than you;

In this life, the bardo, and all future lives, hold me with your 
hook of compassion;

Save me from the fears of samsara and nirvana; grant all 
siddhis;

Be my constant friend and guard me from interferences.

Here, we are requesting the guru with the special one-pointed prayer, 
saying: You are the guru, so please release me from the fears of samsara 
and nirvana (that is, the extreme of isolated peace); you are the medi-
tational deity, so grant me powerful att ainments; you are the dakinis, so 
please be my companion; please help me on the path, and because you 
are the dharmapala, please protect me from obstacles.
 We are calling out to the guru saying: You are the guru, the medi-
tational deity, etc., and apart from you I don’t have any refuge. We are 
entrusting ourselves entirely, saying: Come what may, good or bad, 
I entrust myself entirely to you. Th is is like driving in a stake with-
out changing the position—the more one hits it in the same spot the 
fi rmer it becomes. Hence the analogy of driving in a stake—single-
minded, cutt ing out any second thoughts. Although there might be 
a special signifi cance to relating to various meditational deities, you 
should see all the dharmapalas, dakinis, and so forth as manifestations 
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of your own root guru. You should not have the notion that there is a 
meditational deity separate from the guru, a dharmapala separate from 
the guru, or dakinis separate from the guru. If it is convenient, you 
should do this prayer single-pointedly while imagining touching the 
feet of the guru and entrusting yourself completely. Pray in this way 
three times.

 54.  By the virtue of having thus requested three times, 
From the seats of my guru’s body, speech, and mind, 
White, red, and dark blue nectars and rays 
Stream forth one by one, and then all together, into my own 

three places. 
And one by one and then all together they absorb,
Purging the four obscurations, and I receive the four pure 

empowerments
And seeds of the four bodies; a duplicate of the guru
Happily dissolves into me and grants inspiration.

Th is is the taking of the four empowerments in the form of a blessing. 
You can perform the receiving of initiations in a more elaborate way. 
When doing this practice, focus your att ention on the celestial man-
sion of the meditational deity that you specialize in, and make request-
ing prayers. Th ere are many diff erent versions, both elaborate and 
concise, for taking the four initiations in connection with Lama Chöpa. 
One version is to fi rst do the mandala off ering, then make requesting 
prayers, assume the two vows, generate the mind of all-encompassing 
yoga and fi nally enter into the mandala. Th e fi ve wisdom initiations—
water, crown, vajra, bell, and name—could be imagined being received 
individually or all together. In the latt er case, one invites the initiat-
ing deities all at once. Next, do the vajra master initiation and so on. 
Th en recite the perfecting functions of the general vase initiation, of 
the secret initiation, of the wisdom-knowledge initiation, and of the 
word initiation.
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 Next, imagine a duplicate of the Lama Lozang Th ubwang Dorje 
Chang dissolving into yourself; through the force of this dissolution 
you melt into light from above and below, eventually dissolving into 
emptiness. Th is has to be done aft er having cultivated an understand-
ing of union at the point of receiving the fourth initiation. When you 
are dissolved, from within this clear light state you arise into a primor-
dial being, the enjoyment body appropriate to your meditational deity. 
You can imagine that you are actually arising into the illusory body and 
visualize performing the practices of the mixings31 of the waking state. 
Eventually, you return into the original body, thus assuming the pride 
of being the emanation body.
 If you wish to do an abbreviated form of this practice, imagine that 
you are blessed by the guru and dissolve into clear light. From within 
that clear light you arise into the primordial enjoyment body of the 
meditational deity in which you specialize.
 Aft er that, repeat the name mantras. At your heart and also at the 
heart of the central fi gure of the merit fi eld, visualize the mantra cir-
cles: OM AH HUM in the middle; then the mantra circle OM AH 
VAJRA DHARA  SIDDHI HUM, or OM VAJRA DHARA  HUM (with-
out SIDDHI). Th ese are surrounded by OM MUNE MUNE MAHA 
MUNAYE SVAHA, or you can visualize OM MUNE MUNE MAHA 
MUNE SHAKYAMUNIYE SVAHA. Outside this is the name mantra 
of Lama Tsongkhapa: OM GURU SUMATI KIRTI SIDDHI HUM. Th e 
name mantra of the root guru should be recited at this point, as well. 
It is also good to recite all the name mantras of the gurus from whom 
you have received teachings directly. If you know the name mantra in 
Sanskrit you should recite that; if not, just insert the name between 
OM GURU VAJRA DHARA  and HUM. It is not necessary to frantically 
search for the Sanskrit names. If you do this practice daily, it will keep 
you acquainted with the number of gurus you have and keep you con-
stantly aware of their kindness. Otherwise, if someone were to ask off -
hand how many gurus you have, you would not be able to answer!
 When you recite the praise verse of Lama Tsongkhapa, visualize a 
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syllable MAM at the heart of Lama Lozang Th ubwang Dorje Chang, 
and within the drop of the MAM visualize a blue HUM. Visualize the 
mantra circles at the heart of Lama Lozang Th ubwang Dorje Chang.
 When you are doing the repetition of mantra and the praise verse, 
it is very good to do what is called the “development of wisdom” 
visualization:

Th rough the body vast wisdom; and the clear through 
speech; 

And through the scripture and sword and both, 
Shower the wisdoms of exposition, debate, and composition.

If you can do that visualization it is very good. In order to practice 
it well, you should understand that just the altruistic att itude is not 
enough. It is necessary to increase your wisdom—this refers to the 
wisdom realizing emptiness—because the path on which we are 
embarking is the union of compassion and emptiness. Th erefore, your 
practice of bodhichitt a should be conjoined with the wisdom real-
izing emptiness. In order to increase this wisdom, make requesting 
prayers to Lama Lozang Th ubwang Dorje Chang, and visualize nec-
tars descending from his body. Retain your appearance as the deity, 
but relax the pride. When the nectars, which are in the nature of light 
rays, enter your body through the crown aperture, they purify all of 
your negativities and ignorance.
 At this point, at the three parts of the body of Lama Tsongkhapa 
where you have visualized OM AH HUM, you could visualize Avaloki-
teshvara, Manjushri, and, at the heart, Vajrapani. It is also mentioned 
that one could visualize the inner, outer, and secret aspects of Avalo-
kiteshvara at the crown, of Manjushri at the throat, and of Vajrapani 
at the heart—this is like a nine-being deity. Th ere are many diff erent 
aspects of Manjushri, and a visualization of a nine-being Manjushri 
has been explained in the Kachem Lung Kurma commentary. Nec-
tars, their atoms in the aspect of Manjushris, fl ow from the bodies of 
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the Manjushris, fi lling your body and purifying your defi lements and 
eliminating your ignorance. Light rays, radiating in all directions, make 
off erings to the buddhas and bodhisatt vas and draw forth all their bless-
ings, especially vast intelligence, in the aspect of Manjushris of vari-
ous sizes which enter you; imagine your intelligence becoming equal 
to that of Manjushri. Th rough speech you gain clear intelligence, and 
through the seed syllable DHI—the seed syllable of Manjushri—swift  
intelligence.
 Vast intelligence, or wisdom, refers to the intelligence of a wide 
perspective which encompasses a wide range of topics; clear intelli-
gence refers to the wisdom which discriminates even the most subtle 
 diff erences; swift  intelligence refers to the wisdom which can perform 
these feats within the shortest possible time. Profound intelligence, 
obtained through visualization of the hand symbols, refers to the type 
of wisdom that is never confused by even the most diffi  cult themes and 
can explore the scriptures in both their explicit and implicit meanings. 
Wisdom with such qualities is like that of great scholars such as Gung-
tang Rinpoche.
 Here the nine-round visualization for increasing wisdom is 
explained. Th ese nine are the vast, clear, swift , and profound; composi-
tion, debating, and teaching; and then the two visualizations explained 
earlier—those of cleansing negativities and eliminating ignorance.
 Th ere are also many diff erent techniques explained for engaging in 
peaceful activities, such as those for overcoming illnesses, based on this 
practice. Activities of increase, infl uence, and ferocity can be under-
taken as well. If you are doing a practice for the prolongation of life, 
at the heart of Lama Lozang Th ubwang Dorje Chang you can visu-
alize a deity such as White Tara or Amitayus, at whose heart are the 
mantra circles. You can also generate yourself into that particular deity, 
instantly changing appearance and divine pride. Th en, by focusing 
on the mantra circle, you can do the visualization for the prolonga-
tion of life. You can also do it without visualizing Amitayus at the heart 
of Lama Lozang Th ubwang Dorje Chang but rather by focusing your 
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att ention on the Amitayus who is in the merit fi eld and then doing the 
visualization. Similarly, you can perform the activities of increasing 
wealth by visualizing Vaishravana and other deities of wealth. So, all 
these types of activities could be undertaken on the basis of this prac-
tice of “Migtsema,” the praise verses of Lama Tsongkhapa.
 When you visualize Avalokiteshvara, Manjushri, and Vajrapani at 
the respective parts of the body of Lama Tsongkhapa, he should be 
seen as the embodiment of these three deities. You can also engage 
in the various visualizations for the dual purposes of helping sentient 
beings and making off erings to the buddhas. Do the recitation of the 
name mantras of all the gurus. Aft er that you can recite a verse of dedi-
cation such as:

By this virtuous action
May I att ain the state of the gurus and their children
And lead all beings without exception 
To that same state as well.

 A slightly shorter version of receiving the four initiations is as fol-
lows. Nectars descend from the body of Lama Lozang Th ubwang 
Dorje Chang and you receive the vase initiation; Vajradhara enters 
into union with the consort, the bodhichitt as melt and you receive the 
secret initiation; their realization of emptiness and experience of great 
bliss constitutes the wisdom-knowledge initiation; by refl ecting upon 
the meaning of union you receive the word initiation.
 Th e shortest version is as found in the manual here. White, red, and 
blue light rays and nectars emerge sequentially from the three syllables 
at the three parts of the guru’s body and enter into your own body, puri-
fying the related negativities, and you receive the fi rst three initiations 
accordingly. At the point where the three light rays dissolve into you 
collectively, you receive the fourth initiation. At that point it is impor-
tant to refl ect on the meaning of union. Aft er that, a duplicate of the 
guru dissolves into you with great joy.
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 If you do this visualization without taking the bodhisatt va and tantric 
vows it is like a blessing, but if you do the most elaborate version, tak-
ing the two vows and so forth, that actually serves as a self-initiation 
practice. Th erefore, it can restore broken vows and commitments, pro-
viding you have done the necessary approximation of the deity, the 
retreat. I do not know whether this will serve for giving initiation to 
others, but for one’s own practice this will serve as a self-initiation.
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c h a p t e r  s i x

Reviewing the Entire Stages of the Path

In the following practice, you receive blessings by reviewing the 
entire path of sutra and tantra. Visualize all sentient beings around you. 
If you are alone and have the leisure, refl ect on the practice of guru 
devotion and think from the depth of your heart: Th ere is no refuge 
superior to my own root guru. With such reinforcement of conviction, 
you should refl ect on the fact that all the buddhas of the ten directions 
have assumed this ordinary form as your root guru in order to tame 
you. With such understanding, cultivate strong faith and also respect. 
Request the guru to take care of you, not only in this lifetime but 
throughout all future lives. Th en do the recitation from here onwards. 
When you make this request, imagine that the guru consents to it and 
is pleased by the determination you have made. Nectars descend from 
the body of the guru, enter your body and the bodies of all sentient 
beings, and all the negativities, especially those committ ed in connec-
tion with guru devotion practice, are purifi ed just as in the refuge prac-
tice. Th ink that all the sentient beings and yourself have the strong faith 
capable of seeing the guru as a true buddha and the respect required for 
realization of guru devotion.
 Th e subsequent explanation will be according to the outlines of 
Jhangchub Lamrim Chenmo by Lama Tsongkhapa.
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 84. O holy and venerable gurus, supreme fi eld of merit, 
Inspire me to make off erings and devoted requests 
To you, O protectors and root of all well-being, 
Th at I may come under your joyous care.

Th is verse deals with the fi rst outline, which explains the proper modes 
of reliance on the guru, the foundation of all the paths.

 85. Inspire me to realize how this opportune and fortunate 
rebirth 

Is rare and found but once and quickly lost, 
And thereby, undistracted by the meaningless works of 

this life, 
To seize its meaningful essence.

Th e second outline, the stages of training the mind on the basis of such 
a reliance, begins with this passage, which in turn is divided into two. 
Th e fi rst part att empts to induce the practitioner to take the essence of 
the precious human form, by explaining the rarity and great value of it. 
Th e verse explains how this form is endowed with leisures and oppor-
tunities. We have now in our hands this once-obtained opportunity of 
having a fully endowed human existence which generally is something 
almost impossible to achieve. Having identifi ed the endowments and 
the value of such an opportunity, decide: I must engage in the prac-
tice of dharma, for if I were to return from such an opportunity empty-
handed it would be a great loss. 
 Th e actual practice of taking the essence of the human form is divided 
into three sections, in the context of the three scopes—the small scope, 
the middling scope, and the highest scope. Topics such as imperma-
nence are meditated on. “Rare and found but once and quickly lost” or 
“realizing the nature of swift  disintegration” explains impermanence. 
Since we are produced phenomena, we are subject to change and all of 
us have to die. Since a produced phenomenon is caused by a condition, 
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it is impermanent; the mere fact of being produced is cause enough 
for a phenomenon’s disintegration, because disintegration does not 
require a second cause. Th e potential for disintegration is inherent in 
mere production. Generally speaking, the word production has a posi-
tive sense, and impermanence has a more negative connotation, imply-
ing disintegration. Superfi cially, they sound opposing; but when we 
probe deeper we fi nd that production itself is in the nature of destruc-
tion. Th is does not apply to external phenomena alone; in thinking 
about it, you should focus rather upon your own aggregates. We are 
born due to neither the blessings of the Buddha nor some neutral force, 
but rather through the force of the actions we committ ed in the past. 
Being impermanent, we are dependent on other factors. Dharmakirti’s 
statement, “In the nature of suff ering because of being impermanent”32 

is really very powerful. We are products of our own actions, therefore 
we are subject to suff ering. Being by nature impermanent shows we 
are dependent upon causes and conditions, and in this case causes and 
conditions refers to our karmic actions and the defi lements. As long as 
we let ourselves be under the infl uence of the negative states of mind, 
there is no place for happiness. For example, as long as we Tibetans 
are under the tyranny of the Chinese communists, there is no chance 
of happiness. We have no independence; we are other-powered and 
dependent upon other factors. In our case, we also are other-powered 
in that we are under the infl uence or power of negative actions and 
emotional affl  ictions, which in turn have their root in the self-grasping 
att itude, the notion of the inherent existence of phenomena, which is a 
distorted consciousness. 
 You should contemplate along these lines upon the coarse levels of 
impermanence and also the subtle levels. Take, for example, ourselves: 
Although we have taken a birth, we are already in the process of aging 
and approaching death. Ours is a birth with a complete potential for 
aging and death. It is only your practice of dharma that will help at the 
time of death. Th e continuity of this consciousness will go on, although 
the present body will be left  behind. All the phenomena on which this 
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physical form depends, like wealth, shelter, strength, and so forth, will 
not help and will not go with you to your future lifetime. It is only 
the continuity of the consciousness which will accompany you. If you 
gather any virtuous qualities on the basis of this consciousness, you 
will be able to carry them along. I think I can say that even when we talk 
about mental qualities based on the gross level of mind, the more famil-
iarity with them we cultivate the more we can leave imprints upon the 
subtle consciousness. For example, when one has a very strong force 
of mind upon a given object during the waking time, during sleep one 
can experience it with a subtle consciousness in dreams. Th is shows 
that the two levels of mind are complementary to each other. So, the 
more familiarity we have even at the coarser levels of consciousness, 
the stronger the impression on the subtle levels will be. If you have a 
very strong wish to get up early you can wake up at that time, although 
during the sleeping state the consciousness was subtle. In the same 
way, if you wish to bring about some eff ect in the future life through 
your practice of dharma, you should not adopt a relaxed style of prac-
tice but rather should be very forceful and practice with awareness. I 
think that the deeper the level of one’s practice, the more transforma-
tion it can bring about and the more it can aff ect one. So, it is only the 
practice of dharma that helps at such times. 
 Here the meditations upon the rarity of the precious human form 
and impermanence are mentioned together. Being mindful of its nature 
of momentary disintegration, you should not waste even the shortest 
moment of the human life. Having recited this stanza, imagine nec-
tars descending from the body of the central fi gure and entering into 
you, and yourself att aining the realization of the rarity of the precious 
human form and its impermanence.

I. The Stages Common to Small Scope

 86.  Afraid as I am of the searing blaze of suff ering in the lower 
realms,
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Inspire me to take heartfelt refuge in the three precious gems
And to fervently strive at avoiding nonvirtue and
Accomplishing all collections of virtue.

Refl ect upon the suff erings of the lower realms: the hell, animal, and 
hungry ghost realms. Regarding the hell realms, it is quite diffi  cult to 
accept what is writt en in abhidharma and related texts, but irrespective 
of whether there are such hell realms or not, we can infer that there is 
a state with the utmost suff ering. I oft en say, for example, that since 
we have this physical body with brain cells and so forth, we do not 
have any doubt about its existence; but if we were to explain the struc-
ture of a body with its nervous system, and especially the brain cells, 
to a person from a diff erent planet, he would have a hard time believ-
ing it. It would be diffi  cult to convince him. In the same way, if we are 
shown various types of insects and plants through a magnifying glass, 
we become convinced of their existence, but if somebody were to tell 
us that there are these insects and so forth when we had not seen them, 
it would be diffi  cult to believe that there is such diversity of life. So, 
because we have not experienced the hells during this lifetime, it is not 
easy for us to be convinced. We tend to think, “Is there such a thing?” 
Yet it is also diffi  cult to prove that they do not exist. Th e best we can do 
is say, “I hope that such realms don’t exist at all!” 
 Th e nature of karma, or action, is very complex and inconceivable. 
We know that taming and improving one’s mind brings about happi-
ness even within this lifetime. From this we can infer that through 
training of the mind one can also cultivate high realizations which 
 ultimately lead to the omniscient state. Factors which train the mind to-
ward such a noble aim are the positive aspects of the mind.  Regarding 
the  opposite, if you think about it, you will fi nd that gross emotional 
affl  ictions like anger and so forth cause a lot of unhappiness. Th is al-
most leads us to infer that such unfortunate and suff ering realms do 
exist. If one believes that through the force of virtuous actions one 
can achieve a bett er form and live in a bett er place and so forth, one 
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can likewise infer that one’s negative actions actually bring undesirable 
consequences such as rebirth in lower realms.
 We know that there are two types of rebirth caused by tamed and 
untamed states of mind respectively. Although the human form is a 
product of a good state of mind, still we suff er in obvious ways starting 
right from the time of birth. So, we can see that the human form is actu-
ally a product of more or less equal proportions of actions based on 
good and bad states of mind. When the bett er states of mind are more 
forceful, the result is purer and higher, such as rebirth in the higher 
realms, as gods of the desire realm, form realm, and formless realm. 
As these rebirths are still in cyclic existence, they have their root in the 
ignorant mind of the self-grasping att itude. Due to diff erent degrees of 
force of the virtuous states of mind, the results are of a diff erent nature. 
In the same way, the more forceful the negative states of mind are, the 
more suff ering eff ects they will bring. Whether one takes rebirth in a 
higher state or not is determined by the state of mind that one has now. 
So, if one is diff erent from an ordinary person because of having virtu-
ous att itudes, then one has hope of experiencing a higher state in the 
future. Th at is the meaning of saying that your future fate is in your own 
hands. So, we are presently at a crossroads.
 In the lower realm of the animals, pets are slightly bett er off , but, for 
example, the fi sh in the ocean have to experience a situation where the 
large ones eat the smaller ones. Th ey have to spend their life in such a 
state, and there is no possibility for them to accumulate virtue. Th ere is 
some chance for animals on the surface of the earth to accumulate vir-
tues. A verse says:

If someone looks at a fi gure of Buddha in a mural, 
Even when his mental state is disturbed, 
He will still accumulate merits to have the vision 
Of millions of buddhas in the future.

 Th ose in the ocean are affl  icted by the actions of human beings too. 
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Far from holding them dear, the att itude of others toward them is not 
as sentient beings but rather as food. It is really pitiable. Th ese creatures 
have a life which they defi nitely hold most dear, just as we do; they have 
the self-cherishing att itude too. Th e only consolation is that once they 
get caught and brought onto dry ground they do not have long to suff er. 
Th ese suff ering states are obvious and visible to us. When one thinks 
along these lines, it is actually quite frightening to eat meat. In a place 
where one has all the necessary conditions—vegetables and so forth—
it is best to be vegetarian. But if you have to consider your health and 
take into account the environment, then it is a diff erent matt er. So, the 
suff ering of animals on just this planet is something infi nite.
 Having refl ected upon the state of the animals, think that whether 
you will be reborn into such a state or not will be determined by your 
own karma. Having contemplated upon such fearful states, one should 
take refuge, which is the gateway to becoming a Buddhist. Th e most 
important thing is to refl ect on the qualities of the dharma. Here it is 
very important to have some understanding of the structures of the 
reasonings outlined in the texts on logic which prove the existence 
of a state of cessation. Inference of the existence of this state can be 
developed by realizing the fact that our mental defi lements are adven-
titious and therefore can be separated from the essential nature of the 
mind. Such a realization, however, depends upon the understand-
ing of emptiness according to the madhyamaka prasangika school of 
thought and its unique view of the nature of mental defi lements. Gen-
erally, when we have a gross experience of desire, hatred, etc., we fi nd 
that our apprehension as inherently existing of the object upon which 
we have such strong forces of emotion is also very forceful. Although 
during both neutral and strongly emotional states the appearance of 
inherent nature is always present, during the latt er it is more forceful 
and obvious. Th erefore, you can identify the object of negation on the 
basis of such experiences. When you have a very strong force of att ach-
ment, you feel the object of your emotion is independent, the most 
supreme, not subject to change, as though it were permanently good. 
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Th is  process also applies to other negative states of mind like hatred: 
You fi nd the object of hatred to be truly the worst person, the most 
repulsive, etc. Of the two states—having a stronger force of emotion 
and not—we know defi nitely that the latt er is more comfortable.
 Although negative states of mind like hatred and the self-grasp-
ing att itude are very forceful, they do not have a valid support, or a 
sound foundation. On the other hand, an understanding of emptiness, 
although it might be very weak at the initial stage, has a valid foun-
dation, and therefore has the potential to be increased to the utmost 
level. Consequently, the more we search for and analyze emptiness, 
the clearer and more valid it becomes, whereas when we examine the 
process of apprehension of the negative states of mind, the less valid 
they appear and eventually they are seen to be totally distorted. Such 
states as the understanding of emptiness are virtuous qualities based 
on the consciousness. Unlike the heat of water or the athletic prow-
ess of a sportsman—which are physical qualities and are hence unsta-
ble—these mental abilities have a very fi rm and stable basis. Because 
they are virtuous qualities based on the mind, they have the poten-
tial to be increased to the utmost level without having to depend on 
a renewed eff ort once one has gained familiarity with them. So, there 
really is something called the dharma.
 At the moment it might be diffi  cult to infer the existence of some-
thing like the truth of cessation. Although it is diffi  cult for me to explain 
out of my own experience, I think one can understand that defi lements 
have the potential to be purifi ed. If such a thing called cessation does 
not exist, it is one matt er; but if such a thing does exist, there is indeed a 
great hope. Such a state is actually the true release from bondage. When 
you refl ect on dharma, think that the Buddha himself experienced this 
state and has shown the path leading to it; therefore he is non-deceiv-
ing. Th e companions that one seeks, the sangha community, are the 
ones following a true teacher and traveling on the right path. Th us you 
will fi nd the meaning of the Th ree Jewels quite profound. As explained 
in Jhangchub Lamrim Chenmo, one cannot just spontaneously att ain 
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the experience of the resultant dharma of cessation by remaining idle 
and enjoying leisure; it has to be brought about through constant med-
itation and practice.
 In order to realize such a state of cessation, you fi rst have to restrain 
yourself from indulging in negativities. Th erefore, it is necessary to 
refrain from the ten nonvirtuous actions.33 In the text, the reasons for 
refraining from these ill deeds are explained, with an explication of 
the law of cause and eff ect coming at this point. Th is is well founded, 
because the law of cause and eff ect dictates that if one does good one 
will experience comfort, and if one does evil one will experience suf-
fering. Th is law is not made by a creator or buddha, but is a natural 
law. In order to experience happiness one has to refrain from negative 
actions. As it says in Vasubandhu’s Abhidharmakosha:

When condensed, the virtuous and nonvirtuous actions are 
contained within the ten actions.

Th e restraints which are adopted through proper application of the 
antidotes are called the ten virtuous actions.
 Observing the law of cause and eff ect is the precept of refuge. One 
who is practicing Lama Chöpa has to base his practice on what is writ-
ten here. One does not make the distinction between good or bad prac-
titioners of Lama Chöpa on the basis of their clarity of  visualization 
alone. Th ose who claim to be practitioners of Lama Chöpa and do not 
follow the law of cause and eff ect are not proper practitioners; they 
are just like drawings of practitioners. If one denies the existence of 
the law of cause and eff ect, one is acting against the advice of the spiri-
tual master, since the gurus advise us to follow the law of karma. Such 
a denial also constitutes contradicting the precepts in relation to the 
Th ree Jewels. It is you yourself who will be the loser, for there is no dif-
ference on the part of the Th ree Jewels. Following the law of cause and 
eff ect should be taken not as something which helps the dharma, but 
rather as an act which helps your own happiness. You should not have 
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the notion: Although I do not need the dharma personally, if I do not 
practice, the Buddha’s doctrine might degenerate. Th is is the wrong 
type of att itude. Keutsang Jamyang Rinpoche said in his Chagchen Zin-
dri (Notes on Mahamudra), a meditation manual on emptiness: “If 
one has the notion that one’s practice of dharma contributes toward 
the dharma, or does a favor for the dharma, that is a wrong att itude.”

II. The Stages Common to Middling Scope

 87.  Violently tossed as I am by waves of delusions and karma, 
Plagued by hordes of sea-monsters—the three suff erings—
Inspire me to develop an intense longing to be free 
Of this dreadful boundless great ocean of existence.

Th is passage outlines a refl ection on the general suff erings of samsara 
and on the nature of the truths of suff ering and its origins, which enables 
us to understand the process by which we rotate in this cyclic existence. 
It talks of the four noble truths. When the Buddha taught dharma, he 
fi rst taught the four noble truths. Th is topic is very vast. Although one 
has to meditate on the rarity of the precious human form and so forth, I 
think refl ecting on these truths brings about more change within one’s 
mental continuum. If at the beginning one cannot identify the dharma 
and develop the certainty that it has great value, then one will not be 
able to engage in proper practice. Sometimes I feel the sequence of the 
lamrim should be more modeled on the sequence of the four noble 
truths as explained by the Buddha himself. In the lamrim are described 
the suff erings of the hell realms, but it is quite diffi  cult to convince peo-
ple of their existence and for them to imagine them. Doing so is actu-
ally not necessary, because we have enough suff erings with our own 
body on this planet, so one can just refl ect on those. We have taken 
rebirths for innumerable lifetimes and the continuity of the conscious-
ness goes on. Even if you think you will go on taking rebirth as a human 
being, you can refl ect on the suff erings of human beings: fi rst of birth, 
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then of growing up, becoming old and dying again, and so forth. If you 
were to continue in this cycle, let us say hundreds, thousands, and mil-
lions of times, there is really not much sense in it. Th erefore, if there is 
any possibility of putt ing an end to this meaningless rotation, it is high 
time we searched for it.
 Our “leader” is actually the defi lements and negative actions. If one 
is not able to revolt against and overcome those, the most harmful fac-
tors, then one is not really a human being. If instead one preserves them 
within oneself and always puts the blame on external harmful spirits 
and thinks of them as one’s worst enemies, this is actually quite con-
tradictory to the practice of bodhichitt a. If I were a harmful spirit and 
someone pointed his fi nger at me and said, “You are a harmful spirit,” I 
would be happy because that shows that my accuser has not been able 
to identify his own enemy, and hence is vulnerable to my harms. If one 
actually practices bodhichitt a properly and views all beings as friends, 
then harmful spirits will not harm one, for one will be invulnerable.
 Th e emotional affl  ictions such as att achment are termed the “arrows 
of fl owers,” because, like fl ower arrows, they cannot pierce anything 
violently, yet they infl uence us in a kind of gentle way. Defi lements are 
very harmful. When we have them in an obvious and manifest way we 
forget about their destructive nature. If, under the infl uence of these 
harmful factors you indulge in negative actions, it is defi nite that you 
will have to experience the consequences. So, being sick, for exam-
ple, is actually the consequence of your own past actions. It is possi-
ble that there might be slight harm from others such as external spirits, 
but mainly it is the consequence of your own actions. In the same way, 
the happiness that you experience is basically the consequence of your 
own actions; the dharmapalas might provide circumstantial assistance 
that could lead to an earlier fruition of the actions, and then take the 
whole credit for it! As a result they are rewarded with torma off erings! 
 When anger arises, reactions like shouting at people and insulting 
them and so forth naturally follow; it is very spontaneous, and you will 
indulge in negative actions. Uncomfortable consequences are actu-
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ally experienced right at that moment. At that instant even your facial 
expression changes and you feel very uncomfortable and uptight; that 
is just the beginning of the suff ering. As a result, when one indulges in 
a negative action it leaves an imprint on the consciousness. When we 
talk of the base on which the imprints on the consciousness are left , it 
is of two types: the enduring base which is the mere I, and the tempo-
rary base which is the consciousness. Th ese lines of a prayer writt en by 
the First Dalai Lama, Gedun Drubpa, help a lot:

Refl ect upon the kindness of all beings in general, 
And cultivate respect toward spiritual persons in particular.

 So long as the defi lements are not extinguished, one can never over-
come suff ering completely; therefore, until such a stage is att ained, suf-
fering remains infi nite. I think that among the practitioners of lamrim 
there are those who have strong faith in the dharma. For those who 
have strong faith but do not have much understanding, it is good to be 
guided beginning with the contemplation on the rarity of the precious 
human form. But, as suggested earlier, there are certain types of people 
whom it is bett er to guide on the basis of the four noble truths, even 
though, seen from a superfi cial view, it may seem that they are being 
led on the middling scope before the small scope. Such guidance will 
give them a very comprehensive understanding, because when some-
one is guided according to that sequence it is natural that he or she will 
see the potential of the precious human form and its value. One can 
see that the guru is very valuable through such a process. Otherwise, if 
the value of the guru is established by citing quotations from the sutras 
and tantras right at the beginning, it will be diffi  cult to accept for a cer-
tain kind of person. First of all he or she will question the validity of the 
scripture itself.

 88.  I have abandoned the view that sees this unbearable prison
Of cyclic existence as a pleasure grove;
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Inspire me to maintain the three trainings, the store of the 
aryas’ treasures,

And thereby hold the banner of liberation.

What is meant by “cyclic existence” in this passage is the state where 
emotional affl  ictions are given the upper hand and kept unharmed. 
No matt er what kind of prosperous lives you may enjoy as a human 
being or deva, you will still be found in cyclic existence. You might 
even achieve a higher state of birth like the “peak of existence,” at which 
stage you temporarily do not experience suff erings or even gross, fl uc-
tuating happiness, remaining only in a very neutral state. In this state, 
the gross conceptual thoughts have ceased, so you temporarily experi-
ence great peace and bliss, something akin to an absorption into a state 
of cessation, for a long time. But since you will still have the self-grasp-
ing att itude within you, you will not have achieved liberation. As long 
as there are defi lements within you, there will be no happiness. Th ere-
fore, cyclic existence is compared to a prison. Th e reference to hold-
ing “the banner of liberation” is to the practice of morality, more in the 
context of the middling scope. Th e training in calm abiding and special 
insight are explained in Lama Chöpa in the section on the great scope.

III. The Stages of Great Scope

 89. I have considered how all these tormented beings are
My mothers who have kindly cared for me again and again;
Inspire me to develop unfeigned compassion
Like that of a loving mother for her precious child.

Th is passage outlines the practice of bodhichitt a. In Kachem Lung 
Kurma, Yongdzin Yeshe Gyaltsen is quoted:

Th e bodhisatt vas of higher faculties train 
According to the techniques of exchanging oneself for others, 
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And bodhisatt vas of lower faculties train 
According to the techniques of the seven-point cause and 

eff ect method.

In both cases you cultivate loving-kindness. In order to achieve gen-
uine bodhichitt a, it is necessary to have compassion, which in turn 
depends upon having developed loving-kindness focused upon all 
beings. Regarding the techniques for cultivating such compassion, two 
major systems have emerged: the seven-point cause and eff ect method 
and the method of equalizing and exchanging oneself with others. In 
this text both of these systems are integrated into a single method.
 Having recognized others as mothers and having recollected their 
kindness, one has to repay them. Th e more forceful your loving-kind-
ness, the more forceful will be your generation of compassion and love 
and also the unusual att itude.

 90. As no-one desires even the slightest suff ering
Nor ever has enough of happiness, 
Th ere is no diff erence between myself and others; 
Th erefore, inspire me to rejoice when others are happy.

Th is passage explains the practice of exchanging oneself with others. 
For this practice there are no techniques superior to those outlined in 
the Bodhisatt vacharyavatara with which you are probably quite famil-
iar. In addition to the self-grasping att itude, the self-cherishing att i-
tude is viewed by the bodhisatt vas as one of their arch-enemies. For 
us, these two types of consciousness, the self-cherishing att itude and 
the self-grasping att itude, are like twins. Th ey reside within us as insep-
arable; they assist each other. Th rough the force of gaining the direct 
realization of emptiness and the path of meditation, you can abandon 
the self-grasping att itude. So, at that stage the self-cherishing att itude 
alone remains. Th is self-cherishing att itude has many diff erent levels, 
subtle and coarser. For a very powerful bodhisatt va who has not yet 
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abandoned the delusions, the self-cherishing att itude would not be 
as forceful as the self-grasping att itude. But the self-grasping and self-
cherishing att itudes within us stay at leisure, because we do not revolt 
against them. We read the root text on wisdom, we recite the Lama 
Chöpa, but it does not aff ect them at all. Nothing poses any threat to 
them.
 From here onwards, the text explains the disadvantages of the self-
cherishing att itude and the advantages of the att itude which cherishes 
the welfare of others.

 91. Th is chronic disease of cherishing myself 
Is the cause of unwanted suff ering; 
Perceiving this, may I be inspired to blame, begrudge
And destroy this monstrous demon of self-cherishing.

 92. Cherishing my mothers and seeking to secure them in bliss 
Is the gateway to infi nite virtues; 
Seeing this, may I be inspired to hold them dearer than my 

life, 
Even should they arise as my enemies.

 93. In brief, infantile beings labor for their own gain only,
While the buddhas work solely for others;
Understanding the distinctions between their respective 

faults and virtues,
May I be inspired to be able to exchange myself for others.

Th ese passages explain the possibility of exchanging oneself with 
others. It says here in the root text that it is not necessary to explain 
the practice elaborately, but in short one can see the disadvantages and 
advantages of cherishing oneself and others merely by comparing one-
self and the Buddha.
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Meditation on Equanimity
Kyabje Trijang Rinpoche had a very unique meditation on the cultiva-
tion of equanimity, explaining it in the context of the conventional and 
ultimate truths.

1. Th e fi rst section, that dealing with conventional truth, is divided into 
two points: (a) the viewpoint of others, and (b) the viewpoint of one-
self. Th ese in turn are each divided into three:

a) Th e three factors for cultivating equanimity from the viewpoint of 
others are described below. 
 Th e fi rst is the thought that all sentient beings, including yourself, 
do not desire suff ering and therefore there is no point in being partial 
or discriminatory.
 Th e second is the recognition that sentient beings and oneself 
equally desire happiness, yet lack it; therefore, there is no point in dis-
criminating. It is like a situation when there are many beggars—there 
is no reason to make any discrimination among them when we give to 
them.
 Th e fi rst point is the summary and the second one is the 
elaboration.
 Th e third explains that all sentient beings are equal in lacking hap-
piness. Although they desire happiness and shun suff ering, they are 
affl  icted by suff ering. Analogously, if a lot of patients are affl  icted by the 
same illness, there is no reason for discriminating among them when 
treating them.
 Th ese are the three factors from the viewpoint of others. One trains 
in the att itude, “I shall never discriminate between beings when I help 
them overcome suff erings and gain happiness.”

b) Th e three factors for cultivating equanimity from the viewpoint of 
oneself have to do with the idea that if one wants to look at things from 
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the viewpoint of others, it is necessary that one should see them all as 
equal to oneself.
 First, one might have the thought, “Among others, some harm me 
and some help me,” and thus might try to justify having a discriminatory 
att itude. Th en one should refl ect upon the fact that all sentient beings 
have been one’s relatives and mothers, friends, and so forth. Th ey have 
helped one in the past and they are helping one now, and they will also 
help one in the future. Th rough such lines of reasoning, one reaches the 
conclusion that there is no justifi cation for discrimination.
 Second, one might then have the thought, “Although beings may 
occasionally help me, still they remain either harmful or neutral, and 
the neutral persons can be neglected because they are actually entirely 
unrelated to me.” Such an att itude is also wrong. To give an example: 
Although all the persons who contributed to the building of this tem-
ple, such as those who sold the rods and the cement and so forth, are 
not here, indirectly they have been helpful to us. So, when one thinks 
along these lines, one fi nds that there are more occasions when others 
help and fewer occasions when they harm. Enemies are especially very 
kind, because they serve as an impetus for one’s own practice, as is 
explained thoroughly in the Bodhisatt vacharyavatara. Th at is the sec-
ond technique for cultivating equanimity.
 Th ird, one might realize that for one’s part one is under the infl uence 
of karma and many defi lements and likewise the other sentient beings 
are under the infl uence of karma and defi lements. As explained in the 
Bodhisatt vacharyavatara, there is no point in one who is in the nature 
of impermanence, suff ering, and conventionality having hatred toward 
someone who has the same nature.

2. Th e second section explains the cultivation of equanimity in the ulti-
mate sense. (Th is “ultimate” should not be taken to refer to the ultimate 
truth of emptiness—rather, it means that the explanation is relatively 
ultimate in comparison to the sense of the preceding section.)
 First, if there is such a phenomenon as a person who is a permanent 
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enemy who has to be eliminated, then the Buddha, who has an omni-
scient mind, should see him. Buddha has not seen such a person; he 
saw all people as friends. Also, the enemies and friends are actually rel-
atives. Just as Gungtang Rinpoche said:

Even your best friend of today,
If caught up in a slight misunderstanding caused by a few 

unsett ling words, 
Could turn into your worst enemy tomorrow; 
So, the question of near and distant ends there.

 Second, these “enemies” are changeable, so they are not permanent. 
Just as is explained in Aryadeva’s Chatu-shataka Shastra, “If there is an 
ultimate enemy, the Buddha should see him; and such a person should 
not change, which is not the case.”
 Th irdly, as explained in Th e Compendium of Deeds, enemy and friend 
are actually posited in dependence upon each other and are therefore 
only relative. We can say that enemies and friends do exist on a con-
ventional or relative level, but what we are actually trying to prevent is 
the negative states of mind of hatred and att achment associated with 
enemy and friend. We are not stopping the recognition of someone as 
enemy and friend but are trying to prevent our fl uctuating emotions 
based on there being enemies and friends at a relative level. For exam-
ple, the Buddha sees all sentient beings as friends, but he does not gen-
erate any att achment. Th ere actually are harmful spirits who impede 
the fl ourishing of the dharma, but one should not have hatred toward 
them just because of that. Th e lines of reasoning in this third point do 
not actually negate the conventional existence of the enemy and friend, 
but rather they negate the inherent existence of enemy and friend. It 
is this apprehension of enemy and friend as inherently existent which 
gives rise to negative states of mind such as hatred and att achment.
 So, altogether nine points of meditation for cultivating equanim-
ity have been explained. Th ey are very profound. Th ese methods are 
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arranged and explained in a very practical way and have their source in 
the Bodhisatt vacharyavatara and also Ratnavali. It is very good to study 
and practice these two texts in conjunction.
 If you are going to practice the two major techniques for cultivating 
bodhichitt a in an integrated way, fi rst you should cultivate equanim-
ity. Th is is the equanimity which is also common to the lower vehicles; 
hence equanimity is likened to a smooth ground which is moistened 
by love, as described by a master in the following verse:

I invoke your inspiration, O Omniscient One—
You have att ained the supreme fruit of the bodhichitt a tree, 
Born from the seed of unceasing compassion, 
Moistened by love in the soil of equanimity.

Th e order of generation is (1) equanimity; (2) recognition of all beings 
as mothers; (3) recollection of their kindness; (4) repaying their kind-
ness; at that point, (5) special equanimity which is cultivated from the 
viewpoint of oneself and others; (6) refl ection on the disadvantages of 
the self-cherishing att itude; (7) understanding the advantages of cher-
ishing others. From this arises a very unique loving-kindness which 
is induced by the att itude of exchanging oneself for others. It is quite 
diff erent from the love generated earlier. Th is state of loving-kindness 
is much more forceful than the one cultivated and induced by recog-
nizing the mothers, recollecting their kindness, and repaying it. Th en 
comes the actual exchange of oneself with others. Th is is in turn fol-
lowed by the practice of (8) giving and (9) taking, which are induced 
by love and compassion respectively; and then (10) development of 
the special unusual att itude, which leads on to (11) the cultivation of 
actual bodhichitt a.

 94. Cherishing myself is the doorway to all downfalls, 
While cherishing my mothers is the foundation of 

everything good;
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Inspire me to make the core of my practice 
Th e yoga of exchanging myself for others.

Here you must develop the conviction, “Th ere is no practice superior 
to the practice of exchanging oneself for others. Th is is the essence of 
all the teachings; hence I shall devote all my eff ort to engaging in this 
great practice of ‘giving and taking’.”

 95. Th erefore, O venerable compassionate gurus, 
Bless me that all karmic obscurations and suff erings 
Of mother migrators ripen upon me right now,
And that I may give others my happiness and virtuous deeds 
In order that all sentient beings have happiness.

Th is is the actual practice, done in connection with the visualization of 
giving and taking. It was explained by Nagarjuna in Ratnavali thus:

May their negative fruits ripen upon me, 
And my positive fruits upon them.

 When Panchen Lama Lozang Chökyi Gyaltsen fi rst composed this 
text, the fi rst line was not included. Because it is very powerful, he was 
requested to insert one more line. Th erefore, there are fi ve lines in this 
verse. Having refl ected on the advantages and disadvantages of the two 
types of att itudes, at the point when one has actually brought about 
a certain change within one’s mental continuum, one calls out to the 
guru, “Hence I request, O most compassionate guru, may the negative 
obscurations and suff erings of all other sentient beings instantly come 
upon me and may I be able to share my virtues and happiness with other 
sentient beings.” It is good to recite this verse three times at least.
 Although in the text we fi nd the suff erings, obscurations and neg-
ativities mentioned together, when you do the practice you should 
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rather visualize them individually, as you recite them. First, all the suf-
ferings in the form of a black heap, or cloud, or in the form of black 
liquids dissolve into the depth of your heart at the point where you 
usually visualize the concentration being. It is the spot where you have 
the strong feeling of “I.” Imagine them dissolving into your indestruc-
tible drop. During the second repetition, all the causes of these suf-
ferings—the self-grasping att itude and its derivatives like hatred and 
so forth—dissolve into the indestructible drop. Th en, during the third 
repetition, the imprints left  by the defi lements which are the obstruc-
tions to omniscience should be visualized in the form of many fright-
ening insects. (It is funny, I fi nd caterpillars very frightening!) You can 
visualize frightening insects coming from all directions and dissolving 
into the indestructible drop at your heart, and imagine that they sort 
of consume your precious body and mind. People generally fi nd a scor-
pion very frightening; some even do not mention its name, just calling 
it “the negativities”!34 If such a visualization is done, it actually harms 
the self-cherishing att itude, because it brings about the experience of a 
threat to the sense of permanence and independence normally associ-
ated with our feeling of “I.”
 Having taken all the suff erings and defi lements and so forth upon 
yourself, next develop the practice of compassion by giving. Give all 
the best qualities within yourself—your virtues, wealth, body, and 
everything. Th ey should be given to the other sentient beings without 
any sense of miserliness.
 Th e practice of taking all types of suff erings can be extended by tak-
ing the obstructions to omniscience from the bodhisatt vas at the high 
levels. Actually there is nothing you can take from those just on the 
point of actualizing enlightenment—but you can give your virtues so 
that they can increase the power of the antidotes for extinguishing the 
obstructions to omniscience. In the same way, you cannot take any-
thing negative from your guru or from the Buddha, but there is some-
thing you can give. You cannot think that the guru and the buddhas are 
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lacking happiness and that you can share your happiness, but rather, 
you can imagine your virtues in the form of off erings and then make 
these off erings to them.

 96.  Th ough the world and the beings therein are full of the 
fruits of evil,

And undesired suff erings shower upon me like rain,
Inspire me to see them as means to exhaust the results of 

negative karma,
And to take these miserable conditions as a path.

From here on, the text explains the practice of thought transformation. 
Most of the seven points of the seven-point thought transformation are 
included here. At this degenerated time, when we encounter adverse 
circumstances, we should be able to bring these factors into the con-
text of the practice of bodhichitt a. You should not let yourself fall under 
the infl uence of these circumstances but rather should be determined 
that under any circumstances you will practice bodhichitt a, whether 
you are sick or healthy. In both this lifetime and the future you must 
have the determination to carry on with the practice of bodhichitt a. So, 
when you enjoy happiness you should dedicate it for the happiness of 
all sentient beings.

 97.  In short, no matt er what appearances may arise, be they good 
or bad,

Inspire me to take them into a path enhancing the two 
bodhichitt as

Th rough the practice of the fi ve forces—the essence of the 
entire dharma—

And thus enjoy only a mind of happiness.

Th is passage explains how to undertake a lifetime’s practice on a daily 
basis. It explains what are called the fi ve forces:
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1) the force of intention. Th is is the intention to engage in an activ-
ity. When you wake up in the morning, you must develop the 
intention: Th roughout this day I shall engage in the proper prac-
tice of bodhichitt a, especially training in the att itude of exchang-
ing myself for others. Th is is the preparation.

2) the force of familiarity. As explained before, the power of the 
 virtuous qualities of the mind depends on familiarity with them. 
Just visualizing and meditating once will not help much. So, when 
you meet suff ering sentient beings you should recall this practice. 
Actually, all circumstances should remind one of the practice of 
bodhichitt a; that is what is meant by the force of familiarity. Th is 
is very important for all practices.

3)  the force of meritorious deeds. Th is refers to engaging in merito-
rious deeds in order to increase the practice of bodhichitt a.

4) the force of rejection, which is refraining from ill deeds.
5)  the force of aspiration. When you go to bed you should dedicate 

all the merits, especially from the practice of bodhichitt a, for the 
welfare of all sentient beings.

 Trying to integrate these forces each day is how you should go about 
doing your practice. Such a yogin’s state of mind would not be dis-
turbed by any external circumstances, whether they be favorable or 
adverse.

 98. Inspire me to immediately conjoin whatever I meet to 
meditation

By the skillful means of having the four applications,
And to make this opportune rebirth worthwhile
By practicing the advice and commitments of mind  

training.

Th is passage talks of employing four actions. Th ese are (1) accumulat-
ing merits; (2) purifying negative actions; (3) off ering tormas to the 
harmful spirits; and (4) entrusting the dharma protectors with activ-
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ities. Here one is requesting the harmful spirits to infl ict more harms 
upon oneself, because if they do, it aff ects one’s self-cherishing att i-
tude—normally we would ask them not to disturb us. Here it also 
mentions requesting activities of the dharmapalas in order to have a 
very successful practice of thought transformation. Th e text then goes 
on to explain the eighteen commitments of thought transformation 
and the precepts of thought transformation practice.

Eight Verses on Th ought Transformation 
I shall now read and explain briefl y one of the most important texts 
on thought transformation, Lojong Tsigyema (Eight Verses on Th ought 
Transformation). It was composed by Geshe Langri Tangba, who was 
a very unusual bodhisatt va. I myself read it daily and received the trans-
mission of the commentary from Kyabje Trijang Rinpoche.

 (i) With a determination to accomplish
Th e highest welfare for all sentient beings, 
Who surpass even a wish-granting jewel, 
I will learn to hold them supremely dear.

One is requesting: May I be able to view them as a precious jewel 
because they are the object on whose account I can achieve omni-
science; so, may I be able to hold them dear.

 (ii)  Whenever I associate with others, 
I will learn to think of myself as the lowest among all, 
And respectfully hold others as being supreme, 
From the depth of my heart.

“Respectfully hold others as being supreme” means not regarding 
them as some object of pity that you look down on, but rather taking 
them as higher objects. Take, for example, insects: Th ey are inferior to 
ourselves because they do not know the proper things to adopt and 
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discard—whereas we do know because we see the destructive nature 
of the defi lements. Such is the case, but we can look at the facts from 
another viewpoint as well. Although we are aware of the destructive 
nature of the defi lements, we nevertheless let ourselves be under their 
infl uence, and in that sense we are inferior to insects.

 (iii)  In all actions, I will learn to search into my own mind, 
And as soon as an affl  ictive emotion arises, 
Endangering myself and others, 
I will fi rmly face and avert it.

When one is engaged in a practice of this kind, the only things which 
cause obstacles are the defi lements within one’s own mental contin-
uum; on the other hand, spirits and so forth do not cause any obstacles. 
So, you should not have an att itude of idleness and passivity toward the 
inner enemy, but rather, you should be alert and forthcoming, counter-
ing the defi lements immediately.

 (iv)  I will cherish beings of bad nature,
And those oppressed by strong negativities and suff erings, 
As if I had found a precious treasure 
Very diffi  cult to fi nd.

Th ese lines emphasize the transformation of those thoughts focused 
on sentient beings who have very strong negativities; generally speak-
ing, it is more diffi  cult to have compassion toward persons affl  icted by 
suff erings and so forth, when they have a very bad nature and person-
ality. Actually, such people should be regarded as the most supreme 
objects of one’s compassion. Your att itude, when you encounter such 
persons, should be as though you had found a treasure.

 (v)  When others, out of jealousy, treat me badly 
With abuse, slander and so on, 
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I will learn to take all loss 
And off er the victory to them.

Generally speaking, if others have done you wrong without any jus-
tifi cation, it is—in worldly terms—lawful to retaliate; but the practi-
tioner of thought transformation techniques should always give the 
victory to others.

 (vi)  When one whom I have benefi ted with great hope 
Unreasonably hurts me very badly, 
I will learn to view that person 
As an excellent spiritual guide.

Th en, regarding sentient beings for whom you have done a lot, nor-
mally you expect them to repay your kindness and thus you place 
hope in them. But instead, you should think: If such a person harms 
me instead of repaying my kindness, may I not retaliate against him, 
but rather refl ect upon his kindness and be able to see him as a spe-
cial guide.

 (vii)  In short, I will learn to off er to everyone without exception 
All help and happiness directly and indirectly, 
And secretly take upon myself 
All the harms and suff ering of my mothers.

It says, “In short, may I be able to off er all the good qualities that I have 
to all sentient beings”—this is the practice of giving—and, “May I be 
able secretly to take all their harms and suff erings of this and future life-
times.” Th is refers to the process of inhalation and exhalation.
 Up to here, the verses have dealt with the practice of conventional 
bodhichitt a. Th e techniques for cultivating conventional bodhichitt a 
should not be infl uenced by att itudes such as: If I undertake the prac-
tice of giving and taking I will have bett er health, and so forth, which 
would indicate the infl uence of worldly considerations. You should not 
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have the att itude: If I do such a practice people will respect me and 
regard me as a good practitioner. In short, your practice of these tech-
niques should not be infl uenced by any worldly motives.

 (viii) I will learn to keep all these practices
Undefi led by the stains of the eight worldly conceptions, 
And, by understanding all phenomena to be like illusions, 
I will be released from the bondage of att achment.

Th ese lines speak about the practice of ultimate bodhichitt a. When we 
talk of the antidotes to the eight worldly att itudes, there are many lev-
els. Th e actual antidote for overcoming the infl uence of such worldly 
att itudes is to understand the non-inherent nature of phenomena. 
All phenomena are not inherently existent—they are like illusions. 
Although they appear as truly existent they have no reality. “Having 
understood their relative nature, may I be freed from the binding knot 
of the self-grasping att itude.”
 You should read Lojong Tsigyema every day to enhance your practice 
of the bodhisatt va ideal.

 99.  So that I may rescue all beings from the vast ocean of  
becoming, 

Inspire me to master true bodhichitt a, 
Th rough love, compassion, and the superior intention 
Conjoined with the technique of mounting taking and giving 

upon the breath.

 Having done the visualization of the lojong practice, you should visu-
alize the nectars descending and so forth.

 100.  Inspire me to eagerly strive in the practice
Of the three moralities of the Mahayana,
And to bind my mind-stream with pure bodhisatt va vows,
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Th e single path journeyed by victorious ones of the three 
times.

Th is verse deals with the bodhisatt va vows. I think that at this point one 
can take bodhisatt va vows on the basis of this manual, because the pre-
liminaries such as refuge, confession, and so on, have been completed. 
Taking the vows can now be done by meditating on the verse “Sangye 
Chötsogma”:

I go for refuge to Buddha, dharma and the supreme 
community

Until my achievement of complete enlightenment;
Th rough the merits of giving and so forth that I have 

acquired,
May I achieve buddhahood to help sentient beings.

or, the verse from the Bodhisatt vacharyavatara:

Just as the previous sugatas generated the precious 
bodhichitt a 

And practiced in accordance with its precepts, 
So shall I, in order to benefi t all beings, 
Develop that precious mind and follow its precepts.

If you wish to cultivate the aspirational aspect of bodhichitt a you 
should do it at this point.
 Th e next stanzas explain the six perfections. Th e four ripening fac-
tors are included within the six perfections. Here a review is made of 
the six perfections.

 101. Inspire me to transform my body, wealth, and virtues of the 
three times

Into the objects desired by each sentient being;
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And through the advice of enhancing detached giving,
Complete the perfection of generosity.

Th is fi rst of these verses talks of the practice of generosity. Th e posses-
sions that you can aff ord to part with should be given away with gen-
erosity, but the most important thing is to increase and develop the 
att itude of generosity.

 102. Inspire me to complete the perfection of moral conduct
By working for sentient beings, accumulating virtuous 

qualities,
And not transgressing the bounds of the pratimoksha,
Bodhichitt a or tantric vows, even at the cost of my life.

Th is passage speaks of the practice of the three types of morality, 
of restraint, of gathering virtues, and of working for the welfare of 
others.

103. Should all the nine types of beings of the three realms
Become angry at me, abuse, upbraid, threaten, or even kill me,
Inspire me to complete the perfection of patience
And, undisturbed, work for their benefi t in response to 

their harm.

Th e practice of patience: “Even if all the sentient beings arise as my 
enemy and take my life, may I be able to restrain myself from retali-
ating and losing my patience.” Th e verse also explains the other types 
of patience such as those developed by voluntarily accepting suff ering 
and through conviction in the dharma.

104. Even if I must remain in the fi res of Avici 
For an ocean of eons for the sake of each sentient being, 
Inspire me to complete the perfection of joyous eff ort, 
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And through compassion to strive for supreme 
enlightenment.

Th is speaks of the practice of joyous eff ort: “Th rough the force of com-
passion may I never lose the courage to work for the att ainment of 
supreme enlightenment for the benefi t of others.”

105. By avoiding the faults of dullness, agitation, and distraction, 
With one-pointed concentration set 
On the mode of existence of all phenomena—voidness of 

true existence—
Inspire me to complete the perfection of concentration.

Th is passage explains the practice of meditative stabilization: “May I be 
able to overcome mental sinking and mental excitement, which are the 
internal obstacles to concentration.” Here the object taken for medita-
tive stabilization is emptiness; an analytic process having been applied, 
absorptive meditation is undertaken. Th is is what is meant by search-
ing for the absorptive meditation through the analytic process.

 106. Th rough the wisdom discriminating suchness
Conjoined with the induced tranquility and great bliss,
Inspire me to complete the perfection of wisdom
Th rough the space-like yoga absorbed on the ultimate 

truth.

Here the perfection of wisdom is explained. Th e wisdom distinguish-
ing the nature of phenomena—when assisted by the factors of men-
tal and physical pliancy arising aft er a realization of emptiness—could 
then engage in the yoga of space-like meditative equipoise.

 107. Inspire me to perfect the illusion-like concentration 
By realizing how all outer and inner phenomena 
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Lack true existence yet still appear 
Like illusions, dreams, or the moon’s image in a still lake.

Regarding one’s practice in the period subsequent to the att ainment 
of equipoise, the verse says that although all phenomena, both exter-
nal and internal, lack inherent existence, they still appear; they are just 
like refl ections. Although they do appear to be objectively existent, 
there is no such existence. Th eir existence is only on the nominal level. 
So, you should have the conviction: Although at this stage things do 
appear to me as inherently existent, since I have had the experience of 
their emptiness during meditative equipoise, I know they are all like 
illusions. Th is explains the illusion-like meditation of the post-medi-
tational period.

 108. Samsara and nirvana have not an atom of true existence,
While dependent arising by cause and eff ect is non-

deceptive; 
Inspire me to realize the import of Nagarjuna’s thought: 
Th at these two are not contradictory, but complementary.

Th ese lines explain the seeing of emptiness in terms of dependent aris-
ing, and dependent arising in terms of emptiness; it is through the rea-
soning of dependent arising that one establishes emptiness. Because it 
is not independent, emptiness itself is also not inherently existent. Th e 
text explains that conventional reality, appearance, and the fi nal mode 
of existence, emptiness, are complementary to each other. So, when 
you develop ascertainment of the infallibility of the law of interdepen-
dence, you will know that things are dependent upon other factors and 
they lack an independent nature. Th erefore, you will be able to per-
ceive that the appearance and the actual status are not contradictory 
but rather are complementary.
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IV. The Stages of the Tantric Path

 109. Th en, through the kindness of my helmsman, Vajradhara, 
Inspire me to cross the labyrinth ocean of tantra 
By holding my vows and pledges, the root of siddhis, 
Dearer than my life.

Th is passage explains the practice of tantra: “Having taken the initia-
tion, may I be able to observe the vows and commitments taken at that 
time.”

 110. Inspire me to cleanse all stains of att achment to ordinary 
appearance

Th rough the fi rst-stage yoga of transforming birth, death, 
and bardo 

Into the three conquerors’ bodies, 
And to see whatever appears as the deity.

Th is verse deals with the practice of the generation stage. Th e object 
of abandonment of the generation stage is ordinary conception and 
appearance. Th ere are two positions: One holds that according to tan-
tra these two, ordinary conception and appearance, are actually the two 
obstructions; the other asserts that ordinary appearance and ordinary 
conception are the object of abandonment in the context of tantra on 
the generation stage. At least during the meditation session you should 
prevent yourself from falling under the infl uence of ordinary appear-
ance and conception. Realization of the generation stage matures the 
practitioner for the practice of the completion stage.

 111.  Sett ing your feet, O protector, in the eight petals of my heart
Within the central channel, inspire me to actualize
Th e path uniting clear light and illusory body
In this very lifetime.
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To explain this in the context of Guhyasamaja, through the “subtle 
yoga of analysis” and the “gross yoga of single mindfulness” one can 
experience the isolated body and the isolated speech, which lead on to 
the isolated mind. On the stage of isolated mind, having received the 
inspiration of Lama Lozang Th ubwang Dorje Chang, the guru remains 
in the indestructible drop at the heart channel-wheel of yourself as the 
guru-deity.
 Th e practice of completion stage, if you are undertaking it in partic-
ular, should be done at this point.
 It is said that all virtuous practices are done on the basis of guru 
yoga. If you are undertaking your practice within such a framework, 
you should recite Lama Chöpa at the beginning of the day, but the merit 
fi eld should not be dissolved. You should do your other daily practices 
and other activities during the day, and when you go to bed you can 
dissolve the merit fi eld and conclude Lama Chöpa. As the guru dis-
solves into you, imagine that your body, speech, and mind are blessed 
by the guru; being so greatly fortunate, you should enter into the clear 
light of sleep. When you arise in the morning, imagine arising from this 
clear light.
 So, you can leave it either at this point or at a later stage (before 
verse 115). Leaving Lama Chöpa at this point is at least honest, because 
you are saying to the merit fi eld, “I have done some virtuous things 
and also I have done some nonvirtuous things,” and so you are mak-
ing an honest declaration. Th ere is actually such a tradition, which I 
think is very good. You can leave it at this point; I leave it here myself 
and do all my daily practices, sadhanas, and so on in between. Th e 
whole purpose of practicing sadhanas is to achieve enlightenment in 
this lifetime. It is bett er to do the practices that follow later in this 
text, such as phowa (the transference of consciousness) and so forth, 
which are the practices of last resort, at the end of the day when you 
are going to bed. Prior to that you will have done all the other tech-
niques such as sadhanas and so forth, which means that you have 
done your best.
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 112.  Should I not have completed the points of the path at the 
time of death, 

Inspire me that I may reach a pure land
By either the instructions on applying the fi ve forces, 
Or by the forceful means to enlightenment, the guru’s 

transference.

Th e practice of phowa, the transference of consciousness, is mentioned 
here, as are the fi ve forces explained earlier. Here their meanings are 
specifi c to the time of death:

1) the force of intention: at the point of death to have the intention 
not to separate from bodhichitt a

2) the force of familiarity: to acquaint oneself with the stages of dis-
solution related to the experience of death. Th en, because of your 
training, when you actually experience them you will be able to 
recognize them without any obstructions. Th is has to be done 
through constant familiarization.

3) the force of the virtuous seed: giving up all one’s material pos-
sessions by making off erings to the higher objects. At the time of 
death you should not have any att achment focused upon your rel-
atives, possessions, and so forth. Th is is very important; you have 
to be very clear about it. Th e more you actually dispense with 
possessions, the bett er you will feel.

4) the force of the antidote: the practices of self-initiation and other 
forms of purifi cation

5) the force of aspiration: that either at the time of death or aft er 
death during the intermediate state, one should make the aspira-
tional prayer: May I never be separate from bodhichitt a even at 
the point of death, during my intermediate state, and so on.

 If you are specializing in the practice of transference of conscious-
ness, you can transform Lama Lozang Th ubwang Dorje Chang into 
Amitabha, or you can focus your att ention on the Amitabha in the 
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merit fi eld and invite him to your crown. Visualize your central chan-
nel, broader toward the tip and narrower at the lower end. Th e inde-
structible drop should be visualized in the form of white syllable A, 
and at the upper end of the channel you should visualize Amitabha fac-
ing the same way as yourself. Visualize also the central channel of the 
deity, the lower end of which joins the upper end of your own central 
channel. Focusing upon the seed syllable at your heart, cultivate the 
desire to spring it upwards and shoot it into the heart of Amitabha at 
your crown. When you are training in the transference of conscious-
ness, you have to draw the indestructible seed down again. You will 
reach a stage in this process where you feel some kind of itching sensa-
tion at your crown—that is the sign that you are actually trained. But 
at the time of death you will not draw back the seed syllable, but rather 
keep on shooting it up. All these visualizations are found in commen-
taries on the transference of consciousness.
 You should have a very good acquaintance with the dissolution pro-
cess as explained in the Guhyasamaja tantra—the dissolution of the 
twenty-fi ve gross phenomena and so forth. If you experience death 
with a virtuous state of mind, such as with the understanding of empti-
ness, strong faith in the guru, and so forth, even though you might have 
indulged in negative actions during your life, the force of that tempo-
rary circumstance will have a great eff ect in determining your rebirth.

 113. In short, O protector, inspire me 
Th at I may be cared for by you inseparably in all my future 

lives,
And become the chief of your disciples, 
Holding every secret of your body, speech, and mind.

 114. O protector, please grant me the good fortune 
To be the very foremost of your retinue wherever you 

manifest buddhahood,
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And that all my temporal and ultimate wishes and needs
Be eff ortlessly and spontaneously fulfi lled.

If you are practicing lamrim specifi cally, at this point you should insert 
the request prayer.
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Dissolving the Merit Field

Now for the dissolution of the merit fi eld at the conclusion of the 
practice. Visualize that the lineage gurus dissolve into the root guru, 
the lineage gurus of the vast and profound practices into Maitreya and 
Manjushri, and those of the experiential lineage into Vajradhara, so 
that fi nally there are fi ve gurus. Maitreya dissolves into the right arm of 
Lama Lozang Th ubwang Dorje Chang, Manjushri into the left , Vajra-
dhara into the crown, the root guru into the heart. Th e merit fi eld dis-
solves from above and below into Lama Lozang Th ubwang Dorje 
Chang, who descends to your crown. Th en visualize nectars descend-
ing and make requests to him. It is very good to meditate on lamrim 
with that visualization.

 115. Having been thus entreated, pray grant this request, 
O supreme gurus,

So that you might bless me, happily alight on the crown 
of my head

And once again set your radiant feet fi rmly
At the corolla of my heart lotus.

Again make fervent prayers from the depth of your heart. Just as found 
in the lineage guru prayer of mahamudra practice:
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Th is body of mine and your body, O Father, 
Th is speech of mine and your speech, O Father, 
Th is mind of mine and your mind, O Father—
Th rough your inspiring strength transform my three doors 

to become inseparable from yours.

Make fervent and strong prayers to the guru to be inseparable from 
you; the guru consents to your request and dissolves into you. Th ink 
that he will remain at your heart until your achievement of full enlight-
enment, blessing your heart. In some writings it has been explained 
that one should visualize the heart in the form of an eight-petalled 
lotus. You can visualize the guru entering into the lotus and the lotus 
closing its petals, and yourself becoming inseparable from the guru. As 
found in the commentaries on Yamantaka, it is also good to seal the 
lotus by what are known as the six seals.
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Dedication

 116. I dedicate the merit thus gathered 
Toward the realization of aims and deeds 
Of buddhas and their children of three times, 
And to the upholding of the doctrine of scripture and insight.

 117. May I in all lives, through the force of this merit,
Never separate from the four wheels of the great vehicle 
And accomplish all the stages of the path, 
Renunciation, bodhichitt a, perfect view, and the two stages.

That is how you should undertake your daily practice over the days, 
months, and years. It is good if you can actually gain some realizations 
within this lifetime. Even if you cannot, this practice will leave a very 
strong imprint within your mental continuum.
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Notes

 1. Th e seven features of the deity and his consort facing each other are (1) com-
plete enjoyment, (2) union, (3) great bliss, (4) non-inherent existence, (5) great 
compassion, (6) uninterrupted continuity, and (7) non-cessation.

 2. Panchen Lozang Chökyi Gyaltsen (1570-1662) was the fi rst Panchen Lama and 
was a very infl uential fi gure in the Gelug tradition. His greatest impact was on 
the practical aspect of the doctrine, and the many texts that he left  as his legacy 
still stand out for their clarity and comprehensiveness. He also served as the 
main tutor of H. H. the Fift h Dalai Lama.

 3. When the practitioner has withdrawn all the gross levels of winds into the cen-
tral channel and has thus ceased the conceptions they propel, he or she assumes 
a very subtle body having specifi c characteristics. Such a body is called illusory 
body (gyu lu) and also the enjoyment body of the path. It is the factor that puri-
fi es the intermediate state (bardo).

 4. Clear light is the subtlest level of mind, which becomes manifest only when all 
the gross minds have ceased their active functions. Th is state is experienced 
by ordinary beings naturally at the time of death but can also be intentionally 
induced through meditative techniques. Th e reference here is to the latt er.

 5. Truth body (dharmakaya), enjoyment body (sambhogakaya) and emanation 
body (nirmanakaya).

 6. Th e twenty-fi ve gross phenomena are fi ve aggregates, four elements, six sense 
faculties, fi ve sense objects within one’s continuum, and fi ve basic wisdoms.

 7. Th is refers to a process of gradual generation into a deity by the practitioner.
 8. Isolations of body, speech, and mind. Aided by the perception of every appear-

ance as mere sport or play of “inseparable bliss and emptiness” in the comple-
tion stage, the practitioner mentally isolates his body, speech, and mind from the 
tendencies of ordinariness.

 9. Th e four complete purities are the features that distinguish the tantric path from 
the sutra path. Th ey are complete purities of (1) environment, (2) body, (3) 
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resources, and (4) deeds. For an explanation, see Tantra in Tibet, by H.H. Dalai 
Lama, Tsong-ka-pa and Jeff rey Hopkins (Ithaca, N.Y.: Snow Lion Publications, 
1987).

 10. Generation stage (kye-rim) and completion stage (dzog-rim).
 11. See p. 67.
 12. Th e seven features of the Vairochana posture are the positions of the following 

parts of the body, as discussed in the commentary: (1) legs, (2) hands, (3) shoul-
ders, (4) spine, (5) head, (6) lips and teeth, and (7) tongue.

 13. Th e term mahayanist has two diff erent connotations, one from a philosophical 
viewpoint and the other from a practical perspective. Th e general reference is 
the latt er one, for it is on the basis of the mental faculties of practitioners that the 
distinction between the great and lesser vehicles is made.

 14. Detailed discussion on these reasonings can be found in the Buddhist logical 
texts such as Pramana-samucchaya by Dignaga and Pramanavartika of Dharma-
kirti. Th e logical premise of such reasonings is that however weak one’s initial 
understanding of impermanence and selfl essness is, if pursued with the right 
meditative techniques, it will eventually lead to direct experience. Because such 
understanding is rooted in a valid support of the mind, unlike athletic prowess, 
once developed it has the potential to come about spontaneously.

 15. See p. 166.
 16. Th e four immeasurables are immeasurable compassion, love, joy, and equanimity.
 17. Th e dissolution process of entirety is a meditation on dissolving one’s body into 

emptiness, where one visualizes the entire body melting into light and then dis-
solving both from above and below into the indestructible drop at the heart. 
Eventually the subtle drop is also dissolved into emptiness.

 18. Diamond sliver reasoning is a form of reasoning heavily employed by Nagar-
juna and his followers to refute the inherent existence of phenomena. A stan-
dard syllogism of this type of argument would read: A fl ower is not inherently 
produced because it is not self-produced, nor produced from inherently existing 
others, nor from both, nor causelessly. For a detailed explanation, see Meditation 
on Emptiness, by Jeff rey Hopkins (London: Wisdom Publications, 1983), pp. 57, 
131, and 639.

 19. Th e tree of the merit fi eld is composed of seven precious materials. Th e root is 
gold; trunk, silver; branches, lapis lazuli; leaves, crystal; stems, turquoise; fl ow-
ers, red pearl; and fruit, diamonds. Th is description is according to Yongzin 
Yeshe Gyaltsen’s Lama Chöpa commentary.

 20. See Abhisamayalankara by Maitreya, chapter one.
 21. Th e four factors for ripening the minds of others are giving material aid, using 

gentle speech, teaching specifi c practices, and sett ing a perfect example through 
one’s own way of life.

 22. Th e four types of vajrasanas are those of legs, channels, winds, and drops.
 23. A reality source (dharmodhaya or dharmadhatu) is an upturned pyramid symbol-

izing emptiness; it is oft en seen under the feet of wrathful deities.
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 24. Kunrig is one of the principal deities of yoga tantra. He is normally white with 
one face and four arms. Th e practice of this deity is well known for its extensive 
and complex hand mudras and leg postures.

 25. For an extensive discussion on this topic, see Abhisamayalankara by Maitreya, 
chapter four, and its related commentaries.

 26. See p. 131.
 27. Th e ten qualifi cations of a Mahayana teacher as outlined in Maitreya’s Mahayana-

sutralankara are (1) ethical self control; (2) serenity, meditative stabilization; (3) 
mental peace, derived through wisdom; (4) more knowledge than the disciple; 
(5) enthusiasm in practice; (6) richness of scriptural learning; (7) realization of 
reality; (8) skill in the art of teaching; (9) loving concern for the disciples; and 
(10) no sense of discouragement while working for the disciples.

 28. Th e two sets of ten principles as enumerated in Th e Fift y Verses of Guru Devotion 
are the ten outer and ten inner principles. Th e fi rst ten are skill in (1) the art and 
meditation of mandala; (2) meditative stabilizations; (3) hand mudras; (4) the 
art of sitt ing, such as vajrasana; (5) diff erent leg postures; (6) recitations; (7) 
fi re-burnt ritual; (8) off ering rituals; (9) fi erce activities; and (10) dissolution 
processes.

  Th e ten inner principles are skill in (1) the counteracting of hindrances through 
meditation on protection circles; (2) the preparation of mantra chakras; (3) the 
conferring of vase and secret initiations; (4) the conferring of wisdom aware-
ness and word initiations; (5) the separation of foes from their protectors; (6) 
torma rituals; (7) various mantra repetitions; (8) fi erce activities; (9) rites of 
consecration; and (10) rites of initiation.

 29. Th e fi rst lesson on elementary debate opens with a simple discussion on the 
divisions, classifi cations, and defi nitions of colors.

 30. Th e ten powers are knowledge of (1) sources and non-sources; (2) actions and 
their fruitions; (3) the concentrations, meditative liberations, and so forth; (4) 
superior and non-superior faculties; (5) the varieties of inclinations; (6) the 
divisions of the eighteen constituents and so forth; (7) the paths leading to all 
forms of cyclic existence and solitary peace; (8) the remembrance of former 
states; (9) death, transmigration, and birth; and (10) contaminations and their 
extinction.

 31. Th e practice of mixing is one of the main methods of taking ordinary death, 
intermediate state, and rebirth into the path as the truth body, enjoyment body, 
and emanation body, respectively. Th ere are altogether nine rounds of mixing 
with three for each, during the waking state, dream state, and the state of deep 
sleep. For a detailed explanation, see Clear Light of Bliss by Geshe Kelsang Gyatso 
(London: Wisdom Publications, 1982), p. 100.

 32. Pramanavartika, chapter two.
 33. Th e ten nonvirtuous actions are as follows: three actions of body—killing, steal-

ing, and sexual misconduct; four of speech—lying, divisive talk, harsh speech, 
and senseless gossip; and three of mind—covetousness, harmful intent, and 
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 perverted views. Restraining oneself from these actions constitutes the ten pos-
itive or virtuous actions.

 34. Th e Tibetan name for scorpion is digpa ranyag, the fi rst word of which also 
means negativity.
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bodhichitt a (continued)
ultimate, 66, 108, 130–131, 165
See also exchanging oneself with 

others
bodhisatt va, 39, 56, 121
bodhisatt va vows, 165, 167
body mandala, 73, 74, 101. See also 

deity: body mandala
breath, focus on, 36, 37
Buddha. See Shakyamuni Buddha

cause and eff ect, 83, 86, 147, 169
cessation, 46, 47, 49, 145, 146–147, 151
Chagchen Zindri, 148
Chakrasamvara, 71
channels, 13, 38, 73, 76, 170, 173
channel wheels, 75, 171
Chatu-shataka Shastra, 32, 109, 156
clear light, 14, 53, 56, 59, 109, 133, 

170–171
meaning, 12, 107

commitment beings, 88–89, 90
compassion. See bodhichitt a
completion stage, 13, 14, 15, 16, 107, 

170–171
concentration, 37, 39, 72, 95, 123, 168
conception and appearance, ordinary, 

16, 21, 120–121, 128, 170
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confession, 110–114
consciousness

continuity of, 141
imprints on, 150
subtle, 142

consort, 11, 73–75, 107, 108, 128, 136
conventional truth, 109, 154
cyclic existence, 150–151

dakini, 78, 89, 107, 131
Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso, 39, 40, 

41, 159
death, 41, 58, 59, 115, 141, 170, 172–173
dedication, 115–116
defi lements, att itude toward, 163. See 

also negativities
deity

body mandala, 11, 73–74, 76, 78, 99, 
129

meditational, 15, 18, 44, 53, 54, 71, 79, 
84, 85, 90, 131, 132

self-generation as, 53–55, 56, 59–60
De Lam Martid, 125
dependent arising, 169
dharma, 46–47, 49–50
dharmakaya. See truth body
dharmapalas, 83–88, 90, 91, 131, 132, 

149, 162
directional guardians, 74, 77, 87–88
divine pride, 21, 54–55, 60, 85, 135
dzogchen, 86, 108, 109

eight worldly att itudes, 165
elements, dissolution of, 59
emanation body, 54, 59, 60, 88, 97, 128, 

133. See also three bodies
Emanated Scripture of the Ear-

Whispered Transmission, 69, 71
emotional affl  ictions, 39, 42, 52, 97, 111, 

141, 143, 145, 149, 151
emptiness, 24, 54, 59–60, 64, 95, 108, 

127, 130, 133, 145, 168
realization of, 94, 152, 168
See also inherent existence, 

emptiness (continued)
emptiness of; bliss, conjoined with 

emptiness
Ensa (lineage), 24, 70 
enemy, 156, 163, 167
enjoyment body, 13, 14, 54, 59–60, 

88, 97, 129, 130, 133. See also three 
bodies

enlightenment, 18, 19, 20, 23, 57, 93
entreating, 115
environment, 29, 34–35

consecration of, 53–54
equanimity, 154–157
exchanging oneself with others, 51, 

151, 152, 153, 157, 158, 161
expansive deeds lineage, 24
experience lineage, 24, 25, 44, 175

faith, 19, 44–45, 47, 89, 98, 117, 121, 123
fi ve forces, 160–161, 172
fi ve hooks and fi ve lamps, 104, 106
food, 35, 99, 105
form body, 60, 88
four immeasurables, 52
four joys, 14, 63
four noble truths, 47, 148, 150

Gelug, 22, 31, 67, 70, 71, 80, 82, 83, 84, 
85, 86, 87, 108

generation stage, 13, 14, 16, 95, 107, 170
generosity, 167
giving and taking, 157–160, 164
gods, 144
Guhyasamaja, 11, 12, 13, 14, 26, 67, 69, 

70, 71, 74, 75, 76, 77, 80, 81, 82, 84, 
102, 171, 173

Gungtang Rinpoche, 21, 45, 50, 80, 83, 
106, 108, 109, 110, 156

Geden Tenpa Gyepai Monlam, 21, 83
guru

as embodiment of buddhas, 20, 
119–120

as inseparable from meditational 
deity, 23
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guru (continued)
body, speech, and mind of, 128–129
faults of, 119–121
insulting, 118
kindness of, 125–127
qualities of, 123–124
relying on, 17–19, 27–28, 117–119
visualization of, 18, 119

Guru Panchasika, 27
guru yoga

defi nition of, 7–8, 117
lineages of, 16

habit, 39
Hayagriva, 77, 82
hell, 94, 143, 148. See also six realms
Heruka, 11–14, 70, 71, 80, 81, 82
Hevajra, 80, 81
highest yoga tantra, 16, 18, 21, 23, 28, 31, 

45, 68 ,107, 109
HUM, 54, 59, 60, 61, 72, 88, 134
human form

cause of, 144
suff erings of, 148–149
value of, 11, 23, 28, 34, 38–39, 41, 45, 

140, 142, 150

“I”, 159
illusory body, 12, 13, 14, 56, 66, 95, 

106–109, 115, 133, 170
images: statues and tangkas, 29, 30, 35, 

77
imagination level, limitations of, 

94–95
impermanence, 140–141
incense, 87
indestructible drop, 159, 171, 173
inhalation and exhalation, 37–38, 164
inherent existence

appearance of, 145, 156
 emptiness of, 60, 63, 89, 114, 165, 169 
See also emptiness

initiation, 11, 16, 28, 43, 53, 67, 78, 
136, 170

initiation (continued)
secret, 109, 132, 136
self-, 81, 137, 172
vajra master, 132
vase, 109, 132, 136
wisdom-knowledge, 109, 132, 136
word, 109, 110, 132, 136

inspiration, 7, 15, 17, 22, 84, 90, 97, 124, 
132, 157, 171

intelligence, 135
interdependence, 169
intermediate state, 13, 14, 23, 59, 172
isolated body, mind, and speech, 129, 

171

Janapata, 12
Jorchö, 44, 94
joyous eff ort, 167–168

Kachem Lung Kurma, 26, 60, 74, 75, 
76, 77, 107, 134, 151

Kadam, 22, 27, 78, 79, 80, 81, 86
Kalachakra, 68, 80, 82
Kalarupa, 83, 84, 87
karma. See cause and eff ect
kayas. See three bodies

Lama Chöpa, origins of, 11
Lama Jangbod, 129
lamrim, 16, 26, 30–31, 34, 71, 100, 122, 

126, 148, 150, 174, 175
life, prolongation of, 135
Ling Rinpoche, 106
lojong, 16, 24, 26, 79, 143, 162–165
Lojong Tsigyema, 26, 162, 165
loving-kindness, 152, 157

madhyamaka, 71, 145
Madhyamakavatara, 31, 93
Mahakala, 83, 84
mahamudra, 80, 122, 175
Mahayana, 7, 23, 43, 46, 124, 165
Maitreya, 24, 36, 44, 76, 79, 175

Abhisamayalankara, 94
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Maitreya (continued)
Mahayana-Sutralankara, 124
Utt aratantra, 130

mandala, 66
mandala off ering, 31, 65, 102–103, 132
Manjushri, 12, 13, 22, 24, 30, 44, 

75, 79, 80, 84, 122, 134–135, 136, 175
and intelligence, 135

mantra circles, 14, 133–134, 135
medicine, 110
meditative stabilization, 168
mental sinking, 37, 72, 73, 168
merit, accumulation of, 15, 16, 18, 31, 

36, 57, 93–94, 116, 118, 127–128
merit fi eld, 15, 29, 34, 127–128

dissolution of, 171, 175–176
visualization of, 35, 55, 63–91

Milarepa, 113
mind

nature of, 19, 39
special generation of, 51–58
transformation of, 26, 30, 35, 

38, 41 
Miyowa, 86
morality, 83, 98, 123, 151, 167
motivation, 23, 33, 34, 35, 38, 41, 55, 

56, 57

Nagarjuna, 12, 14, 20, 44, 57, 69, 79, 
169

Mula-madhyamaka-karika, 31
Pancha-krama, 69, 130
Pindikrita Sadhana, 12, 14, 69
Ratnavali, 31, 57, 157, 158

Naropa, 103, 119. See also six yogas of 
Naropa

nectar, 44, 49, 50, 52, 61, 67, 68, 
94, 100, 104, 106, 134, 136, 139, 
142, 175

negativities, 37, 42, 49–50, 111–114, 131, 
141, 144, 146, 147, 149, 156, 158, 159, 
160, 163

purifi cation of, 15, 45, 49–50, 94, 
111–114, 134, 136, 139, 161

obstacles, overcoming, 18, 86, 90, 131, 
163, 168

obstructions to omniscience, 93, 159
ocean of milk, 65, 66
off ering goddesses, 94, 99–102

dissolution of, 102
off erings, 35–36, 99–110

as manifestations of bliss and 
emptiness, 64–65

consecration of, 61, 99
for geshe exams, 105
inner and outer, 61, 104, 107, 109
of Samantabhadra, 64–65
suchness, 108
 See also mandala off ering

OM AH HUM, 35, 60, 61, 88, 133, 137
omniscience, 20, 28, 46, 89, 93, 143, 162

obstructions to, 93, 159
one-pointed prayer, 91, 131
ordinary appearance, overcoming, 

21, 170

Padmasambhava, 106, 122, 123
Pelden Lhamo, 64, 85, 87
path, actual, 12, 14, 20, 48
path of accumulation, 22, 40
patience, 167
phowa, 171–173
possessions, 172
practicality, necessity of, 95–96
practice

att itude toward, 57
importance of, 41, 147
off ering of, 104

Prajnaparamita, 17, 24, 71, 94
pramana, 71
preparatory practices, six, 34–39. 

See also Jorchö
primordial buddha, 14, 56
produced phenomena, 140
profound and vast practices, 15, 24, 26, 

44, 79, 114–115, 175
progress, spiritual, 19, 142
prostration, 79–80, 96–100, 112
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purity, 108–109

Ratnasambhava, 74
rebirth, belief in, 42
rebirths, favorable and unfavorable, 34, 

42, 140–145, 148, 173
refuge, 18, 35, 43-51, 85, 89, 131, 139, 143, 

145, 147
causal, 45-46
dissolution of object of, 58
resultant, 45

refuge formula, 48, 49, 55. See also 
Sangye Chötsogma

rejoicing, 94, 114
repentance, 113
request prayers, 55, 114–115, 117, 122, 

124, 130, 139, 174, 175–176 
respect, cultivation of, 19, 117, 123, 125, 

139, 150
resultant state, 11, 20, 45, 130

method for achieving, 11–12, 18, 118
root guru, 8, 16, 23, 44, 49, 67, 74, 78, 

117, 125, 127, 132, 133, 139, 175

Samantabhadra, 64, 65, 75, 104, 130
sangha, 43, 46, 47, 48, 50, 67, 90, 146
Sangye Chötsogma, 51, 166
scope

great, 151–153
middling, 83, 98, 148–151
small, 83, 142–148, 150

scopes, three, 98, 140
Se (lineage), 24, 70
self-cherishing and self-grasping 

att itudes, 26, 145, 152–153, 157, 159, 
162.

seven-point thought transformation, 
152, 160

Shakyamuni Buddha, 15, 20, 24, 44, 48, 
51, 52, 72, 73, 86, 119, 125, 127, 144, 
146, 155, 156

Shantideva, 79
Bodhisatt vacharyavatara, 31, 51, 79, 

110, 113, 152, 155, 157, 166

Shung (lineage), 24, 70
siddhis, 106
six perfections, 65, 166–169
six realms, 45, 94–95, 142–145. See also 

rebirths, favorable and unfavorable
six seals, 176
six yogas of Naropa, 38
sixteen drops of Kadam, 79, 80–81
space, 64
spirits, harmful, 149, 156, 161
spontaneity, 108–109
stupa, 31
suchness mandala, 103
suff ering, 46, 147, 150, 158
sword, symbolism of, 69, 134-135

tantric path, stages of, 170–174
Tara, 75, 76, 86
tea, 104–105
teachings

att itude toward, 38–39
oral, 67

ten principles, 124
ten qualifi cations of the guru, 124
ten virtuous actions, 147
thought transformation. See lojong
three bodies, 14, 15, 54, 60, 96, 97. See 

also emanation body; enjoyment 
body; truth body

three isolations, 14, 107
Th ree Jewels, 18, 43, 46, 47, 48, 49, 55, 

98, 128, 129, 146, 147
three principal aspects of the path, 

29, 34, 66
Th ubten Jithor, 81
Th undrug Lamai Naljor, 64, 91
Tibet, 15, 36, 87, 95, 105, 106, 122, 126
Tibetans, 141
tobacco, 106
Trijang Rinpoche, 26, 80, 87,113, 154, 

162
truth body, 13, 54, 58, 59, 60, 88, 89, 97, 

115, 120, 130. See also three bodies
Tsongkhapa, 12, 16, 21–22, 24, 25, 30–31, 
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Tsongkhapa (continued)
67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 84, 87, 95

Lamrim Chenmo, 19, 31, 69, 71, 99,  
139, 146

Lekshe Nyingpo, 31, 103
name mantra of, 133
Ngag-rim Chenmo, 71, 82
praise verse of (“Migtsema”), 121–

122, 133–134, 136
“Songs of Spiritual Experience”, 

27, 117
transmission of teachings of, 24, 

70, 79
visualization of guru as, 72, 73, 121
Yonten Shigyurma, 17, 22

Tung Shak, 112
two truths, 47, 93, 109, 130-131. See also 

conventional truth

ultimate truth, 109
union of clarity and emptiness, 87
utpala, 71-72

Vairochana, 61, 74, 75, 76
Vairochana posture, 36–37
Vajra Ishvari, 73, 75

Vajradhara, 27, 44, 72, 73, 90, 91, 96, 
107, 115, 122, 129, 136, 170, 175

Vajradhatu, 82
Vajramala Tantra, 11, 13, 75
Vajrapani, 134, 136
vajrasana, 73
Vajrasatt va meditation, 111–112
Vajrayogini, 38, 70
validity of conventional appearance, 86
vegetarianism, 145
vehicles, lower, 157
vinaya, 18, 67, 123
virtues, 114
vows, 11, 137, 167, 170. See also 

bodhisatt va vows

wealth, increasing, 136
wheel of dharma, turning the, 114
wind, 36, 37, 59, 108–109

and mind, 72, 103, 130
wisdom, 108, 114, 123, 129, 130, 134–135, 

168
of bliss and emptiness, 63, 64, 103, 

108–109
See also Prajnaparamita
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